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Over 450,000 copies sold and in circulation! Here's why:Identification: Over 4,000 antique

American firearm models and variants extensively described with all marks and specifications

necessary for quick identification.Values: Over 4,000 individually priced firearms. Full

information on how to assess values based on demand, rarity and conditions.Illustrations: Over

1,700 large scale photographs accompany model descriptions for convenient

identification.Quick Reference: An easily-understood organization, a standardized numbering

system, extensive cross referencing and a comprehensive index all aid in making this book a

must reference for every gun enthusiast.Firearms History: Histories of the makers with dates

and locations of manufacture and quantities manufactured.Trends in Collecting: A review of the

ever-changing collecting and buying patterns which have resulted in a volatile present-day

collecting market.



The Leading Reference for Antique American ArmsFLAYDERMAN’SGUIDE TO

ANTIQUEAMERICAN FIREARMS...and their values9th EDITIONNorm FlaydermanThank you

for purchasing this Gun Digest eBook.Sign up for our newsletter and receive special offers,

access to free content, and information on the latest new releases and must-have firearms

resources! Plus, receive a coupon code to use on your first purchase from

GunDigestStore.com for signing up.or visit us online to sign up at© 1977, 1980, 1983, 1987,

1990, 1994, 1998, 2001 and 2007 by E. Norman FlaydermanAll rights reservedPublished

byGun Digest® BooksAn imprint of F+W Media, Inc.700 East State Street • Iola, WI

54990-0001715-445-2214 • 888-457-2873Our toll-free number to place an order or obtain a

free catalog is (800) 258-0929.All rights reserved. No portion of this publication may be

reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including

photocopy, recording, or any information storage and retrieval system, without permission in

writing from the publisher, except by a reviewer who may quote brief passages in a critical

article or review to be printed in a magazine or newspaper, or electronically transmitted on

radio, television, or the Internet.The views and opinions of the author expressed herein are not

necessarily those of the publisher, and no responsibility for such views will be assumed.All

listings and prices have been checked for accuracy but the publisher cannot be responsible for

any errors that may have occurred.The opinions stated herein by the author as to the values of

used firearms represent the views of the author and not necessarily those of the publisher.

Obviously, the marketplace could yield different values for the subject firearms.Library of

Congress Control Number: 2006935760Designed by Patsy Howell and Donna MummeryEdited

by Ken RamagePrinted in the United States of AmericaABOUT THE COVERRepresenting the

newer end of the contents spectrum, the Colt Model 1911 pistol has become a sought-after

collectible, and continues in use by military units, law enforcement personnel and private

citizens.The Model 1911 autoloading 45-caliber pistol was adopted in 1911, and Colt’s first

deliveries were made to Springfield Armory in early January 1912. Subsequently the Model

1911, with numerous modifications, has compiled an enviable service record with total

production (to 1970) of over three million units, with most going to military contracts.Author

Norm Flayderman acquired the illustrated M-1911, frames and drawing from the Winchester

Gun Museum in the mid-1970s when the museum contents were moved to the Buffalo Bill

Museum in Cody, Wyoming. The Flayderman letter documenting the details of the acquisitions

appears in the background, as does a letter from the Winchester Gun Museum, and is the sort

of provenance that collectors value greatly. (Courtesy Little John’s Auction

Service)ContentsTitle PageSpecial OffersAbout the AuthorForewordIntroductionChapter

ICollecting FirearmsChapter IIValues and ConditionChapter IIIRestoration and Fakes; Where

the Fine Line is DrawnChapter IVThe Arms LibraryChapter VMajor American ManufacturersA:

Ethan Allen (Allen & Thurber, Allen & Wheelock, E. Allen & Co.)B: Colt FirearmsC: Manhattan

Firearms CompanyD: Marlin (Including Ballard and Marlin-Ballard)E: Remington FirearmsF:

Sharps FirearmsG: Smith & WessonH: Stevens Arms CompanyI: Frank Wesson (Including

Wesson & Harrington and Harrington & Richardson)J: Whitney Arms CompanyK: Winchester

Firearms (and Their Predecessor Arms)Chapter VIAmerican Military Single Shot PistolsA: U.S.

Issue/Primary TypesB: Secondary TypesChapter VIIAmerican Percussion PistolsA:

RevolversB: PepperboxesC: Single and Multi-Barrel PistolsD: Deringers (Henry Deringer and

his Imitators)E: Underhammer PistolsF: Dueling and Deuling Pistols, Percussion Target & Belt

PistolsChapter VIIIAmerican Metallic Cartridge PistolsA: Revolvers, Pepperboxes, Single and



Multi-Barrel Pistols, Suicide SpecialsB: Semi-Automatic PistolsChapter IXAmerican Military

LongarmsA: U.S. Issue/Primary TypesB: Secondary TypesChapter XConfederate FirearmsA:

HandgunsB: LongarmsChapter XIKentucky Rifles and PistolsA: RiflesB: PistolsChapter

XIIPercussion Sporting and Target Rifles, Plains Rifles, Flintlock New England Rifles &

PistolsChapter XIIILever Action and Other Repeating RiflesChapter XIVSingle Shot Breech-

Loading Cartridge RiflesChapter XVRevolving RiflesChapter XVIAmerican Colonial and

Revolutionary War FirearmsChapter XVIIAmerican Shotguns and Fowling PiecesChapter

XVIIIMiscellanea (Whaling Guns, Indian Guns, Alarm Guns, Blunderbusses, Spring and Air

Guns, Harmonica and Needle Fire Guns, Yacht and other Salute

Cannon)AcknowledgmentsNRA Condition Standards for Antique FirearmsABOUT THE

AUTHORUndoubtedly the world’s best-known antique arms dealer and authority, Norm

Flayderman’s name has become synonymous with historic weapons of all types.Having

handled examples of most...if not all...known models and types of antique arms, Flayderman

possesses a prodigious amount of information which he has shared freely with his fellow

collectors. Scholarship in his chosen field is easily attested to by the “Acknowledgment” section

of almost any antique arms book published within the past decades where his name will be

carried, often as a major contributor, or as author of the “Foreword” or “Introduction.”Norm has

received more honors and official recognition than any other professional dealer or collector in

his field. An acknowledged arms historian, he acts in an advisory capacity to some of the most

prestigious American museums and historical societies. He is Staff Arms Consultant by U.S.

Army appointment to the famed Springfield Armory Museum, Arms Consultant by U.S. Marine

Corps appointment to the Marine Corps Historical Center, Washington, D.C. and Quantico,

Virginia, and Arms Consultant by Legislative Act and Governor’s appointment to the State of

Connecticut for their historic weapons collections. He most recently received appointment to

the Board of Overseers of the U.S.S. Constitution Museum at the Navy Yard, Boston,

Massachusetts. He has the unique distinction of being the only arms authority on the editorial/

advisory staff of all three major national collector publications. Included among the most

notable collections he has officially appraised or catalogued are the West Point Museum at the

U.S. Military Academy, the famed Winchester Gun Museum at New Haven, Connecticut, and

Cody, Wyoming, the Gettysburg National Museum, the venerable Colt Factory collection at

Hartford, Connecticut, the renowned Kindig collection of Kentucky rifles and extensive arms

and militaria collections at the Cowboy Hall of Fame, Oklahoma City and the Smithsonian

Institution, Washington, D.C.Widely known and respected in collecting circles in the United

States and abroad, Norm’s catalogs enjoyed the longest consecutive run of any ever issued in

the antique arms field…over 120 editions in their 45-year span. The detailed descriptions in

them, appearing with the earliest issues in the 1950s set new standards for the hobby. In his

five decades of actively buying, selling and appraising American and European weapons he

has handled a remarkably broad spectrum of antique and historic firearms, including some of

the greatest rarities. It was his sincere interest in the entire range of them that was the stimulus

to amass the immense storehouse of knowledge that is reflected in this book.An impressive

range of accomplishments for an exceptionally active career. Add to this a hitch in the U.S.

Navy in WWII as an aerial photographer and later as an officer in the U.S. Air Force. More

recently, in the 1980s, he served 4 years as Civilian Aide to the Secretary of the Army, in which

capacity he often represented the U.S. Army and the Secretary on official business and

functions. Graduation from Boston University and an earlier profession in photography all

played important roles in his wide ranging career in antique arms.Norm’s interests are legion.

His book, Scrimshaw and Scrimshanders: Whales and Whalemen (the indigenous folkart of the



American whalemen and the history of whaling) is considered the definitive treatise on the

subject. His most recent contribution to American arms lore, the massive sized, copiously

illustrated “The Bowie Knife; Unsheathing An American Legend” met with resounding success

when published in 2005. Honored with a foreword by a noted historian at the Smithsonian it

received enthusiastic reviews by the press. Sorting out truth from myth, Norm produced the

first reliable history of that iconic Bowie knife; from its origin to present-day. The Bowie’s

complex mix of history, hardware and tangle of deceptive folklore is at last placed in clear,

accurate and logical perspective. He has authored two other books in the collecting field and

numerous articles about antique weapons that have appeared in national publications. His

multi-faceted career has often been a subject of feature articles appearing in national

magazines and the popular press over the years. A little known facet of his interest is that in

World War I aviation, a field in which he is also considered a competent authority.The outdoors

holds a special fascination for Norm. He is as much at ease behind the sights of a big bore

double-rifle as he is in his professional career. He has stalked big game on safaris in many

countries of Africa, where he bagged his share of record trophies; while Europe, Scandinavia,

Canada and Iceland have often been on his hunting and fishing itinerary. Norm is among the

handful of Americans to have hunted high in the Caucasus Mountains of southern Russia and

the desolate Gobi Desert of Mongolia and Siberia. Hunting expeditions in the Himalayas of

India, Poland and Turkey were followed by sporting treks in New Zealand, the Australian

Outback and Tien Shan Mountains of the former Russian Republic of Kyrgyzstan, and more

recently by a stirring adventure deep in the Ebook Tops Jungle of Brazil.Each day continues to

hold something new and different for this busy fellow. He continues to take particular

satisfaction in assuming the challenge and research of a subject that has been little studied,

adding meaningfully to his chosen fields and American folklore. A student at heart, he has

amassed extensive data for a number of ongoing research projects. As one of the most

experienced historians in the field of American swords, he has labored on a planned guide,

about the subject ever since his acquisition in 1955 of the most extensive collection of them

ever assembled. Although long since disposed (through his catalogs), he had the foresight to

photograph all of them individually; those illustrations were subsequently the basis for a

significant addition to arms literature “American Swords from the Philip Medicus Collection”

with the “Introduction” by Norm. Another pet project “waiting in the wings” is a graphic study of

the Civil War years as witnessed through an unrivaled selection of military recruiting posters,

printed proclamations, broadsides and handbills. The subject is one which the author is

uniquely qualified to tackle and contribute to the lore of that momentous era. And there’s more!

Currently he is deeply engrossed in competing a study underway on another unique American

primitive art form never previously studied, akin to the whaling sailor’s art of “scrimshaw.” The

carvings produced by American soldiers of both North and South and the prisoners-of-war of

both those armies during the Civil War were prolific. With the simplest of tools and the most

common of materials they fashioned a wide range of fascinating items for themselves and the

folks back home…tobacco pipes being their greatest output. Expectantly, that work and other

favored “works in progress”…will find their way into print in the not too distant

future.ForewordWith thirty years in print and closing in on one million copies in circulation, this

ninth edition of Flayderman’s Guide to Antique American Firearms has dependably proven

itself as the standard work and basic reference source in this challenging field of collecting

considered by many its very bible. That remarkable achievement was recognized in short

order, following issuance of the first edition three decades ago. Subsequent editions were

received with similar enthusiastic, unstinting praise. This ninth revised and enlarged edition



certainly maintains that impressive record of accomplishment. Perhaps the words of Mike

Carrick, Staff Editor of the Questions and Answers columns of The Gun Report magazine,

among the most influential publications dealing with historic firearms, said it best. Fielding a

heavy volume of inquiries about antique arms on a daily basis, he wrote: “I have over 2,500

books on guns and edged weapons, but I have only [Flayderman’s Guide] on my desk for

constant daily use in answering my columns inquiries. Your Guide is the most useful book in

my library.” That same periodical commented in its earlier review of the second edition:

“publication of Flayderman’s Guide was revolutionary. It was the first to catalogue the whole

field of collectible American firearms and divide it into logical groups, an instant success.” And

thus it has remained.“…quite simply the best and most important study of antique American

firearms ever written” said Man at Arms Magazine, the equally popular journal for antique arms

collectors in their review of the sixth edition. In their commendation of Norm’s 8th edition they

noted: “Here at Man at Arms we get a pile of questions from readers [a large majority of which]

could have been answered with a quick trip to Flayderman’s Guide! Every edition is more

comprehensive and accurate then the previous one,” and that, too, is a tough one to beat!

Perhaps the ultimate testimony and confirmation of this Guide is to be found out in the real

world or, to employ more fitting imagery, on the firing lines of the many gun shows held

throughout the country where the book is in high evidence. Dog-eared, heavily worn and well-

thumbed copies are to be spotted on (and under!) tables, kept readily accessible for instant

reference. There are two-copy owners aplenty; retaining one on their library shelf the other for

the road! By all counts that qualifies as the ultimate test by professionals and novices alike,

who measure the book the toughest way by its accuracy and usefulness.Flayderman’s Guide is

unique, the very first to embrace and catalog in a comprehensive encyclopedic manner the

entire field of collectible antique American firearms. Over 4,000 of them are classified here,

illustrated with over 1,800 detailed photographs. From its very inception it became the ultimate

arms collectors and guntrader’s reference, manual and handbook.This expanded ninth edition

brings to the field the latest up-to-date, essential technical and historical information in the

treasury of arms lore; the veritable pillar of knowledge of this fascinating hobby. Many of these

chapters have broken new ground for the collector. They provide experienced insights to assist

the collector’s understanding and appreciation of each of the many fields of firearms

specialty.Simultaneous with the very introduction of this indispensable manual, collectors and

dealers of all stripes found new interest in the firearms cataloged, many not previously actively

traded or avidly collected. With fresh, newly published data, much of it available at a mere

glance only here, new collecting specialties were brought into the open. The book’s impact was

immediately felt in the marketplace and its long-term effects are much in evidence.The catalog

numbering system innovation Flayderman introduced with the second edition of this Guide was

well-received by the collecting community. As expected, it immediately found its way into the

general terminology and jargon of the collecting world, allowing hobbyists to talk in short-hand

with unmistakable concurrence.Both the general and the specialized arms press were

generous in their approval from the very earliest publication of this Guide and the space they

devoted to their reviews decidedly showed it! Critics were uniformly laudatory. These excerpts

from a few widely known publications and by eminent authorities best summarize that

commentary:Field & Stream magazine “…as a definitive work; you shudder at the amount of

effort that must have been required to put it together.”Antiques & the Arts Weekly:

“Flayderman’s Guide is the most authoritative price reference for American collectors that has

ever been made available to collectors.”New York Times: “A most valuable book for the person

interested in truly old guns made in this country is Norm Flayderman’s Guide to Antique



American Firearms.”The American Rifleman: “Coverage is thorough and material is arranged in

a manner that permits easy access. The book is as valuable a general reference as any listed

in its extensive bibliography.”The Guide is the only book dealing with antique arms that was

selected for the prestigious list compiled by the American Rifleman (the most widely circulated

of all American firearms monthly periodicals) of the twelve most necessary and important

books to be included in the gun expert’s library! That was quite a recommendation!Hobbies

magazine: “It soon became apparent to me just how much almost priceless data the volume

contained for the collector who wanted a single volume reference work on virtually the entire

range of antique American firearms.”The Daily News Bangor Maine: “If knowledge is power in

the collecting and dealing world Flayderman’s Guide may be the ultimate weapon, at least to

the gun fraternity.”Shooting Times: “This book will not be bettered in its scope and field. If you

are a collector, dealer or student of antique arms you will find yourself crippled without

it.”Thomas E. Hall, curator, Winchester Gun Museum: “A splendid and brilliant work. After over

50 years of arms collecting and 29 years as curator of the Winchester Museum, I can say that

it is a major contribution to arms literature.”Herb Glass, legendary American antique arms

dealer: “If I had to settle for only one book in my arms library, [Flayderman’s Guide] would be

that choice.”Guns Magazine, by Elmer Keith, a renowned name in American firearms field:

“The bible for the gun collector a must for all students of early American firearms!”Stuart W.

Pyhrr; curator of Arms and Armor; the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York: “I also

recommend your book to the public for its very practical discussion of condition and restoration

as they affect the historical and monetary values of firearms.”And that brings me to the man

and his credentials (as if the book is not enough!): One of the best-known antique arms dealers

in the world, Flayderman has personally catalogued and described more firearms of all types

than anyone else in gun collecting history. His own sales catalogs (issued from 1954 to 1998)

were the most widely read and cited throughout the hobby. The 120 editions published over

those years enjoyed the longest consecutive run of any ever issued and have become worthy

collectors items in their own right! Collectors worldwide recognize him as a serious student in

many specific fields and know him to freely share his knowledge.In his years as a dealer Norm

Flayderman has appraised and purchased some of the largest firearms collections in America.

His expertise is often sought by well-known museums, historical societies and government

agencies; his many formal appointments to their staffs being a fine measure of competence.

There is more, but the point is obvious: Norm Flayderman is the right fellow to have produced

this book. We are fortunate he has brought the same conscientious accuracy and insightful

judgment to this Ninth Edition.KEN RAMAGE, EDITORGUN DIGESTIntroductionSTAYING

THE COURSEThis 9th edition marks the anniversary of 30 years in-print for this Guide! The

continuous enthusiastic manner in which the preceding eight editions were accepted by my

fellow collectors and dealers in this ever-fascinating hobby has been highly gratifying. The

realization that all those many years sped by so swiftly cannot help but elicit a few personal

remarks (with the reader’s indulgence) for the excitement and pleasure afforded me by the

provocative challenge of assembling, composing and editing these nine editions. Surveying the

bustling, often changeable pace of the marketplace has proven a continual cause for attention.

Along with that lively action, keeping an eye on the unceasing flow of newly published works,

with its added bounty of freshly revealed data for this hobby, have managed to keep me on my

toes and not allow for many dull moments. The mere quantity of that literature, embracing

everything from major studies of firearms not previously examined to the minutiae of

manufacturing details and variances (often the very essence of collecting), is amply affirmed by

the bibliographies throughout this Guide.The practice established with all prior editions of



adding new information brought to my attention and reporting ever-changing collecting trends,

has continued to make these Guides credible and useful tools for the collector. As originally

anticipated when preparing the first edition of this Guide over three decades earlier (and

since), it was inevitable there would be gaps in data or omissions for some models cataloged

here, while numerous variants were certain to be lacking for many other entries. It was also

recognized then, that with gradual maturing of the hobby, the future years held many changes

in store for previously unrecognized American firearms to qualify as antique and gain

admission to the ranks of the long-established, venerable arms collectibles. For many

American firearms, that time decidedly arrived during the intervening years. They are noted by

the inclusion of numerous previously overlooked and unstudied makes, models and variations.

Chapter VIII (Cartridge Handguns) bears particularly valid witness to that observation. It is just

such information that is proven worthy for addition to this 9th Edition and portends the future

for other specialty fields of arms collecting.An increasingly visible trend noticeable over the

years, and one which may be reasonably accepted as an accurate barometer, has been the

ever-increasing emphasis focused upon detail and manufacturing minutiae which continues to

dominate numerous areas of collecting; especially the series of firearms made by major

manufacturers such as Colt, Winchester, Remington, Smith & Wesson, etc. Recent decades

have also seen greater, justly deserved, significance accorded to antique firearms directly

associated with many historic eras and outstanding events of America’s past as well as

firearms identifiable to individuals that owned and carried them. Commensurate with that

heightened appreciation has been a noteworthy advance in comparative values, not a few

reflecting unprecedented gains based on great historical import.IMPARTING NEW

INFORMATION; INCURSIONS ON VIRGIN TERRITORIESThis updated 9th Edition is the

largest and most extensive yet undertaken with over 1,200 revisions, modifications and an

unprecedented wealth of significant new data and illustrations. Making use of every bit of

available space in the 8th Edition for that profusion of fresh material, it was still necessary to

increase the length of this work in excess of twenty percent. That detailed, practical information

along with numerous entries never previously included are to be found throughout every

chapter of this Guide, accompanied with a reevaluation of over four thousand individual

firearms. Once again, Chapter VIII American Metallic Cartridge Handguns continues among

those sections reflecting an especially notable increase of information to include salient detail

about handguns never previously catalogued and others that are finally placed in a proper

perspective (such as the innocuous little revolvers known as “Saturday Night Specials” and the

un-American named “British Bulldog” which has assumed a startling role in American arms

collecting). Among other chapters noteworthy for the large numbers of new entries and

additional factual data are those classifying the firearms of Ethan Allen (V-A); Colt Firearms (V-

B); Remington Firearms (V-E); Smith & Wesson (V-G); all the subsections and categories of

percussion handguns of Chapter VII; American Military Longarms (IX); and the numerous

sections of Chapter XVIII Miscellanea (revealing reliable information on the once-questionable

air rifle carried by Meriwether Lewis on the historic Lewis and Clark 1803 Exploring

Expedition). Just about all bases have been covered.As for those “INCURSIONS ON VIRGIN

TERRITORIES” inferred in the caption above: I must admit to yielding to a personal fixation for

challenging the subjects of Dueling in America and Dueling Pistols (Chapter VII-F). It appeared

the time was right and long overdue to inject a note of skepticism and disbelief at the manner

in which both subjects have been accepted carte blanche by collectors, historians and the

public at large. Having examined the subject at reasonable depth for my recent study of the

folklore, legend and myth of the Bowie knife (to refute a misconception that some American



duels were actually fought with those knives), I became acutely aware that the entire subject

was one fraught with misconceptions, distortions and outright fallacies. It was invariably treated

in an utterly simplistic manner. Many of those same misrenderings of dueling practices were

transposed directly to “Dueling Pistols.” At first glance a simple, unassuming explanation was

envisioned. However, with ever-increasing curiosity, as the topic was examined that

doubtfulness heightened accordingly. Ostensibly there has been a general acceptance, across-

the-board (lock, stock and barrel) of just about everything ever printed about those subjects for

the past two centuries. It appears that no discernible voices were ever raised in disapproval or

objection to even the most blatant distortions and delusions. I harbor the hope that my

disputation and polemics might inject a note of rationality and logic into both subjects of

“dueling” and “dueling pistols.” Optimistically the gauntlet, thus thrown down, will not be found

unmerited or irrelevant, but rather, will serve as a spark to motivate an enterprising historian,

student or collector to accept that challenge to investigate the subjects at greater depth. They

are deeply embedded in arms tradition as well as American folklore and deserve better

treatment and judicious attention!A persistently overlooked subject also due the attention of

collectors is the relevance of early catalogs of firearms manufacturers and the merchants who

sold those same guns. Others equally pertinent, are long outdated auction and other sales

catalogs of notable American gun collections, many of which played historic, as well as

informative roles in the story of antique American arms collecting. Quite a few of them continue

to serve as important references to the present-day. Their significance has not been merely

underrated, but entirely disregarded. A few are particularly worthy of veneration and are

discussed in Chapter I (Collecting Firearms). Equally relevant have been the numerous

periodicals devoted to antique firearms that have come and gone over the length of the 20th

century. A résumé of their somewhat checkered past (also Chapter I) demonstrates the

deserved critical recognition and proud status since achieved by this collecting field.THE

PULSE OF COLLECTING REMAINS STRONG, THE CLIMATE STIMULATINGIt has been an

exciting 6 years since the issuance of the last edition of this Guide. Much has happened in the

antique arms world, generally mirroring the tenor of economic times in America. Reviewing my

own comments in the previous 8 editions about the general health and climate of this arms

collecting hobby affords the opportunity to get a handle on its stability and endurance, a

reasonably accurate barometer to envision its development and anticipate its future. Cutting

quickly to the bottom line: values, allure and demand for antique American firearms continues

strong and robust just as they have since I first committed myself to print in this Guide over 30

years ago. A cursory reading of the “Introduction” of all those earlier editions amply confirms

that conclusion. Collecting antique American firearms, and consequently the values of them,

continues its unabated growth. That has proven quite the opposite trend of many other fields of

collecting. Values have generally reflected a constant upward course throughout all the various

ups-and-downs of the economic cycles of the stock market and the economy. With that track

record, there is every reason to believe that this engrossing field of collecting will continue that

same stable and healthy upward path, neither distracted by an influx of speculators, nor

unbalanced by the excitement of awesome, record-shattering prices recently achieved for a few

matchless, superlative rarities. The recent decade has witnessed increasing importance paid to

minor manufacturing details and historical associations once thought insignificant. Quite often

the respective arms are attended by a commensurate of value rise. Those changing patterns of

collecting are often affected by the numbers of new collectors continually entering the field.

Their outlook often differs from those old hands whose peripheral vision may have been

blurred by years of concentration on a narrow field of specialty; possibly an instance of “not



seeing the forest for the trees.” Arms collecting does experience continual evolutionary change;

most of it subtle, logical and enduring; occasionally profound and far-reaching. Those same

possibilities continue to present themselves with the undertaking of each new research project

in every area of this field. Nothing better exemplifies that comment than the recent entry on the

collecting scene of the incongruously named “British Bull Dog” (see full story Chapter 8A-061).

The disclosure of new factual material, often the minutiae, and for some the very essence of

collecting, has been seen to open up new turf for the collector to explore, investigate and go

gunning for (the analogy was inescapable).If logically priced, antique firearms will continue to

find a ready, if not eager market; just as they always have over the past half-century. I have

written those identical words in all prior editions of this Guide. They continue to reflect my

assessment of the present-day antique arms marketplace.ARRIVING AT VALUESThe values

reflected for the antique firearms cataloged in this 9th Edition have been carefully and

rationally analyzed and determined on a piece-by-piece basis by my personally conferring with

many other dealers and collectors, each of whom are actively involved in this hobby and are

cognizant of market conditions in their respective fields of specialty, including my own fifty

years of actively buying, selling, trading and dealing in these very same estimable arms. There

is no simple formula for arriving at values and value changes nor, would it be justifiable or

accurate to simply assign a generalized, overall percentage of increase (or decrease) to all

antique firearms or a particular specialized area or make of them. Each specialty of arms

collecting is characterized by its own popularity and value trends. In some of those more

narrowly focused fields of special interest, it often takes but a newly published research study,

or merely a handful of active collectors to initiate an active search for those particular models

to realize dramatic value changes. The broad range of values indicated for each of the listed

firearms may be accepted as carefully considered, judicious, general guidelines that should be

found of practical use in determining retail market values. To borrow phraseology in common

usage by appraisers, these value guidelines would serve to ultimately determine “the full and

fair market value as would have been paid for the [firearm] by a willing buyer to a willing seller

in an open market, with both having knowledge of relevant facts.” To expect that all collectors or

traders would approach the estimation of values of antique firearms in the same manner or

with the same practiced eye or with the same motives of buying and/or selling would be

unrealistic. The highly subjective nature of placing dollar values on antiques of any type,

firearms specifically, and the many motivations involved just do not make for unfailing

exactness. It is commonly taken for granted that no two antique guns, in any condition less

than new or like new, are rarely, if ever, identical; hence, should be evaluated on that

individuality.THE EXCITEMENT OF RECORD PRICES vs. CONVENTIONAL VALUE

PATTERNSAmong the many exciting, newsworthy events that happened in the interim since

the last edition have been the unprecedented, record-shattering prices, invariably realized at

auction, for a wide variety of antique firearms. The startling numbers brought much favorable

publicity and acclaim for this provocative field of collecting. Understandably, the media most

often reports only those phenomenal prices for a handful of choice rarities, with little or no

coverage given the more conventional arms, which comprise, by far, the major part of the

collecting marketplace. It is essential for the collector, especially those newly introduced to the

hobby, to recognize that such exceptional values (many running into the mid- and high-six

figures) do not reflect across-the-board proportionate increases to all antique guns, and that

those remarkable values seldom, if ever, reflect upon to weapons of the same make and model

in lesser degrees of condition. The excitement created by so many record smashing American

gun values was certainly provocative for the collecting community, and remains so to this day. It



is of paramount importance to recognize that, almost without exception, such sensational

values were established for antique firearms of equally outstanding rarity or condition or

historical import. The values are certainly indicative of a new status achieved by the collecting

of antique arms. They equally signify the continuing influx of an astute cadre of collectors with

a deep understanding and appreciation for the ultimate, top-of-the-line for their respective fields

of interest. However, the collector and dealer should not become blind-sided to the reality that

those eye-opening, astounding prices were paid at public auction for equally eye-opening,

astounding antique firearms. As for all other American arms, i.e. 99.9 percent of them,

including the various ranges of grades of those listed and valued in this Guide, values will be

seen reflecting more modest changes and increases. These remarks are certainly not intended

to diminish the import of such values or the desirability, of the respective arms, but rather, to

again call attention to the unique disparity of values for those ultimate specimens and caution

the collector to keep in perspective the factors that affect and are responsible for establishing

that other 99.9 percent of antique American firearms that are most apt to be encountered in

the marketplace.The values reflected by this 9th Edition confirm that prices have continued a

just about an across-the-board rise, just as they had in every edition of this Guide over the past

30 years. Generally, firearms on the lower end of the condition scale reflect modest increases,

while those in the upper levels of that same scale are shown to have disproportionately larger

percentages of increased value owing to their greater demand in the marketplace.THE DUAL

RANGE OF CONDITIONS UTILIZED TO GRADE (AND VALUE) FIREARMS.The dual grades

of conditions shown for almost every listed firearm cataloged in this Guide represent the

average range of condition in which that particular specimen is most apt to be found offered for

sale (or available for sale) in the collectors marketplace. Merely using the same average

condition grades for all guns of all types and periods would be as inaccurate, as it was unfair.

All antique guns, regardless of their era of manufacture are not normally encountered in

identical ranges of condition. That is especially evident with flintlock vs. percussion firearms vs.

cartridge arms. In each instance the later manufactured weapon (especially those of post-Civil

War through turn-of-century eras) is more likely to be found in a generally better range of

condition. The dual ranges chosen for inclusion here have been based on my own experience

in personally handling these exact types of firearms for over half a century, and in cooperation

and concurrence with other professional dealers and collectors with long experience in various

fields of specialization. Thus, a great majority of Civil War and earlier firearms are most often to

be chanced upon in the dual range of Good and Fine while the majority of later manufacture

arms (especially of the metallic cartridge era) will most often be seen listed in dual ranges of

Very Good and Excellent. It is essential to recognize that those dual ranges are not hard and

fast for all periods of manufacture. For instance: almost all Civil War carbines (Chapter VI-B)

are listed in the lower ranges of Good to Fine, while a few specific models, such as the Smith

carbine (9B-085); made during that same Civil War era, are most often found in better degrees

of condition and hence are listed in the Guide under Very Good and Excellent as are Peabody

carbines (9B-081). Other examples of differing ranges of conditions for various guns are

especially evident in chapters discussing well-known gunmakers with extended production

runs, such as Colt, Smith & Wesson, Remington, etc. Invariably their later cartridge models are

encountered in finer average condition range than their earlier percussion models and are thus

listed in this Guide.Valuations for mint (or near mint) condition firearms have been purposefully

avoided for almost all listings in this Guide. Essentially, they are not within the range of

conditions chosen for inclusion in this Guide i.e. the category most apt to be found for sale in

the collectors marketplace. Such optimum specimens are certain to be encountered; their



frequency of availability in ever-diminishing numbers and vied for evermore furiously. With the

search for such ultimate specimens in mint condition (or rare models in even lesser grades of

Fine or Excellent) having reached imposing, often sensational price levels, they have

sometimes been the subject of headlines and news stories in the firearms and general

antiques press. Those lofty price plateaus have been primarily achieved at public auction (see

further discussion Chapter I). There is little doubt that with the ever-rising popularity of almost

all fields of collecting, especially of historical Americana and general antiques.and more

particularly antique American firearms, that such remarkable values for prime rarities are

merited. However, it is essential that collectors (and dealers, too!) retain rationality and do not

become distracted by such record-breaking values in the belief (or, more likely, hopes) that

those same spectacular prices are transferable pro rata to identical model guns in lesser

degrees of condition. Rarely, if ever does that occur. And, it is just at the juncture of

irrepressible optimism that expectations overwhelm rational judgment to take precedence in

buying or attempting to sell similar models in lesser grades of condition or quality; invariably to

be met with disappointment. Those spectacular values established for equally spectacular lone

specimens do not a market make. On occasion they cast a pall over segments of the

marketplace in anticipation that new life has suddenly been breathed into a specialized area of

collecting, all due to the record prices achieved and the publicity devoted to a single, or a mere

handful, of rarities. Ultimately, the market settles back and resumes normalcy, sometimes to

the disappointment of a few speculators, but to the relief of most others, dependent on who

may be selling and who may be buying!IMPACT OF THE COMPUTER AGEThe Internet,

Websites, Dot.Coms and EmailMajor changes have taken place since the issuance of the

previous edition in the manner in which antique arms collecting in America is conducted and

the impact of those changes continues to grow. They all came about in a relatively short time;

their very first mention in these Guides was only in that last (8th) edition in 2001. Their

significant effect has not merely altered the manner in which the commercial aspects of

collecting are conducted, but encompasses the dissemination of information and

communication between collectors, as well.It’s difficult not to sit up and take notice how the

antiques market has adapted itself to the computer age and vice versa. Less than a decade

ago it may have been thought incongruous, if not irreverent, to discuss such unlikely topics as

time-honored, historical antiques and cutting-edge electronics in the same breath. How greatly

have the tables turned! The computer and the Internet brought with them alternative collecting

patterns, many of which have a direct effect on values.It is reasonable to believe that others are

destined for the future as the inexpensive means of world-wide communication continues its

unceasing growth. Slowly and grudgingly, it even appears to be ensnaring the geriatric set, the

old-timers and seasoned collectors who ultimately realized it was necessary to change gears

to stay active in the game (myself included).Among the more noticeable changes engendered

by the computer is its use as a means for auction bidding, augmenting and very often

supplanting the telephone. Allowing those same auction houses an instant world-wide

audience via the Internet, combined with their issuance of exceptionally well-illustrated

catalogs, also eliminated even the necessity to personally attend auctions for many potential

bidders. Further evidence of change brought about by the computer has been the virtual

disappearance of antique arms dealers’ time-honored, printed mail-order catalogs. They are

fast-vanishing from the scene, with but a handful of veterans still carrying the torch. On that

score there’s little doubt that the net’s convenience as a means of buying, selling and trading

antique arms has grown phenomenally, not merely by dealers, but allowing equal access for

individual traders to the same enormous world-wide audience of arms collectors and potential



arms collectors. My original observation in the 8th Edition, that the absence of many seasoned

collectors [i.e. read: “old-timers”] from the electronic scene was influential in preventing it from

reaching its full potential has distinctly given way to progress. It has become ever more

apparent that traditional exchange of information via the postal system has yielded, with

quickened pace, to email and the Internet. Inevitably, the future holds more useful distractions

in store for these same remarkable systems.The customary caveat and advice, offered to

collectors since the early days of this hobby, to be aware of the small faction of fast buck

artists, sharpers and con-men that sporadically operate on the periphery of this hobby at gun

shows, and by mail order is equally applicable to the internet. The same sharks have rapidly

adapted themselves to the computer age, often improving their questionable talents; enough,

so to keep the collector on his toes! Firearms laws are also a matter of concern. Prior to free-

wheeling and dealing electronically it is important that collectors be aware of laws and legal

ramifications that may restrict the sale of various type firearms in state and interstate

commerce.IT ALL DEPENDS ON WHAT THE MEANING OF “GOOD” IS! (Or What’s In A

Name?)Semantics play an influential role in pricing; much more so than deserved. It’s very

likely a cause for misconception in arriving at values. Considerable belabored thought and

discussion was devoted to the innocent, innocuous, rather humdrum phraseology “GOOD” as

the term employed to portray condition of an antique firearm. The word is widely seen

throughout this “GUIDE”, valuing guns in one of the lowest condition ranges. Subject to varying

interpretations, often at odds with one another, the term is universally used in firearms guides

as well as those of other hobbies. More or less, a term of convenience, it usually indicates a

grade of condition of the lower end of the scale. In its application to antique firearms, it may be

both inept and misunderstood. All too often, collectors tend to make no correlation between the

word itself and the actual condition it is supposed to describe.Used in the context of describing

antique guns, “GOOD” is merely a euphemism, i.e. a word or expression used in preference to

a more direct word that sounds too harsh or disturbing; much like “between jobs” is substituted

for “out-of-work”! “GOOD” is an artificiality, an over-nice word, agreeable to the ear to describe

what, in antique gun collecting, is a condition that is really quite the opposite of that state!

Unfortunately, it’s often taken in its literal sense (“satisfactory in quality; excellent; genuine;

sound; free from blemish; relatively fine quality; or at the meat market: a grade below ‘choice; or

‘prime’”; as per the dictionary)…when, what is talked about is really not “good” at all. So, please

take note, “GOOD” as it is used in this “GUIDE” indicates antique American guns in the

following condition:“Some minor replacement parts; metal smoothly rusted or lightly pitted in

places, cleaned or reblued, principal lettering, numerals and design on metal legible; wood

refinished, scratched, bruised, or minor cracks repaired; in good working order.”In other words,

it’s really rather low on the grading scale. Perhaps inappropriate and unsuited for the role, it is

the term chosen for the only set of standards that were specifically adopted for antique guns

that were established by the National Rifle Association many years ago; see full details and

discussion in Chapter II. Thus, if the collector will bear in mind that the euphonious “GOOD”

really indicates a fairly well worn specimen, he will be better able to gauge value.INVESTORS,

“INVESTMENT GRADE” GUNS & RECORD PRICESA steadying influence, likely the

underlying reason, for continued health of this hobby (quite the opposite that occurred in many

other collecting fields) is the fact that it has never been inundated by “investors” i.e. those who

purchase only for the sake of financial gain with no appreciation for the arms themselves.

Whether happenstance or not, most earning their livelihood from this hobby, with but few

exceptions, never strenuously promoted only its profit potential, combining to make for stability

in the American antique firearms market. Hopefully it will never reach the point of self-



aggrandizement, as have a few other collecting areas, where those dealing in the material

consider themselves an “industry!”.Composed, mostly, of collectors, with but the smallest group

of “investors,” the antique arms market has been protected from the “boom or bust” wild swings

of many other collecting fields. The fact that collectors did not desert the market in drastic

economic swings has been a steadying influence, preventing any appreciable, price drop.

“Investor” as it applies to gun collecting is not a derisive word but it does often imply that one

has only a slight idea of the sphere in which they are operating. Those most successful in the

long run are not “investors” attempting to forecast the market, but those who take the time to

study the hobby to acquire an appreciation of it and buy items they will take pleasure from. It is

this latter buyer who will invariably have the greatest gain when disposing of an item or

collection. It is essential that the collector learn to discern misleading information disguised as

“expert” opinion.It has been noted that some other collecting markets have sustained well-

reported diminishing buyers, prices and interest during various economic downturns. If and

when they rebound, the euphemism currently in vogue by investors is “revitalize.” The term has

not found its way into this hobby.CHANGING STANDARDS FOR CONDITIONCondition is, of

course, a key factor in determining value. Chapter II discusses the subject at great length.

There have been subtle changes over these past years, in the acceptance by collectors of

antique arms in condition a grade or two below what was formerly accepted as the norm for

various specialities. Although most apparent with Single Shot Rifles, the trend is equally

observed with lever action rifles of all types and semiautomatic guns, among many others. In

the 1950s through 1970s collectors of those types would only accept mint or near mint pieces

with prices drastically falling off for anything below those grades. Commencing with the 1980s

through to today, such arms are often prized in considerably lower grades. It was only in the

late 1950s that gun collecting became mildly condition-conscious. The search for, and the

acceptance of, the ultimate “factory new” or “mint” antique arms began to reach feverish pitch

in the 1960s, 70s and early 80s. Although not reversing the trend (those ultimate condition

pieces are still equally sought and vied for) there has been a noticeable lessening of goals,

indicating the increasing shortage of such “factory new” antique arms. These altered collecting

patterns are quite evident with today’s collector and dealer, who may view the field from an

entirely different perspective.GUN SHOWSThere are literally dozens of gun shows throughout

the U.S. on any given weekend. As far as antique and collector arms are concerned, there is a

decided inverse ratio applicable: The more these shows proliferate, the less the quality and

quantity of collectible arms are to be found on display. There are a few consistently fine, and

usually exciting, shows throughout the year that have defined parameters for the type of

antique and collectors arms allowed for display and sale. Established collector shows will be

found a fine introduction to the hobby as long as the new collector tempers his enthusiasm with

common sense! By far, the majority of gun shows are relegated to flea market status and the

novice, especially, is cautioned that chances of finding the proverbial “sleeper” (i.e. falling into a

sewer and coming up with a diamond) are greatly diminished. Very much in evidence at many

of those shows are the same tired old guns offered by the same circuit riders at show after

show, with the same tired, old, finger-smudged tags affixed.....with the same tired old prices!

The tags themselves are the most obvious indication that the guns have been on the market,

overpriced, for a long time.GOALS & OBJECTIVESThe necessity for an accurate, up-to-date

book encompassing all collectible American arms and their current market values was

apparent; a one-volume source with simply stated, easily found specifications and

corresponding prices. This book has been written to fill that want. It is intended to be of equal

value and use to the advanced collector as well as to the neophyte; providing each with the



basic material needed to assess values for a very wide range of American antique and

collectors’ firearms. The book is not intended as the very last word for collecting each

specialized field and the reader is reminded of that throughout; especially where minute

variances and nuances play an important role on specific models. The goal has been to arm

the reader with all the facts necessary to quickly identify an arm and accurately evaluate it; or

to at least determine that the piece is out-of-the-ordinary and possesses distinctive features

requiring further research before hastily placing a value, possibly inaccurate, on it.As the basic

intent is to be both value and identification guide, considerable effort has been made to include

as many known American made firearms as were manufactured on a production basis.

Prototypes, experimental pieces or one-of-a-kind developmental or evolutionary models

seldom seen are kept to a minimum. An equal effort has been made to assist the reader in

determining prices for many types of American weapons which were individually hand crafted

and are strictly one-of-a-kind. The Kentucky rifle is the most obvious example, but there are

others as well, including Colonial weapons and many types of muzzle loading sporting rifles

and fowling pieces. To attempt to include every American arm ever made would be quite

inconceivable. It should therefore be obvious, but worthy of mentioning, that the mere fact a

gun does not appear listed in this book, does not necessarily mean it is a priceless rarity. It

does decidedly indicate, though, that the particular piece may have interesting potential and is

well worth further research for identification.Comment should be made on the incompleteness

and inadequacies of certain other basic primers and guides for gun collecting. Some volumes

played highly important roles in development of the hobby and were actually milestones in its

evolution. In the light of present-day data and knowledge many of those books have been

made obsolete, failing to keep pace with the great many collecting developments of the past

five decades. Several major fields of American arms collecting were completely overlooked and

in other instances the values reflected failed to keep step with actual market conditions. The

lack of an up-to-date guide presented a major challenge. It was felt that such a work should be

written in the light of personal knowledge and experience to offer the reader intimate glimpses

into the field of collecting, insights not previously dealt with in any other books.Another prime

objective of this book is to make available a quick and easily-used reference to all those fields

which have achieved primary and secondary importance in the past decades. Included are

arms of specific makers that had never been previously treated as individual entities—but were

insignificantly grouped among larger categories.This work, based on research in published and

unpublished sources and on practical day-to-day experience, seeks to correct earlier published

inconsistencies and misinformation. Making available data about American arms, in an easily

found manner, their significance may be better appreciated by a wider element of collectors

and dealers alike; some of whom would not otherwise bother to dig out the facts for

themselves. There is every reason to believe that by so doing a much wider interest will be

generated in those collecting fields. It was found inappropriate to refer to some available

published reference material where certain information had been unsubstantiated; in such

cases material presented here about those particular arms includes only descriptions and

values of the guns, which in all cases are based on first-hand practical experience.Lastly, in

presenting this work, it is intended to arm the reader with as many facts as possible about a

particular field or specialty of collecting in order that he may have the opportunity to dig deeper

for himself. To that end each chapter, or sub-group within a chapter, offers a bibliography of

books available on that particular subject. It is a reasonable echo of the sentiments of everyone

associated with arms collecting to state that an arms library, and knowledge of how to use it, is

the collector’s most important asset. If nothing more, the very awareness that such libraries do



exist and that such titles are published should prompt further investigation.LIMITATIONSIt

would be quite impossible for a work of this wide scope to cover every conceivable variation

and discuss every nuance of collecting; many of which significantly affect value. Neither can

there be an infallible guide; no market in the world stands still and thus values cannot remain

constant. By arming the reader with as many basic facts as space would allow, plus the details

of the important published works in each field (so that all available tools to perform further

research and investigation would be at his fingertips), the reader—with a bit of study, some

forethought, some reading between the lines and, of course, a bit of luck- can assess the facts

and the significant bits of minutiae which must be taken into account in arriving at values. The

more unusual or special the weapon, the more thought, research and overall effort is required

to arrive at an evaluation.COVERAGEFor the most part the selection of American firearms in

this work is those made prior to the turn of the century--1900. Some other semi-modern and

modern pieces are included which, by general acceptance, are considered as “collectors”

items. These latter pieces certainly could not be accurately called “antique” under the most

severe definition of the word, but then again, that word as it is applicable to collecting is one

that very often defies an exacting description. For the sake of the argumentation, a few

definitions are presented from which the reader may make his own choice: From Webster’s

New World Dictionary “...ancient, old, of ancient times, out of date, antiquated, of or in the style

of a former period, anything from ancient times, relic, made in a former period.” A few substitute

or synonymous words for “antique” from Roget’s International Thesaurus are “...ancient, of

yore, time honored, venerable, hoary, second hand, aged, archaic, of other times, out of date,

old fashioned, oldfangled, obsolete etc.” So, just where “antique” leaves off and a semi-modern

piece begins is really a moot point. Some say it is with the muzzle-loading or percussion era,

but that’s not fair definition at all, for the early metallic cartridge arms cannot by any stretch of

the imagination be considered “semi-modern.” Choosing to avoid the pitfall of attempting to

categorize “antique” American arms, attention is directed to listing and pricing all those

generally considered as “collectible.” The omission of certain modern arms no longer

manufactured and which bring premium prices as collectors’ items should not in any manner

indicate that such pieces are not collectible. It merely reflects the feeling of the author that

those guns are more often found in a “modern” collection and values more often seen in

“modern” gun trading value guides and therefore beyond the scope of this

volume.ARRANGEMENTConsiderable thought was given to the arrangements of chapters and

material within this book. Whenever and wherever possible, grouping has been alphabetical by

the manufacturer’s name, such as with the more well known, longer-active and prolific makers.

For the most part their production has been itemized chronologically; in those few instances

varying from this pattern the reasons are explained in the accompanying text.All remaining

arms are listed by major collecting type, e.g., American military handguns, American

percussion pistols, American metallic cartridge pistols, etc. In some categories listings have

been arbitrarily determined; as evidenced with primary and secondary martial handguns and

longarms. A conscientious effort was made to list specimens under their most suitable

categories; in some difficult cases the arbitrary choice was based on personal experience in

dealing with those exact guns over many years.Cross-indexing has been extensively used to

assist the reader in quick identification or classification. The primary listing of a gun was

determined by where it was felt the reader was most likely to first seek information; the cross-

indexing allowed him to know that the gun might rightfully belong in another collecting group as

well. This is especially true of items in the martial arms field which might be collected either for

their military association or as the product of a specific manufacturer. The mere listing of an



arm as a cross-indexed piece does not necessarily indicate or influence its importance in that

particular collecting field.Photographs of every major type or style of gun described are used;

an important aid to identification. It was found both impossible as well as impractical to

illustrate all pieces on an exact relative scale. Thus, not a few illustrations will be found

disproportionate in size.Guns are listed by their original factory terminology whereever possible

and/or their traditional or collector designated “proper names.” The sub-listings including

alternative designations or popular “nicknames” (if any) preceded by the abbreviation “a.k.a.”

which merely means “...also known as...”THE NUMBER SYSTEM AND HOW TO USE ITThe

major innovation introduced in the Second Edition was a standardized numbering system for

antique American guns. That was the first time such a reference mechanism was employed. It

has since proven itself an asset to the hobby and continues to be employed in ever-widening

usage, lending standardization afforded to but few other major collecting areas.Numbers have

been assigned to each gun and variation thereof listed in this book The system has been

designed so that all firearms are simply and quickly located.The first two digits (or single digit

and alphabet letter) indicate the chapter and section in the book in which a particular weapon

is found. The last three digits indicate the numerical order within that particular chapter in

which the gun is listed, described and priced. Thus, Item 5B-025 indicates a gun found in

Chapter V, section “B”, Item 025 which is the Military Issue Colt Second Model Dragoon.

Second example: 14-038 indicates a firearm listed in Chapter XIV, Item 038 which is a

Peabody-Martini Creedmoor Mid-Range Rifle.In instances where the collector has a gun not

found listed in the book or a variant of one illustrated and described, simply use the reference

“...similar to Number” and note the differences.A TWO-EDGED SWORDI am well aware that

writing about, as well as establishing values for, an entire field of collecting may be likened to

treading on thin ice. As has been the case with other books preceding this (in every field of

collecting - guns included), the authors are damned for setting prices that are too low, being

accused of doing so in order to buy such objects cheaply and hence make a killing for

themselves; while on the opposite hand, they are damned for making the prices too high so

they might sell their own items and hence, also make a killing! Writing price-guides is very

much a two-edged sword. In either event, it is never possible to satisfy everybody and with the

subjective nature of prices (especially antiques) and prices varying from section to section (as

discussed later), it is quite possible—as a matter of fact it’s assured—that not all parties are

going to see eye-to-eye on values. All too often prices are based on grand expectations rather

than first-hand knowledge. With all candor, the reader is assured that I have no personal

agenda to advance... or nest to feather...and, that a conscientious effort was made to reflect

current retail value, in an open marketplace, for the listed antique arms in the various states of

condition indicated.READER TAKE NOTE!Quite likely the major misuse of a book such as this

is the failure to read the “fine print.” It has been the my experience, based on many years of

observing human nature, that a great majority of those seeking an evaluation (and that

includes advanced collectors, too) are guilty of seeing only what they want to see. They either

don’t (or won’t) bother to read anything other than the listed price; which is very often the

highest listed price without regard to condition. Jumping to such conclusions will likely result in

disappointment. In order to utilize this book to the fullest, it is of the direct importance to read

and digest the section discussing how various degrees of condition are arrived at and how

those conditions radically affect price. Equally important is to know that desirable degrees of

condition vary considerably with guns of different periods and makers. A discussion of

condition has been purposely repeated throughout the book and it is strongly recommended

that the reader often refers to that page in Chapter II giving details of standards for condition



used for evaluations throughout this book.COLLECTOR’S GIFTHaving set forth the motives

and objectives for this book, and before leaving the reader to his own devices in buying, selling

or trading, the author presents herewith a suggested format for an heraldic device the student

may wish to use as a pattern for his personally devised crest or bookplate, signifying him a

member of the arms collecting fraternity. The legend emblazoned within the riband stands as

the most often heard, plaintive cry of the gun trader!Norm FlaydermanPost Office Box 2446Ft.

Lauderdale, Florida 33303 U.S.A.*I’ve got more than that in it!Chapter ICollecting

FirearmsRECENT HISTORY AND PROGRESS OF ARMS COLLECTINGIt is no exaggeration

to say that the growth of the hobby of collecting antique firearms in the years following World

War II has been phenomenal. Neither is it an exaggeration to claim for this field the right to be

known as one of the fastest growing collecting pursuits since WWII. That era must decidedly be

used as the turning point for all types of arms collecting, for it is only since then that these

hobbies—especially in the field of American arms—have really taken off and risen to

spectacular heights. Those decades since the war feature technological advances along with a

tremendous rise in the general affluence of the American public. Plotting the mushrooming of

technology and affluence on a graph alongside the increasing importance of antique weapons

collecting and their concurrent immense increase in demand and value would undoubtedly

show extremely close correlation. Earlier slowdowns in the pace of collecting have noticeably

reversed themselves as this ninth edition goes to press. It continues to be brisk ... and in some

areas, heated. Although the field is not broad enough nor considered sufficiently important by

economists to have had any trend-studies made in the postwar decades, it can be said from

first-hand knowledge that interest, demand and values in antique American arms have

continued upward on a steady rise over the entire period. (Certain small segments of

specialties within the field of American arms collecting have shown sudden spurts upwards in

price, leveled off, and then even fallen slightly backward for a short period; those special areas,

however, were extremely limited and in general had no influence on the overall antique

American gun market.) This steady upward rise included every recessionary era in business

and economic cycles. The economic setback of the early 1980s continued that rise to a lesser

degree, evidencing a general leveling of prices, while the broad recession of the early 1990s

had no adverse affect on antique American arms values which continued their upward trend.

Such was definitely not the case in other areas of collecting; such fields as coins, stamps, art

and silver are especially notable. This factor has gone unnoticed by antiques commentators

and editorialists. The phenomenon is quite intriguing. The author lacks experience as an

economist to interpret either the why or wherefore, but it is certainly worth noting and musing

over.Prior to World War II antique guns, especially American ones, were very much on the low

end of the collecting world scale. A few of the early Colts, some of the scarcer American

martial flintlock handguns, and fine Kentucky rifles were about the only arms which fetched

anywhere near noteworthy values. Those values, though, in comparison to other collecting

fields, were still on the bottom rung of the ladder; only rarely rising above a three figure status.

Fine European arms and armor of the 18th century and earlier were then very much in

demand, but the collecting fraternity for those types was also small in size. Collecting of

American arms was very much a narrowly confined field that is easily evident by the limited

number of short-lived publications devoted to the hobby, as well as few published research

studies or books. Antique arms was hardly a field of any prominence when compared to such

giants as the collecting of art, rare books, coins or stamps and other similar time-honored and

popular hobbies and areas of investment. Since the War, the picture has changed drastically,

but it is probably still very much a case of “not seeing the forest for all the trees.” In living during



the era and actually seeing the changes take place, it remains difficult to arrive at an overall

perspective and visualize what the potential may actually be. Although certainly small by

comparison to other collecting fields, the hard fact that not a few antique American arms have

achieved price levels into the high six figure mark may very well be considered as a milestone

and an indicator of what the future holds for what is still a very young collecting specialty.

Proffered advice: condition will play an ever-increasing role in that future potential.The

foregoing remarks about price rises and new plateaus are not intended to indicate a feeling by

the author that a stampede is about to take place (nor his hopes that it should!) in collecting

American guns. Active, and thus close to this field in the postwar years, the author is hardly a

disinterested reporter. He therefore very much wishes to emphasize his observations about the

monetary aspects of this collecting hobby; for after all, value is very much what this book is all

about.Immediately following World War II, the collecting of antique arms gained ever-

increasing popularity throughout the United States. Attributing this growth to any single specific

reason would be in error, but a broad generality considered credible would relate the rising

American economy and public affluence combined with the prominence given gun collecting by

many writers. These two factors in combination allowed and inspired a relatively undiscovered

or unexploited field to blossom. The same has happened in several other collecting pursuits

and still takes place occasionally today. One wonders if anything remains “undiscovered.”With

the mushrooming postwar awareness and interest in antique arms and the dramatic influx of

new collectors, there simultaneously appeared a number of guides, handbooks and specialized

studies. No doubt each book gave further impetus to the hobby. With the rapid spread of

knowledge the collector was afforded the opportunity to pursue many avenues of collecting

formerly denied him due to a lack of published information. Many of the new books spawned

hosts of specialist collectors and students, quite frequently leading to further research studies

published in book or periodical form. The effect, although not then obvious, is quite evident in

retrospect.The era of the 1950s ushered in a truly dramatic expansion in the hobby of gun

collecting. During those years a few important periodicals devoted almost entirely to antique

weapons entered the field, some surviving to the present day. Several other journals have

since become available on the subject, and the array of publications now in print is quite

impressive. The 1950s also saw the formation of new, as well as the expansion of existing,

arms collecting clubs (many of them growing to giant size) throughout virtually every state in

the Union. Although antique arms shows were well-known even before World War II, they were

usually small private affairs far from achieving prominence in the press or in the arms world. In

the 1950s various state clubs began attracting guests and exhibitors on a nationwide basis

while at the same time expanding their exhibition facilities from small rooms to grand exhibition

halls. In the early 50s it was quite possible to make a few important arms shows in a year;

beginning in the 1960s and continuing to the present one could attend two or even three

significant (sometimes enormous) shows almost every week of the year somewhere in the

country!Prices for antique arms began their sharp and steady upward trend in the 50s. From

that point they never backslid. It is true that all values did not rise proportionately nor at the

same time, but plotting on a graph would definitely show a continued and progressive rise on a

rather steep incline (with but one narrow plateau) through the late 1990s reaching another

slowdown after the turn of the century. A comparison of all preceding editions of this Guide,

first available in 1977, confirms that trend. If the number of collectors were to be plotted on that

same graph, the result would probably be an identically proportionate rise.The great influx of

new collectors and the increasing affluence of Americans, combined with a general inflationary

trend in money and the decreasing supply of available antique arms, were chief factors in



creating the steady overall price rise through the 1950s and 1960s. As earlier mentioned, the

recessionary cycles in the economy rarely played a noticeable role in lessening either demand

for guns or downward trends in their prices. Thus prices in most cases, if not continuing their

rise, remained consistent or steady, then continued their upward trend the moment the

economy resumed an even keel. In several instances highly specialized areas of arms

collecting showed price rises out of proportion with the rest of the field. This was usually

observed only in cases where a few collectors were attracted to a specialty and competed

simultaneously for the very limited available specimens. A noteworthy example was

Confederate handguns; always a rare commodity commanding prices commensurate with their

importance. In the mid-1960s a number of new collectors caused a sudden increased demand,

and prices quickly rose almost unaccountably 50 to 100 percent. The result was what might be

termed somewhat of an hysteria in the market, particularly on the part of the neophyte

collector. After a short period it was found that quite a few Confederate handguns were

available with no takers, and a number of speculators trying to cash in on the demand found

themselves holding the bag. The very fast and disproportionate price-rise had simply

discouraged some of the new collectors who then gave up and went into other specialties;

those who had speculated were loathe to take losses and thus for the next few years the

Confederate handgun market merely stagnated. Others were discouraged from entering the

field due to the number of unsold and over-priced guns on the market. The passage of time

and the general inflationary trend in the following years allowed the market to catch up with the

prices of the Confederate handguns, and they once again took their rightful place of

importance in the collecting field. Confederate handguns have not only continued to enjoy a

healthy demand and solid sales, but now number among the arms showing the largest price

increases. The Confederate handgun is but the most noteworthy example of disproportionate

price increases; similar episodes have occurred in other highly specialized arms areas. Certain

models and types of Winchesters have been caught up in this hysteria of sudden price rises

only to find themselves being topped out. The passage of time, though, has found the market

catching up with the prices. It does take some astuteness and common sense to recognize

what is happening when very sudden and steep increases occur quite disproportionate to

developments in the rest of the market.Steady growth both in numbers of collectors and values

of specimens, coupled with a vast amount of research studies and publications during the

1960s and continuing to the present contributed to the upward overall trend in the antique

firearms field. It is interesting to note that the books currently available on antique guns and

related subjects number in the many hundreds; yet there is still much room for improvement of

many texts, and for new studies in relatively unexplored fields. A much larger number of titles

have gone out of print and are difficult to locate.In the early 1970s the greatest, often record-

setting price increases were noted. Momentum remained high through the entire 70s and right

on into the early 80s. True, there was a leveling off and a readjustment in the deep recession in

the early 80s but prices (except in a few isolated instances) never slid backwards at any time

and demand never slackened; overpriced mediocre merchandise merely stagnated much as it

always had. Both demand and prices had increased almost on the same scale as the runaway

inflationary trend common throughout most of the world in the late 70s. When inflation eased

so too did the general price rise. The demand factor continued to reign supreme.Reviewing the

“Introductions” of the preceding eight editions of this Guide offers a credible means to get a

handle on what has taken place in this hobby in the past 30 years; a practical and reasonably

accurate barometer. The general trend certainly affects ever-increasing values and also

recognizes the added emphasis focused upon detail and manufacturing minutiae which



continue to dominate many areas of specialty collecting. Those same preceding years have

seen greater significance, justly deserved, accorded to antique arms directly associated with

specific eras and events in American history and the individuals that may have personally

owned and carried them.An interesting and influencing factor in changing the American

antique arms market had been the entrance into the picture of the European buyer. Until the

late 1960s, the European antique arms market, especially as it existed for the sale of American

arms, played no role of any consequence. In fact, up to the 1960s Americans had been able to

purchase large quantities of antique arms in Europe (both American made pieces as well as

European arms) for import and sale throughout the United States. In the late 1960s this trend

was completely reversed. Rising European affluence and a great influx of new collectors there

caused rather meteoric rises in prices for arms in Europe, making it practically impossible for

an American to purchase over there and import. European buyers (dealers and collectors)

came to American shores to gather up great quantities of their own arms as well as American

manufactured pieces to export for sale in their own countries. This situation was quite volatile

and very much subject to the economy of the several countries involved as well as their

currency restrictions (often subject to unpredictable fluctuations).The European factor caused

considerable change in the American market beginning in the early 1970s and was especially

noticeable in affecting prices of American made guns of the Civil War and Indian War eras,

mainly pieces in poor and mediocre condition. Quite a few Europeans have a great fascination

with those periods of American history, and a heavy demand was created for weapons of those

eras, partly influenced by a proliferation of television and movie Westerns. However, the

European collector is generally not as discriminating a buyer condition-wise as is his American

counterpart. Hence, the demand was much greater for lower quality pieces, and prices for

those arms shot up disproportionately. Demand and sale of American arms oscillates in direct

ratio to the fluctuations of the economies (and money restrictions imposed) of individual

European countries. In the early 1980s the European buyer, once here in prodigious numbers,

had, like the passenger pigeon and the buffalo ... or even the dodo bird ... become an almost

extinct species! Although he no longer directly affected the American market, he left behind a

very wide following of lovers forsaken who, like the mariner’s wife, look forlornly to sea waiting

for the ship to return! Those same “lovers scorned” continued their lonely vigil with many sitting

on piles of mediocrity they had accumulated for the foreign market; one which had merely been

a temporary aberration on the collecting scene! The hysteria those dealers created in their

frenzy to accumulate hoards of ordinary merchandise for Europe, left a trail of carnage behind

them in the many unknowing collectors and small-time dealers who thought their mediocre

guns were suddenly turning into gold all over America ... never realizing that it was only the

temporary, short-lived European market that kindled, and ultimately doused the demand!The

late 1980s and early 1990s saw a slow return of European and a few Scandinavian buyers to

the American market searching for antique American arms as well as those of their respective

countries. By the mid 90s even that sporadic trend slackened. Their impact has been much

more modest than it was with the earlier wave. Restrictive gun laws in a few countries have

caused some to limit the scope of their purchases here. While generally adding to the

collectors’ market, they have not generated the volatility attendant to their earlier entry.Another

interesting observation and reality of the antique arms business in America, and one for which

no explanation is offered, is the changing pattern of the professional full-time antique arms

dealer. In the 1940s and 1950s there were quite a few full-time dealers issuing catalogs on a

regularly scheduled basis. The number of such dealers today has dwindled to the point that

less than a handful regularly issue sales catalogs. Very possibly this number may dwindle to



nil, since there are but the slightest signs of dealers coming into the field who intend to

regularly catalog their merchandise. Likewise, there is an apparent decreasing number of full-

time dealers who have retail establishments open to the public at regular hours and to which

the collector may freely visit. The trend, with increasing frequency these past years, has shown

a great influx of new and full-time dealers in the field, but their manner of conducting business

is completely at contrast to the time-honored approach standard in almost every other

collecting field. As a matter of fact, the modus operandi is peculiar to this antique arms

business and offers an interesting insight into it. The general antique arms dealer of today—

and most likely those of the future—normally conducts business along four parallel lines: he

travels to the better known and larger gun shows throughout the country; he advertises some

of his best pieces in one or two of the better known and widely circulated antique arms

publications; he has a small gun room or showroom associated with his home and will allow

visits by appointment only; and, with ever-increasing frequency maintains a Web site on the

Internet.GUN AUCTIONS: THEIR IMPACT AND INFLUENCEThe many changes that have

taken place over the years in the manner in which business transactions are conducted are

likely best illustrated by the changeable roles and variable influence of gun auctions. That role

has made a noticeable about-face since my last comments about their decreasing importance

in the 8th Edition. Perhaps recounting their fluctuating history may place them in clear

perspective for the collector and best indicate that variable influence and importance.It was

only with the 4th Edition of this Guide, in 1987, that first notice was even given to the

significance of gun auctions. Until that decade, they made but minor inroads in the manner by

which antique firearms were bought and sold in this country; their influence on arms values

was negligible. Auction prices were invariably inconsistent over the past decades, subject to so

many influences that their role as reliable price criteria was minimal at best.The popular press,

and even the gun press, occasionally reported a record auction price but usually failed to

reflect what general, or average, prices were for that very same item when bought and sold in

the usual course of the hobby. The American market had not been auction-oriented as far as

antique guns were concerned, in direct contrast to the British market which had been, and is,

very auction dominated. Proof was obvious by the very lack of gun auction houses in America

or auction houses scheduling regular and frequent arms sales. The few firms game to try either

held them at lengthy intervals or dropped them as unsuccessful. Within the past few years the

foothold earlier established by a few reputable auction houses has increased dramatically. The

author’s prediction in earlier editions since 1987 that “... there is every likelihood that auctions

will play an increasingly important role in the acquisition and disposition of antique arms ... may

well portend the future” certainly was realized.How the tables have turned! These last six years

since that 8th Edition have witnessed a significant change in the influence of that auction

market and the firms that participate in it. Certainly, the most obvious indicator has been the

many record-breaking prices achieved by a wide variety of models and types of antique

American firearms, their levels of quality and /or rarity.The proliferation of superbly assembled

and printed, color illustrated auction catalogs, the likes of which have never been previously

seen in this field represent a credit to the auction houses that issue them and to the antique

arms community in general (and they certainly place generations of gun catalogs that

preceded them in their shadow). This great change of pace was ostensibly brought about by

those few auction houses that had the foresight (and good fortune) to acquire from consignees

significant outstanding specimens of antique arms and make them available on a reasonably

steady basis. With proper promotion and marketing they frequently achieved startling values.

Widely reported in both the general and the antiques press, those exceptional prices were



ostensibly the stimulus for owners of similar material to take advantage of what was developing

into a really hot market; there was no doubt that it truly was just that. In their aftermath, a

veritable flood of great material, the very best of their respective types emerged on the auction

scene and so it has remained. It is important that the collector bears in mind that those record

values were achieved by what are considered to have been the very top, the ne plus ultra, of

their particular category of firearm and that those very same prices seldom transpose to even

slightly lesser rarity, quality or condition levels of identical models. There is little doubt that the

notoriety of those auction values has been favorable for the hobby. They have certainly been

responsible for a remarkable turnaround for a number of auction houses. In order that the

neophyte collector as well as the veteran gun trader not be carried away by the excitement of

those record-breaking values, it bears repeating that they have seldom had relevance or

influenced values on antique arms of the same types if anything less than the very best or the

most rare.A few words about auctions are in order here for the collector ... and the dealer.

Auctions will continue successful only if they do not revert to their former common practices of

taking everyone’s “cats and dogs” with protected prices, while allowing the very owners of

those pieces to bid them up during the auction. These abuses were so flagrant that they

colored the entire American gun auction market, with but a handful of notable exceptions. With

reputations at stake, it has been observed that many houses have taken great precautions to

keep their acts clean. When a legitimate collection has been offered at auction on a no-holds-

barred basis, results have often been spectacular. Those results certainly attracted the

attention of the collecting world and were equally noted by the auction houses

themselves.Many abuses to which auctions have been, and still are, subject will continue to be

the major stumbling block to their success. An uncomfortable feeling exists when auction

houses either own all the material themselves or have given healthy loans or advances

towards the material they are about to auction. By the very nature of these actions there is an

obvious conflict of interest. For instance, if the collector seeks the auction house’s advice, it is

very difficult for the house to resist the temptation to push their own material instead of

consignment items. The bidder enjoys greater peace of mind when the auction house has no

vested interest.A phenomenon peculiar to antique gun auctions that has been noticed by the

author, is the lack of dealer “rings” or “pooling.” The practice is illegal, but one that has been

rampant for many years in the antique auction business in both America and abroad. The “ring”

consists of a number of dealers who have conspired to rig the bidding, electing one member of

their group to bid openly and purchase an item against the general public, thereby assuring

that the item never brings a fair, or top, price. The owner or consignor is cheated from realizing

full value for the item while the auction house is likewise cheated from realizing a higher

commission. Following the auction the “ring” meets furtively and re-auctions the piece among

themselves (the “knockout”), splitting the realized profit among themselves in various

proportions established beforehand. The author has never witnessed a dealer “ring” at work at

an antique gun auction. Collectors and dealers have been found too independent and fiercely

competitive ... which usually makes for a spirited auction! Of course, the possibility always

exists for the exception to the rule. It is sincerely doubted that such tactics will make inroads in

this particular field. The practice elsewhere has been quite vigorously prosecuted in recent

years.Auction galleries, in former years, were not the competitors to dealers that they have

become today. Their increase in numbers has made acquisition of material by dealers

considerably more difficult. A noticeable difference is the great emphasis by auction houses on

“investment” and “profit” potential. Although dealers certainly are not immune to stressing that

point, the more conservative will tend to downplay it. Auction galleries rarely have the time or



expert personnel to advise or guide neophyte collectors as an experienced dealer might. For

practical reasons many will not handle items below certain dollar values, which immediately

eliminates segments of the collecting community.In many instances the collector might find it

practical and advantageous to use a reliable agent when buying at auction; either because his

own expertise is weak or he is unable to personally view or attend the auction. Bidding agents

usually charge a fee (10 percent seems about average) with such fees scaled downward if

values reach five figures or more. It is a widely held opinion that the fee should be earned; to

do so, the agent must be held responsible for more than merely bidding. While representing the

collector, the agent should be answerable and held accountable for the authenticity of the item

to be auctioned. Any doubts that he might have as to its originality should immediately be

made known to the customer, at which time the responsibility then passes to the customer.

When a bidder does not personally attend an auction, placing bids by mail or telephone with an

auction house, without the use of a personal representative, it is possible that their bid may be

used against them. Although telephone or mail bids should be used with the greatest of

confidentiality, and it is assumed that a reputable house will do so, there have been enough

unethical abuses of absentee bidding to create apprehension on the part of some bidders.

Reputations of the auction house or the auction agent will certainly precede them. Above all ...

never bid on anything unless you have personally examined it ... or had a trusted

representative examine it ... or have an ironclad money back guarantee from the auction house

that it may be returned if found not as described.TRENDS IN COLLECTINGUndoubtedly the

most significant trend in arms collecting is the constant search for weapons in pristine or close

to “factory new” or “mint” condition. The most noticeable difference between the old-time

American collections (those formed before 1950 and especially prior to World War II) and

those of the postwar period is the overall condition of the latter group. In the earlier days, when

guns were plentiful and quite inexpensive, very little concerted effort was made to seek only

the finest or “ultimate” specimens. At the same time price differences for varying states of

condition had a much smaller spread than in the current era. In articles dating from those

earlier periods of collecting, condition is prominently mentioned as a desirable goal, but

collectors then seldom sought the “ultimate” and quite often were satisfied with just reasonably

clean specimens or those in a “fine” state and no more. The progression and advancement of

the hobby, the spread of available knowledge and the great influx of new collectors have

caused the search for perfection to become much more pronounced, to the point where among

many this has achieved an almost fetish stage. Obviously the proportion of arms of any type in

the “excellent” or “factory new” state is quite small in relation to overall quantities available;

thus, the greatest price spreads will be found between average condition pieces and those in

the top grades.Another noticeable trend has been the increasing specialization to quite limited,

confined fields. Much of this can be attributed to the wealth of data published in both book and

periodical form, allowing the aficionados access to a guide for building their own collections.

Without the availability of such material, it is extremely difficult to specialize in many areas, and

the collector must have a bit of pioneering instinct to do so. The easy availability of arms

literature and the steady stream of new research studies have in themselves spawned a host

of subgroups and sub-studies which in turn have identified other variations and types of arms

that were heretofore unrecognized or completely overlooked. This is especially evident in some

of the less expensive categories (the Damascus barrel breech-loading shotguns are an

example); pieces which formerly were rarely collected or at best had severely limited followings.

These types have generally achieved a much elevated status in recent years, with demand

continuing to increase. A number of specialties have yet to be researched and documented,



and remain as yet unexplored.A dramatic change in collecting is the wholesale mobility of the

collector himself due to the fantastic network of interstate highways built in the postwar years

as well as the easy availability of air travel. Such advantages now taken for granted certainly

serve to increase the collector’s propensity to travel to all ends of the country in pursuing his

hobby.The increasing importance of antique arms well restored is a noteworthy development in

the most recent years. The subject in general will be covered in Chapter III, but it is worthy of

mention here as a decided trend in the collecting world. With the diminishing supply of fine

specimens, combined with an increasing demand for those available, collectors have accepted

restored arms on a wider basis than formerly. The subject is one sure to stir considerable

debate and involves the matter of ethics; our purpose here is merely to report on what is

occurring in the field rather than involve ourselves in dialectics.Foremost among restorations is

the reconstruction of flintlock arms; mainly in restoring to flintlock pieces that were earlier

converted to percussion. At one time this practice was very much frowned upon, and even

derided, by the majority of collectors. Feeling has mellowed considerably over the years and as

long as there exists no intent to deceive the buyer into believing the specimen is in its original

flintlock state, such restorations are not only acceptable, but are sometimes desirable. Of

course, the work should be competently and accurately done. Certain other previously frowned

upon restorations have become generally acceptable in recent years; these are usually on the

earlier pieces of the muzzle-loading variety.A very noticeable improvement in the postwar years

has been clearly evident in the matter of arms descriptions. With the steady parade of value

increases as well as the frequency with which specimens are advertised and sold through

collector magazine mail order advertisements, the descriptive qualities of the advertisers have

generally improved over earlier cataloging days. With no little sense of pride, the author feels

that he has played an instrumental role in helping transform the general quality of the jargon of

the collector and setting a pattern for the details necessary to provide a complete verbal

description for mail order sales. In days when guns were inexpensive, a few words of

description would often suffice for each item. With the great increase in values, every defect or

fine point plays an important role in pricing; thus, to competently describe a gun, it should be

reduced to a description of condition for each of the various components. A quick sampling of

dealer catalogs of earlier days and those that exist now will poignantly illustrate this trend.THE

ANTIQUE ARMS PRESSAmong the more interesting means to get a handle on collecting

trends is to survey the history and background of the various periodicals devoted to antique

arms that have come and gone over the years. I recently had the opportunity to do just that

while preparing an article for the 50th anniversary of The Gun Report, the longest-running

journal devoted exclusively to arms collecting and antique firearms. The retrospective proved to

be a fascinating exercise. Should the aspiring scholar find the initiative to chart and graph all

those many antique arms and their values over the decades, they would reflect not merely

obvious value fluctuations (invariably substantial increases) but, more importantly, the

changeable patterns of collecting that occurred.Although all of the various journals and

periodicals that preceded The Gun Report (and its contemporary Man at Arms) were short-

lived, each in its own way was an important milestone in the collecting of antique firearms in

America. The most probable cause of their individual failures was the lack of financial support

by what was then but a small nucleus of dedicated antique arms collectors. In an article on this

very same subject by the noted collector Henry M. Stewart in the November, 1974 issue of the

Monthly Bugle (journal of the Pennsylvania Antique Gun Collectors Association), his research

revealed that the earliest article in a national magazine dealing with antique gun collecting

appeared in Outing Magazine in 1902 under the title “Collectors and Collections of Pistols.”



That was followed by a second article in 1903 in that same publication, “Pistols with Pedigrees.”

Likely the first American periodical solely devoted to the subject was the Magazine of Antique

Firearms. Its first edition of 22 pages appeared in April, 1911 followed with consecutive issues

monthly through August 1912. Published in Athens, Tennessee, its masthead declared it:

“Official Organ of the American Society of Antique Weapon Collectors.” Now approaching a

century in age, those issues contained many excellent articles and illustrations and still make

interesting reading.With its introductory issue of March, 1923 Stock and Steel, billed as the

“Official Organ of the Associated Firearm Collectors of America” was next in line for the

American arms collecting world. This also short-lived monthly published in Marshalltown, Iowa

ended with its fifth issue in July of that same year. It was the first of many equally transitory

literary productions of F. Theodore Dexter whose name appears on the masthead. An intriguing

fellow who deserves much recognition for the major role he played in the development of early

arms collecting in America. “Dex,” as he was more familiarly known, in 1923 earned his basic

living in that small Iowa town playing piano in a movie house to accompany the silent films then

in vogue. Eventually becoming a well-known, respected antique arms dealer, Dexter took pride

over the years in advertising that he was a “commission dealer,” i.e. preferring to handle fine

antique weapons on a consignment basis rather than purchasing them outright. He maintained

a high profile in the antique arms field for approximately three decades, the 1930s through

1960s. Operating primarily from Topeka, Kansas, he was the creative spirit behind many

antique arms catalogs published under the guise of journals such as Dexters Antique Weapon

Trade Journal in 1929, which featured a number of then prominent antique arms collections

that Dexter sold on consignment for the owners. Subsequent sales catalogs, issued 1933-34

under the appearance of “journal” named Arms Reference Club of America (ARCA) were later

changed to “ARCA ARMS REVIEW.” Other name changes followed erratically over ensuing

years until October 1940; two later catalogs/journals in the early 1950s were equally short-

lived. Although those publishing ventures may have had a rocky track record, they are not to be

demeaned. They enjoyed a popular following and exerted considerable influence on the early

American collecting market while equally credited with disseminating much valuable

information. During the era Dexter issued those periodicals, he was also publishing a profusion

of lists of illustrated antique firearms for sale.November, 1939 witnessed the first issue of an

antique arms journal that many consider to have pioneered the more scholarly articles of this

hobby; the first to bear the name The Gun Report. Its large 8x12 format and four-column print

made for a healthy measure of information. Each issue was accompanied by an inserted,

smaller sized four-page monograph featuring a specific model of antique firearm. Published

monthly in Akron, Ohio it lasted through April 1942. The very earliest conspicuous stirrings of

the American arms collecting world are evidenced through the many advertisements, as well

as the cross-section of articles contained in those issues. Of special note among those ads

was that for the first edition of Charles E. Chapel’s The Gun Collectors Handbook of Values,

the notable, initial work to attempt to catalog all American antique firearms. A popular book, it

enjoyed numerous editions through to the 1970s. The advertisements by many early antique

arms dealers, who were soon to become the very backbone of the hobby, make equally

interesting reading these many years later.Next on the horizon, shortly following WWII and

reflecting the initial rumblings of heightened interest in collecting antique arms was the

noteworthy Gun Collectors Letter of October 10, 1946. Its first few issues were merely four-

page brochures issued twice monthly. Quickly changing to monthly and growing in size, its

name was shortened in December 1947 to merely The Gun Collector. Published in Madison,

Wisconsin under the editorship of the knowledgeable collector and researcher G. Charter



Harrison, Jr., it enjoyed a longer run than its predecessors. But, like them, it too was unable to

find sufficient financial support to survive. Although growing in size and significance of

contents, it soon changed to a bi-monthly, its issuance becoming increasingly sporadic until it

was discontinued in 1953 with issue no. 48 to the dismay of American collectors. The gap left

by that worthy publication did not go unnoticed by the collecting world, then experiencing its

first substantial outward growing pains. The wealth of conscientiously researched articles,

authored by some of the most well-known and creditable names in American arms collecting,

brought home the awakened, critical need for such a publication. The Gun Collector continues

to make absorbing and constructive reading; many of the articles in those issues are yet cited

by collectors and authors of present day, or have proved to be the basis for numerous later

scholarly studies.With that checkered track record of defunct journals, collectors in the

burgeoning hobby were at a loss for circulating newly completed studies on antique arms or

even communicating easily and continuously among themselves. Except for a few sporadically

appearing articles on historic firearms in the National Rifle Association’s American Rifleman

and occasional articles in The Texas Gun Collector (journal of the Texas Gun Collectors

Association; inaugurated August, 1950 and devoted primarily to their organizational affairs)

there was a distressing absence of a regularly issued trade journal. Talk of such need was

widely prevalent, with the collecting world rife with rumors. Yet, no one leaped into the breach

in the two year interim following departure of the The Gun Collector. The time could not have

been more propitious for Kenneth Liggett, an enthusiastic arms collector and advertising

manager of his local Aledo, Illinois newspaper to step up to the plate. Acutely aware of the

pressing need and recognizing the potential for such a journal, he established a newly

renamed Gun Report, printing its first monthly issue June 1955, one and the same that

celebrated its 50th anniversary of continuous printing in 2005. It continues to the present with

well over 600 editions already to its credit and still going strong.Two other creditable periodicals

added substantially to the lore of American antique arms collecting in the years since inception

of The Gun Report, offering that venerable publication but the slightest competition. The

American Arms Collector, published by the Collectors Press in Towson, Maryland sustained a

very short run of but eight issues between January, 1957 and October, 1958 while the Arms

Gazette, published in Los Angeles, California enjoyed greater success in its seven-year run

from 1973 to 1980. Both of those periodicals added significantly to this field of American arms

collecting; many of their articles are regarded worthy of reference to present day.Perhaps the

growth of antique arms collecting as a hobby and the popularity of the guns themselves are

best evidenced by the fact that it now supports two long-lived periodicals devoted entirely to

the subject. With the establishment of Man at Arms by Andrew Mowbray in Rhode Island and

the issuance in January, 1979 of the first edition of that monthly magazine, the collecting world

has since been favored with two equally important, long-lived and widely read, regularly-issued

authoritative journals.Other privately published periodicals have also added significantly to the

literature of arms collecting and continue to do so. Journals and bulletins such as those issued

by the American Society of Arms Collectors, the Kentucky Rifle Association and the Monthly

Bugle of the Pennsylvania Antique Gun Collectors Association as well as those by Colt and

Remington arms collectors organizations (and other similar specialty societies) regularly

contribute important articles regarding their various fields of concentration. Such publications

however are limited in their circulation, usually restricted to their membership. The proliferation

of such material further evidences the vastly increasing interest in the broad field of antique

American firearms.OLD GUN CATALOGS ARE NOT TO BE OVERLOOKED!With the advent of

the computer age, the proliferation of elegantly compiled, magnificently color-illustrated



catalogs of antique firearms (issued almost exclusively by auction galleries) has been

astounding! Quite a few are deserving of a permanent place on the arms student’s shelf,

particularly those that include noteworthy collections devoted to a specialized field such as the

arms of an individual maker, or perhaps a specific category of firearm (e.g. military carbines,

etc.), both of which often include scarce or rare variants seldom seen or mentioned in the

usual published references. Such catalogs often serve as a valid source for factual data and

manufacturing minutiae that are part and parcel of collecting. Although pre-computer age

catalogs often fall short quality-wise when placed alongside those currently in vogue, many

remain significant references, while others have achieved collectible status in their own right.

Among more notable examples is that issued in 1973 of a conspicuously prominent American

firearms collection, particularly renowned for its selection of Colt revolvers and longarms. The

handsome 541-page, copiously illustrated (black and white), hard cover catalog The William M.

Locke Collection (Biblio. Chap IV) serves not merely as a souvenir of the disposition of those

many hundreds of superb firearms, but continues to serve as a source for research. Among

other examples worthy of mention is the 1980 Catalog of the Karl F. Moldenhauer Collection of

Remington Arms (Biblio. Chap V-E). The legendary catalogs issued by Francis Bannerman

Sons of New York City were unique. Early dealers in antique and government surplus firearms

along with other weapons and equipment from the Civil War, Indian Wars, Spanish-American

War and other eras, their business, founded in 1865 continued to the mid-twentieth century.

The remarkable selection of material in their catalogs said to be “the greatest and best show of

Military Goods, War Relics and Curios” was no idle boast; the quantity and broad range of

arms and militaria available was unrivaled. Quite a few American arms collectors (including

myself!) were introduced and inducted into collecting by those arresting, large, profusely photo

and drawing-illustrated Bannerman catalogs, issued sporadically circa 1902-1960. Highly

collectible in their own right, yet containing significant information on the background of many

American arms, they are often mentioned in arms literature and continue to hold relevance for

arms collecting to the present day. Bannermans played a major role in the development and

history of antique arms collecting in America; its significance cannot be underrated and is

deserving of long-awaited, intensive scholarly study.THE BROOKS COLLECTION;

PROGENITOR OF THE U.S. CARTRIDGE COMPANY COLLECTIONVaguely remembered (if

known at all) the 1899 catalog of the A. E. Brooks’s [sic] Collection of Antique Guns, Pistols,

etc., Hartford, Connecticut (Case, Lockwood & Brainard Co., Hartford Press) is said to be the

first extensive illustrated listing of antique firearms assembled by an American collector. It

classified and identified over 3,000 artifacts and relics, predominately those of the Revolution,

War of 1812, Civil War, Indian Wars and Spanish-American War. Almost 600 of those entries

were antique firearms (mostly American) as emphasized by the subtitle: Guns and Pistols from

the Earliest Periods and a Complete Collection of all the Different Guns that were Used in Both

Armies During the Civil War 1861 to 1865. Privately published by the collector A. E. Brooks

who stated in his “Prefatory” that he had been collecting, studying and researching the items

for thirty years and that he solicited opinions of others “who may be interested in a collection of

this character, with the view of correcting whatever errors may exist [and that the collection

was] the most complete one in this country.” On closing, he pointedly remarked “that the

collection is now on exhibition at the [prestigious] Wadsworth Athenaeum [in] Hartford,”

apparently indicating the catalog was intended to accompany that display. Significant for the

collector is Mr. Brooks’ explicit statement that he had included with his catalog descriptions “the

history of each piece so far as it is known to me. At the time of each purchase I invariably

copied all the historic memoranda obtainable, or recorded the tradition as related by the former



owner.” Although such oral or other histories and provenances, unaccompanied by valid

documentation, are subject to abuses and the occasional derisive comment about their

reliability, it would be reasonable to assume that the preponderance of those ascribed histories

in the Brooks captions (if not all) are genuine. Given the era the collection was assembled circa

1850s to 1890s, and the fact that many, if not most of such arms were acquired direct from the

men that may have actually carried (or captured) them and their minimal monetary value, there

ostensibly would have been little cause for owners who had disposed of their personal or family

relics to fabricate spurious stories or, by Brooks likewise. At that time Civil War and Indian Wars

weapons (including many of those captured from Indians), were merely secondhand items,

some not yet considered obsolete. The mere fact that the sources of many of those arms and

relics were still imbued with life would tend to preclude any inclination to fabricate specious

origins and openly relate them in a catalog printed for local consumption.THE BACKGROUND

OF THE A. E. BROOKS COLLECTIONAs so little has ever been written about the Brooks

collection and its successor, the U.S. Cartridge Company, and as it has special significance for

the American arms collector, a résumé of its background and a short chronicle of its history is

relevant. The collection and A. E. Brooks, both received substantial recognition in the news

media. Headlined: “Valuable Collection of Firearms / Unique Specimens Owned by Mr. A. E.

Brooks of Hartford,” the New York Times article of May, 1894 offered interesting background on

the formation of that vast assemblage of weaponry, including a portrait of the bearded A. E.

Brooks, “who has spent his life [assembling the] collection which embraces not less than one

thousand stands of arms, revolvers and pistols [and is] the most complete private collection in

the country [of its kind].” The article continued at length with details of the gun collection “he

began in 1859 and has done great and valuable work as a collector…the history of firearms

will be materially benefited by his researches.” The lengthy Hartford Courant article of

February, 1897 is also worthy of special note. Captioned “THE A. E. BROOKS MUSEUM TO

BE DEPOSITED IN WADSWORTH ATHENAEUM’S SPLENDID COLLECTION OF

FIREARMS AND AMMUNITION,” it described much of that material then on display: “the

collection [considered] largest of its class in the country and not excelled by any exhibit of its

class in the country also [containing] cases of swords, bowie knives and daggers [etc.].” The

Courant noted that the collection was being moved “from his place of business to the

Wadsworth Athenaeum [as] Mr. Brooks is obliged to vacate the premises he now occupies at

387 Main Street [and] has offered to deposit the collection with the Athenaeum for exhibition

and the trustees have accepted [and] will provide room for the 40 or more cases in which the

collection has been numbered and cataloged by Mr. Brooks.” The story mentioned the firearms

and relics had been displayed at his “restaurant.”Further summarizing those articles along with

some basic data from the U.S. Census returns of 1860, 1880 and 1910, finds that Abel E.

Brooks was born 1834 in Massachusetts to parents who were hotel keepers. By 1854 Brooks

relocated to Willimantic, Connecticut where he managed a restaurant for a few years,

eventually erecting a larger building in 1860 named the “European House” (believed a

restaurant, possibly a hotel) which he maintained until 1872 and relocation to Hartford. “Geers

Hartford Directory” listed him as a “Saloon Keeper” or as a Liquor dealer or merchant and

having two locations on Main Street, Hartford. Newspaper biographical sketches indicate that

one of those was a restaurant in which the interior walls were decorated with thirty large cases

of his antique firearms, while another eight cases of military relics were displayed in his den

upstairs. Brooks collecting activities began in earnest in the mid-1850s and were relentlessly

pursued to the late 1890s.The initial change of ownership of the Brooks Collection was

reported in the Courant of Jan. 24, 1902. It related that [his] “collection of war and other relics



and curios” was to be transferred from the Wadsworth Athenaeum to Boston [for] exhibit at the

show of the Massachusetts Sportsmens Association from mid-February to mid-March that year

and “at the conclusion of [show] the guns, pistols and cannons will be taken by Paul Butler of

Lowell, Mass., president of the U.S. Cartridge Company of that city. For many years this

collection gave a distinction to Mr. Brooks’s café on Main Street. After he went out of business

most of the relics were deposited with the Athenaeum and there they have been ever since Mr.

Butler, who has purchased the firearms, is a son of the late General Benjamin Butler. He is

also president of the Massachusetts Sportsmens Association.” Five years later, the Courant

(May, 1907) reported that the Brooks collection of Indian relics had been sold at auction, the

largest purchaser being the American Museum of Natural History. As for all the Civil War relics

and other accessories, ordnance equipment and edged weapons, their whereabouts yet

remains a mystery.Following their acquisition and display of the gun collection (c. 1902) the

U.S. Cartridge Company issued a 104-page photographically illustrated catalog, intended to

accompany the exhibit at the Sportsmans’ Show. (That first printing of the catalog is apparently

quite rare.) The company later (c. 1910-20) revised and enlarged the catalog to 140 pages;

copies of that undated edition are occasionally available on the collectors’ market.The widely

known U.S. Cartridge Co., a major manufacturer of ammunition, was established in Lowell,

Massachusetts in 1869 by the notable Civil War, Union Army General Benjamin F. Butler (later

governor of Massachusetts, 1883). By 1870 he had secured complete control of the company,

continuing to direct operations until his death in 1893, whereupon his son Paul Butler and other

direct descendants assumed his controlling interest and management of the company. The

Brooks collection, acquired in 1902, served to promote the company name. In 1904, following

initial display at the Boston show, the company shipped it to Missouri for exhibit at the St. Louis

Exposition. It was there that it was first viewed by the Smithsonian Institution’s curator.

Subsequent to the return of the firearms from St. Louis, the company entered negotiations with

the museum to place the collection on loan. By 1906 it was sent, virtually in its entirety, to

Washington, where it remained until 1931. The large file of correspondence generated in the

ensuing years (on record in Smithsonian archives) chronicles the loan and eventual return of

that collection. A majority of the stock of the U.S. Cartridge Co. was purchased in 1910 by the

National Lead Company, however ownership of the gun collection remained in the estate of

General Butler, reverting to his son Paul and other direct heirs in that year (National Lead Co.

assumed 100 percent ownership of the company in 1919). In the years that followed, the Butler

heirs carried on protracted correspondence with the Smithsonian, requesting return of the

firearms collection; ultimately shipped back to them during August 1931. Whatever transpired

during those years of their return to Massachusetts and storage in the decade that followed is

unclear. By 1942 the collection was acquired by parties unknown and offered for sale through a

small, paper-covered, unillustrated catalog issued by Robbins H. Ritter of East Hartford,

Connecticut. It is apparent from that austere listing and accompanying single page price sheet

that at least 565 antique firearms had been returned from the Smithsonian and had then been

sold. The Ritter catalog commences with item no. 101 ending, in sequence, with no. 670, but

omits a group of 53 pieces (item nos. 403-550 possibly sold prior to issuance of the

catalog).RELEVANCE OF THE BROOKS AND U.S. CARTRIDGE COMPANY CATALOGS

FOR THE COLLECTORFor today’s collector, trader and dealer, both the Brooks and U.S.

Cartridge Co. catalogs have a direct significance beyond their scarcity and value as

collectibles. Seldom, if ever, mentioned is the unusual, corroborative historical information they

include which is directly relevant to many guns described and illustrated in them. Certain

antique arms (especially those of the Civil War) directly identifiable to the Brooks collection



have sporadically appeared on the collectors market. Most that I have viewed had been totally

unrecognized by collectors for the specific markings that identify them directly with entries in

the Brooks (and by presumption the U.S. Cartridge) catalog and their consequent enhanced

historical significance and market value. It became evident after encountering specimens

clearly traceable to the Brooks collection that he customarily marked each gun with his

acquisition number, using small, individual die stamps of identical size which he applied in an

unsystematic manner, usually to the stock (often the forearm) of his firearms. Most consisted of

four numerals (although his Indian-owned and used longarms were struck with only single or

double digits). Following verification of the authenticity of the stamped numbers, it becomes

essential the Brooks catalog be utilized for identifying both provenance and historical

background often associated with the weapon. Although each catalog entry is merely

sequentially numbered, the Brooks acquisition number (to be matched with the firearm) is

appended to each description. The numerous photographic plates illustrate showcases filled

with guns, rather then individual specimens. Hence the photographs, although a valid means of

cross-checking with the captions are not dependable for positive identification. At that juncture

the U.S. Cartridge Co. catalog may be found particularly useful as those very same firearms

are illustrated individually in larger size and detail. That latter catalog makes no mention of the

Brooks collection and retains but few of the associated histories. With diligence and patience it

is possible to match U.S. Cartridge Co. firearms to those of the Brooks catalog.PRACTICAL

ADVICEJust one caveat for the collector contemplating acquisition of a weapon or other relic

attributed to the Brooks collection! The watchword is “caution.” Mr. Brooks die-stamp-on-the-

wood identification system was amateurish and obviously subject to present-day forgery or

other abuse (particularly so, as this is likely the initial discussion in modern arms literature of

the history and significance of the collection). Hence, the uninitiated or overeager collector and

trader should proceed with caution before tacit acceptance of die-stamped numbers matching

those in the Brooks catalog. If confirmed genuine to the gun, that identification is certain to

heighten its interest and desirability. Depending upon its published provenance and history of

use, an increase in value, possibly substantial, may be warranted.GENERAL VS.

SPECIALIZED COLLECTIONSAlthough there has been a decided trend towards specialization

in collecting, there is no doubt that many collectors are still considered of the “general”

category and many newcomers will undoubtedly follow these same “general” interests. Each

field of collecting has its merits and undoubtedly satisfies the needs of the aficionado. Not a

few extensive and fine “general” collections have been formed which have achieved wide

notoriety. This type, though, does often tend to get out of hand, and is often associated with a

“pack rat” syndrome— which may be likened to a squirrel storing nuts for the winter!

Regrettably, a majority of these general arms groups are put together with no purpose at all in

mind and tend more often than not to reflect just that attitude. At this point a word of caution is

in order for those who might be embarking on a collecting career purely on an investment or

speculative basis. The best advice would be to quit now while ahead! Many are the perils in

store for purely investment-minded gun buyers. All too numerous have been the articles in

recent years in leading financial journals as well as popular national publications about the

remarkable price rises in antique guns and the often “big money” made, or which could have

been made, on them. Such articles will surely continue to appear, but should they be the sole

stimulus for a buyer entering the gun market, he may well be in for a very rude awakening.It is

certainly accurate to state that many collectors have turned handsome profits on their antique

arms, especially by individuals who have been in collecting for some years; likewise a small

handful of pure speculators have also made “killings” on a few very choice pieces. Rarely



though do those abovementioned financial journalists ever report the other side of the coin;

many are the losers who entered collecting on a pure investment basis only to quickly find

themselves much poorer for the experience. The articles rarely, if ever, are researched in

depth, and in most instances rarely scratch beyond the surface. They either report the hysteria

reached at a single auction as being indicative of the entire market, or concentrate on

sensational prices acquired for a few pieces, or possibly note cataloged prices of a few pieces

which do not accurately reflect actual sales! Experience and common sense should caution

that it is impossible to wisely buy in the collecting field, whether antique guns, furniture, coins

or art, unless the buyer is well armed with some knowledge of the field and the commodity and

a good deal of patience. Few are those who have entered collecting on a purely speculative

basis and have remained active very long. The very essence of collecting is the acquisition of

knowledge ... and that takes time. A sincere interest in the items to be collected should be the

key requisite for entering this field as a hobby; the ultimate return should be the enjoyment one

has had from his collecting activities. Obviously money should be very well spent—just as an

investment in anything of value should be carefully considered—and experience in the field of

arms collecting has proved decidedly that prudent investments have brought very rich returns.It

is best to narrow a collection, especially a beginning one, to certain confined limits where a

reasonable amount of management can be discerned by both the owner and the viewer. Taste

and pocketbook will very likely determine the category. Examples of broad classifications which

offer an array of possibilities might be to confine the collection only to muzzle-loading or breech-

loading arms of specific eras or types (e.g., sporting weapons, military weapons, etc.). A fine

and interesting area for broad specialization, and one which would cover the longest historical

period, would be to show arms of all ignition types used in America and the many variations of

each. Collections of these types offer intriguing as well as educational values. For the neophyte

collector they offer the advantage of the broadest possible understanding of antique guns over

a lengthy period, and at the same time present the opportunity to assemble a group of items

having a wide general interest to others.The last subject “wide general interest” is worth

digressing for momentarily. It has been the author’s feeling that one of the distinct inner

satisfactions of collecting should be the ability to share and impart one’s enthusiasm and

interest to completely disinterested non-collectors and to see that spark of enthusiasm kindle

itself within them. At the very least, the scope of the collection should be sufficient to arouse

curiosity and elicit some feelings of interest on the part of the non-collector and visitor to the

gun room. The more highly specialized and detailed a collection becomes, the less interesting

it is to the public at large. As is often the case, especially with technically detailed collections

(where the placement of a screw or a variant of a maker’s mark may cause many hundreds of

dollars difference in price), the owner finds it very difficult to talk enthusiastically to the casual

non-collector gun room visitor. Although the collection may have great monetary value, it is of

interest only to another dyed-in-the-wool collector. An arms group broader in scope and

possibly associated with an historical era rather than concentrating on manufacturing variances

will lend itself more easily to a display that is easily understood by the non-gun person. The

majority of people visiting a collector’s home or office, or wherever the pieces are displayed,

are most likely not fellow collectors. It is easier and generally more enjoyable, to give an

interesting, or even exciting, tour through one’s collection if it is of this broader scope. There is

no intent here to disparage those highly specialized collections heavy in technical variations,

for such pursuits are highly regarded and have made their own contributions to the antique

arms field. It is obvious, though, that one loses his listening audience the more he becomes

involved in detail and esoteric points. Thus, depending on one’s needs and social mindedness,



it is well worth remembering to what degree and with whom the collector would like to share

his collecting activities.Many are the avenues down which the collector may travel in pursuit of

his hobby; the possibilities are just about limitless. Here are a few categories for starters:

American military long guns or handguns; firearms of the Civil War or Indian War periods;

firearms used by the frontiersmen covering the entire mid- and late 19th century; highly

decorated American arms; arms of the same type used by famous Americans; firearms of

specific American makers (either mass produced or hand crafted types); all guns made of one

specific caliber (caliber 45-70 is a favorite in this field); firearms of unique mechanical designs;

firearms designed for specific purposes (i.e., target rifles, fowling pieces for bird shooting, small

bore hunting rifles, etc.) or guns bearing inscriptions tying them to specific events.Quite a few

arms of foreign manufacture played direct and important roles in various eras of American

history. The two most notable were the Colonial, pre-Revolutionary years and the 1861-1865

Civil War years. The wide importation of those pieces (often under direct U.S. Government

purchase or contract) and their wide acceptance and use during those periods have endeared

them to the American gun collector. Such pieces are quite often found in well-rounded

collections of American guns which encompass the respective eras. A few foreign pieces were

so widely used and highly regarded that they are given equal status as an “American”

collectors’ item and are considered a necessary inclusion in certain American arms collections.

The famed British “Brown Bess” of the American Colonial era, the French Model 1763 flintlock

musket of Revolutionary America and the French made LeMat “grape shot” revolver of the Civil

War period are certainly prime examples of these types. Other European pieces that are either

direct infringements on American guns or made under license are noteworthy pieces for

inclusion in American arms collections. European infringements of early Colts, Smith &

Wessons, Winchesters and Henry rifles are prime examples of these types.STARTING A

COLLECTIONThe reasons for collecting antique firearms are endless, but certain ones are

basic. Although the investment angle must play a role, it should be but part and parcel of

stronger motivations which tie the collecting activities to some personal preference that has

captured the imagination and curiosity of the prospective collector. Appetites for gun collecting

are often whetted by mechanical ingenuity, artistic features or historic associations. The

possibilities and potential in collecting antique American arms are virtually unlimited; but these

must be matched to both one’s pocketbook and the amount of time one can devote to what can

become a possessive mistress.Probably the best approach to beginning a collection is to

assemble a basic arms library and read those books thoroughly. But, alas, years of stressing

this point and offering the same advice many times over has found it to be the least often

accepted counsel. Whether time is too precious or gun money tends to burn a large hole in

one’s pocket, it seems the neophyte collector just cannot visualize that book hanging on two

hooks on the wall! This note of sarcasm is well intended, if the collector-to-be can persevere

and acquire a few recommended basic primers, he will find his money very well spent indeed.

Larger city libraries are bound to have a good shelf of gun books as do many of the larger book

stores; a few dealers specialize in arms books and issue catalogs, or, a visit to a gun show will

usually find dealers with a wide variety of titles on hand. The Bibliography, Chapter IV, should

be found helpful as a guide to basic works. Thoroughly digesting such primers will provide a

good cursory knowledge of what gun collecting is all about. Recommended as a basic starter

is the recently published “331 Essential Tips and Tricks for the Gun Collector” by S.C. Mowbray

(2006). See Biblio. Chapter IV.Armed with the basics, the next order of progression should be

some astute travel—to a museum featuring a well-rounded or specialized collection (quite a

few of these will be found throughout the country), to a gun collector’s home, to a dealer



specializing in antique arms, or to a nearby gun show; (none of these need be in any special

order). New horizons will quickly be opened, especially at that visit to the first show where

anywhere from a hundred to a thousand (or more!) tables may be seen displaying and offering

for sale thousands of antique guns; a fascinating and unforgettable experience. Probably on

display will be more guns than can be seen in most individual museums, plus a variety of

accessories, parts and literature. The shows also offer an excellent forum for meeting with a

very wide cross-section of collectors and dealers.On the assumption the aspiring collector was

able to attend that first gun show and not purchase anything (but some books), the next logical

step should be to subscribe to a few of the regularly issued periodicals devoted to or featuring

articles on collectors’ arms. The importance of belonging to the National Rifle Association

cannot be over-emphasized. Their highly respected and widely circulated publication The

American Rifleman contains a great many informative articles for the gun collector, and the

Association offers services to collectors who are members. Other periodicals devoted entirely

to antique arms are of great value to the collector and should be subscribed to (see details in

Bibliography). A host of other magazines covering modern weapons is readily available, and

most of these carry some articles on antique and collectors’ firearms. The importance of all

these periodicals to the neophyte is not only their wealth of informative articles, but the

profusion of advertisements of dealers and collectors nationwide who are offering their

services or their lists or their items for sale. One of the best mediums of exchanges in the

antique arms business is mail order. Advertisements and listings for all the regularly scheduled

gun shows throughout the country will also be found in these publications.Before money is laid

down for that first gun, it would be wise to have selected a general area in which to confine

one’s collecting activities. Likely a choice was made by reading and by studying museum and

private collections; at least some general guidelines should have been established, and the

search for specimens can be confined to within a given category. A key asset for the neophyte

is a mentor whose opinion is valued (and who is not trying to sell one of his own guns!); an

outside impartial opinion as to the wisdom of the first choice will do much to start the collector

on the right foot when making that first selection at a gun show or at a dealer’s shop; it is also a

great aid in building self-confidence. If on his own, then good common sense and judgment of

human nature should take precedence when assessing circumstances surrounding the

purchase of that first piece. Checking the reputation of a dealer or collector source is a worthy

step, and remember that a guarantee, either verbal or written, is only as good as the party

giving it.The matter of GUARANTEES is worth dwelling on for a moment. Regardless of what

one might be told about a gun, and even if said data is committed to writing, there are so many

vagaries involved that unless the party making the guarantee is reputable, it will be found

worthless. Proving an item is not what it is stated to be in a court of law is a highly involved

process and a costly one as well. Courts and (most) lawyers know nothing about antique guns,

so it is a matter of hiring witnesses (an expensive matter) and trying to educate judge and

possibly jury as well! Unless a gun is worth many thousands of dollars, there is little likelihood

that the aggrieved owner will ever get satisfaction if the seller does not choose to honor a

complaint. In only the most flagrant violations does a collector have a chance to get together a

consensus from the seller’s peers and coerce him into making a disgruntled refund. This

discussion is not intended to lessen the importance of acquiring a detailed bill of sale, which in

some cases may deter the seller from passing off a spurious piece. A general observation in

some five decades of dealing has shown that those highly detailed, multi-part bills are rarely

asked for or offered, nor are they necessarily what they appear to be if the seller had larceny in

his heart from the beginning! The entire subject has very broad legal and ethical implications



not within the realm of discussion for this book, other than to bring them to the readers’

attention and strongly stress the extreme importance of knowing the party from whom the

purchase was made. It is very much a matter of a man’s word being his bond. A source of

satisfaction for the majority of those active in gun collecting is that such a statement stands not

merely as a hackneyed cliche, but a standard of one’s ethical code.Undoubtedly the best rule-

of-thumb on purchasing antique guns, and one that is heard repeatedly, is to limit one’s buying

as much as possible to quality and condition. Far better it is to have one good piece than a

dozen “dogs.” This is one of the most difficult points to get across to new collectors, especially

when they are itching to buy that first piece! From studying human nature and collecting habits,

it may be broadly stated that the new collector most often commits all the sins that he has been

pointedly warned to avoid and that he ultimately comes to the realization that those were not

such bad warnings after all. Those seeming bargains just are not bargains and are so damned

hard to pass by! The mere fact that a gun bears a price tag and is being sold by a dealer or

collector in his shop or at a show is not necessarily a measure of actual or accurate worth.

That tag does not always indicate the actual price a seller is willing to accept. In some

instances it may even be purposefully inflated, outlandishly so; a rather crafty device to tempt

the prospective buyer to make an offer, after which the trap closes quickly on the unwary! The

buyer must be prepared to analyze not only the weapon, but the person selling it, including

their knowledge in that particular area, their method of doing business, their standing and

reputation as a collector or dealer.On auction buying: The final rule-of-thumb on bargains is

worth remembering when it comes to attending an auction. Under no circumstances ever bid

on any gun (or any other item for that matter) unless it has been very closely examined at the

exhibition preceding the auction by yourself (preferably) or someone representing the collector

and whose opinion is valued. This is a time-honored, unwritten rule equally applicable to

neophyte as well as expert. The novice, with no idea of gun values, has no business bidding at

an auction and is gently cautioned to possess his soul with patience and wait until he has

some collecting experience under his belt before entering bidding competition. Common sense

dictates that when one stands toe to toe and slugs it out price-wise—and that is what auctions

are all about—he should at the very least know what he is doing.SELLING ANTIQUE

GUNSThere comes a time in every collector’s life when he has to sell a gun or guns, or just try

his hand at turning a profit. No matter how great the protestation, “... I never sell a gun ... I will

never sell a gun ... I never sold a gun,” everybody meets the situation face to face at one time

or another. It is difficult to understand why a certain few collectors make a fetish of the claim

that they never sold a piece, as if to do so were beneath one’s dignity. You will meet these

types often, but only rarely are their protestations credible. Some collectors are really more

dealers than collectors; at least their buying, selling and trading activities run at a fever pitch,

and they never seem to settle into any collecting pattern. A great majority of collector sales are

due to a wide range of reasons, e.g., up-grading of specimens, disposing of items that no

longer hold an interest, or a pressing and immediate need for cash. A number of for-sale

methods are available depending on the time and effort one wishes to take. First to note is that

the “book” or advertised or listed price for a specific piece is not always the one that can be

realized for it. In some cases there may be no takers for the piece at any price. At this point the

collector may acquire a quick education—and a most lasting impression— of one more detail

of the fine art of gun trading!Setting forth a listing in this book and neatly assigning a value to

each piece tends very much to be misleading, especially to the neophyte or only casually

interested owner of a gun or two. This is not unique to antique arms, but holds true for any

collecting field. The mere fact that a gun is listed with a price in no way precludes that the



owner must achieve that figure or even a predetermined percentage thereof. No central market

place or bourse exists where all gun dealers and collectors conduct their transactions as on the

stock or commodity exchanges; the arrangement is much looser with a great many variables;

hit-or-miss is a more apt description. To avoid disappointment it is well to understand and be

aware of the peculiarities and complexities involved in evaluating collectors’ firearms.Owning a

rare gun with a healthy dollar value and realizing that value is at times analogous to “... being a

horse of another color!” The collector should be aware that one gun is not as easily sold as

another and that the demand factor greatly influences price and marketability. True, a great

many very rare American guns are worth in the many hundreds or thousands of dollars; many

will be seen listed in this work. Those pieces quite definitely fetch those prices when sold to a

retail customer. The number of collectors for some of those particular type guns, however, may

be extremely limited; as such, it is possible to occasionally experience not only sales

resistance to a gun, but considerable lethargy as well. Possibly the only way that that particular

piece might be sold would be to lower the price to a figure so attractive that it would be

tantamount to forcing a sale. The same can hold true of a quite rare and valuable gun that is in

great demand, but is in a very low grade of condition.On the assumption that the collector has

bought wisely and ably, he might well find that a dealer will pay him as high a price or more

than any collector in the area. The dealer’s own specialized clientele and access to a national

market allows him to know exactly where to place that gun quickly, and in such instances he is

usually willing to pay a premium price. The dealer normally pays cash on the spot for the item,

whereas in many cases of private sales, the collector has to accept trade items in lieu of

money. There is no general guide as to what gun dealers pay for their merchandise. To flatly

state that they pay 50 percent of market value or to assign any fixed percentage would be

absolutely erroneous. The only accurate statement is—a dealer expects to make a profit! With

very fine conditioned pieces, numerous rare models and certain types for which he has a

special demand (and for any number of other reasons), the dealer is often in the position to pay

the highest price for a piece and work on an extremely small profit margin to get it. This has

been especially true in recent years. The dealer might even pay the so-called “book” value for a

piece as he has been commissioned by a client to specifically acquire that model for a

premium price. On the other hand, if that dealer has no demand or clientele for certain types of

arms, then regardless of price, he might not want to invest money at all as it would represent

completely dead merchandise for him. Many dealers are specialists themselves and handle

only certain types for which they have an immediate following and will completely pass by

pieces that are not of interest to them regardless of price. There are no generalizations that will

apply to the subject of all arms dealers. A quite interesting observation is the fact that a

tremendous amount of business is generated between dealers themselves, since most have

their own followings and customers. If the dealer operates on a large scale and in mail order or

makes all the major gun shows throughout the country, thus having access to a national

market, it is obvious that he will have a wider range of interest and broader coverage of antique

arms than the dealer who is conducting his business strictly on a local basis. In the latter case,

the dealer will normally pay highest prices only for those pieces for which he has a walk-in

local trade, whereas other items would be attractive to him only if they could be acquired well

under “book” value allowing for wholesaling to other dealers. As a general statement, the larger

the dealer and the broader his scope and sales coverage, the higher the prices he is willing to

pay for merchandise.If the collector does not realize the price he expected from a dealer or

fellow collector, five other options are open to him for selling that arm at the greatest possible

figure. Each requires time and effort on his part, but the results may prove worthwhile. The



easiest method is to take space at a regularly scheduled gun show and display the arms to be

sold as attractively as possible. A good opportunity is afforded to sell or trade there providing

the price is realistic. Through actual show experience, where feverish trading often occurs, the

collector will come across and very likely take for his own use much of the banter heard about

the floor. Eavesdrop on any large gun show and chances are one will hear a chorus or two of

the following elucidations during the course of the day, “... That’s less than I paid for it! ... I don’t

care if I sell it or not! ... That’s less than I got in it! ... I got more than that in it! ... If it doesn’t

move, you can bring it back!”A second sales option available is the auction. This could prove

both hazardous and expensive, and the collector should be well aware of the rules of the

game. If the auction is “open” or “no reserve” (that is, one in which every item must be sold to

the highest bidder) and it happens to be one of those bad days (influenced greatly by weather

or economic conditions among other things), the gun could be sold for a pittance of its cost.

Adding salt to the wound, the collector must pay the auctioneer’s commission, normally from

10 to 30 percent. In some cases auction houses allow a reserve figure (i.e., a price under

which an object will not be sold), a means of protecting against an under-value sale. But, with a

reserve, a commission usually must still be paid to the auction house. The “reserve price” has

its strong detractors as well as supporters. Two key factors to its successful use are the quality

of the other material in the sale and the reputation of the auction house. On the latter subject,

it’s essential that the financial stability of auctioneers is verified and that they are bonded. Slow

payments...and no payments...to consignors has been a cause for concern these past few

years causing a few well known houses to enter bankruptcy proceedings. Other costs are likely

to be incurred by the consignor, and these must be carefully weighed before entering into an

agreement. Basic are such items as charges for insurance (know for certain who is insuring the

items while in the possession of the auction house) and charges for cataloging, including extra

reproduction fees for catalog illustrations.Consignment is another method that can be utilized

to realize a higher value from a collector’s gun. Many dealers will accept certain select pieces

from their clientele to sell on this basis. Consignment allows the dealer to add to his stock,

permitting a broader selection of merchandise, without having to invest capital. Because of this,

the dealer is willing to realize more for the collector than he would be willing to pay cash on the

spot. The collector agrees to leave his gun with the dealer for sale at an agreed upon retail

price. Details should be clearly understood, and the agreement made in writing. The collector

further agrees to allow the dealer a flat percentage fee (normally about 20 percent) of the retail

price if the item is sold. Should the item not be sold after a specified time, the collector has the

right to take it back and to dispose of it at his own discretion. Normally, no charges are made to

the collector if the piece is not sold, unless previously agreed upon. All these factors, especially

the matter of the commission fee, should be definitely committed to writing at the time the

consignment is made. A great many fine firearms are sold by this method. Advantages are

obvious for both owner and seller. However, to utilize this method successfully one must

choose wisely the dealer who is to handle the item. Most dealers are not interested in taking

insignificant, low value items on consignment; e.g., pieces worth $100 or less; nor questionable

objects requiring guarantees to their clientele while the consignee is relieved of all

responsibility. Important in the choice of a consignment dealer is one that is not only reputable,

but is financially reliable. In many instances the dealer sells his items on a time payment

method (that is, the money comes in in dribs and drabs), or a trade may be necessary to

realize the best transaction. In such instances it is important that the dealer pays the consignee

the full agreed upon price the moment disposal is made, regardless of how he was paid for it or

whether a trade was involved. Regrettably in many instances, consignment has proven an



unpleasant experience for the collector as it was found that the dealer selling on a time

payment method could not come up with all the money by the time the final payment came in.

A trade situation also can prove to be a similar problem. It may be necessary where trading is

involved that the consignee must sweat it out until each of the pieces taken in trade are

themselves sold; sometimes an almost endless process. Thus, choose wisely and be sure to

commit the agreement to writing.The sales option requiring the greatest amount of time, but

reaching the widest possible audience, is advertising the gun in one or more of the collecting

periodicals. These are widely circulated throughout the United States and abroad, and present

the collector with the very best chance of finding the ultimate specialized buyer most actively

seeking that particular piece. Bear in mind that a considerable time lapse exists in mail order

selling, from placing the advertisement to the date of publication and circulation; normally a

minimum of two months. The collector must be prepared to service and answer all inquiries as

well as to give full cash refund should the piece be returned by the buyer if not found up to

specifications. Not a few well-known dealers active today started off by dabbling in part-time

mail order. A cautionary note must be made with regard to buying and selling firearms of all

types—especially through the mail: One must be familiar with the text of the Federal Firearms

Act of 1968, which regulates interstate trade in firearms, and to be equally familiar with local

and state firearms ordinances— decidedly a mixed bag! In the most general terms, guns made

prior to December, 1898 are free of regulations under the Federal Act, but they do not conflict

with or cancel any existing state or local laws in effect in one’s area. The laws are readily

available and their finer points can be checked with local gun clubs and organizations

conversant with firearms regulations.Trading as a final option. If all else fails, there’s always gun

swapping! Probably no other collecting hobby affords as many opportunities to trade as does

antique firearms. This time-honored method is also a means of sharpening one’s wits. With not

a few collectors their major interest in the hobby is the action and satisfaction derived from the

pure trading aspects. Depending on technique, it is very possible to amass quite an impressive

collection with a minimum expenditure of cash and a little ingenuity and Yankee horse-trading.

Likely superfluous would be a caution about trading values, but inasmuch as “... some never

get the word” (to summarize an old story), only the reminder will be issued here that highly

unrealistic prices are often encountered in the area where trading rather than sales is

anticipated. The reason for this might possibly be the psychological advantage thought in

allowing someone more for his gun in trade than could be attained for it in cash. The whole

thing is based on both a not-too-cute or clever and often self-deceiving principle and brings to

mind the classic story of the two $500 alley cats traded for the $1,000 mongrel dog!GUN

INSURANCESurrounded as we are with thieves, scoundrels, rogues, knaves, scalawags,

prowlers and the light-fingered in this modern civilized era, the collector would do well to take

safeguards to protect his valuable guns. The hazard of fire is also ever-present. Not a few

articles have been written on insurance; the subject is well covered in the James E. Serven

book The Collecting of Guns and in several American Rifleman articles. In broadest terms,

antique and collectors’ firearms are not best covered under the most commonly used “Home

Owners” policies. In most circumstances under that type coverage, a maximum fixed

percentage (usually 10 percent) of the total value of the policy would apply to items such as

firearms. Also, a limit or maximum dollar value would be set for any one piece, coverage

generally applies only to guns actually on the premises and claims most often are paid on an

actual cash or cost basis or even according to replacement cost less depreciation. Establishing

some of these factors often entails considerable administrative as well as emotional problems

after a loss has occurred. Special waivers and riders can cover some contingencies, but



experience has shown that collectors rarely bother to adequately investigate their coverage for

antique and collectors’ guns under a Home Owner’s policy. The result is very much a case of

closing the barn door after the horse has gone.One of the best and broadest types of coverage

for antique and collectors’ firearms is under policies known as “Fine Arts Floaters.” Any good,

knowledgeable insurance agent will be familiar with them. A number of attractive plans are

even offered by some of the larger collecting organizations. The key feature of the Fine Arts

policy is the fact that each and every gun in the collection is itemized and valued and kept on

record with the insurance company and agent. These policies normally have provisions

allowing for coverage even when the guns are on exhibit at a show and in transit. Should a loss

occur, settlements are normally quicker and are generally for the amount on the scheduled list.

It is, of course, quite necessary to continually update the schedule as prices change, or as

items are bought or sold. Coverage under Fine Arts policies has not only been found to be

broad in scope, but often features advantageous rates. They are well worth

investigating.APPRAISALSProfessional appraisals are often important in establishing values

for antique and collectors’ guns. Such evaluations are specified requirements for some

insurance policies, for any estate and gift tax purposes, for tax plans of various types and

damage and loss claims. They play an important role in determining originality of a collector’s

item, by supplying a professional opinion in writing.The key to acceptability of the values or

opinions stated in an appraisal by the party to whom they are submitted are the credentials

and background of the appraiser. It is a simple matter to find anyone with the slightest

knowledge of guns and have them write an evaluation, pulling figures out of the air so to speak;

all that is needed is a typewriter and paper. However, the collector should well understand and

remember that those evaluations are subject to review by quite a few official parties before

acceptability and that one of the major features scrutinized is the credentials of the appraiser;

his experience within the field of guns (not merely a general antiques appraiser) and his

reputation are principal factors. Major appraisers associations are able to furnish lists of

recognized experts whose specialty is firearms. A number of well-known dealers in the antique

arms field are quite well qualified and handle evaluations as part of their normal business

routine. Appraisal fees vary considerably and are dependent upon the qualifications and

credentials of the appraiser, his expertise and professional affiliations, and, of course, his

location. Fees are often based upon hourly and daily rates or on a flat rate based on quantity

involved. The common practice of charging a percentage of the appraised value of the item or

collection is looked upon unfavorably. It is no longer in use by most major auction houses and

is actually forbidden in the bylaws of some major appraisers’ associations.RULES OF THE

GAME— THE COLLECTOR’S ETIQUETTEA few basic rules should be strictly observed and

adhered to when dealing with fellow collectors or handling firearms. These canons are based

on plain, common sense, but it is surprising how many times they are broken unthinkingly. The

briefest and simplest admonition and one which smacks of rural New England is “... keep your

mouth shut and your hands in your pockets.” Not only does this make sense, but since

knowledge and experience are key elements of success in collecting, quite a bit can be

learned by doing just that!For starters, obey the most cardinal rule of them all—never point a

gun, be it flintlock or otherwise, at anybody. Next most often heard and important rule of

etiquette is never snap a hammer on any gun, modern or antique. Manners aside, snapping a

hammer may do irreparable damage; metal striking metal can often break and replacement

parts rarely exist. Sometimes the maxim, “He who breaks it, owns it” would be applicable, a

speedy means of purchasing a piece that was neither desired nor affordable. If necessary to

test the mechanical functioning of a gun and permission has been granted by the owner, then



and only then is the hammer cocked. When the trigger is pulled, the hammer is let gently

forward into its “off” or “fired” position, either by the thumb or by the other hand. This very same

rule applies to the handling or mechanical functioning of any gun, antique or modern.

Permission should first be obtained from the owner to even pick a piece up, and permission

received before testing any mechanical function. Better still is to ask the owner to demonstrate

the weapon himself.When permission is granted for handling a firearm, it is important to do so

properly. The hold should be on the wooden stock or grips; when this is not possible and the

fingers must touch metal, the sides of the fingers (rather than the tips) should be used, at best

they should be used gingerly. Fingers, and especially finger tips, leave a rust-causing residue;

some individuals do so greater than others, leaving a trail of carnage behind.Don’t be a

cowboy with another’s guns. Spinning cylinders is decidedly bad manners and potentially

harmful; score marks may be caused on the cylinder periphery. Spinning guns Western style is

as silly as it is hazardous. When the pistol drops, it may break both itself and the collector’s toe,

to boot. A few other senseless stunts which should be consistently avoided (and which indicate

complete unfamiliarity and lack of etiquette) are the rapid and needless working of the breech

of lever-action rifles TV Western style, the careless placement of a gun after viewing and

handling (when longarms fall over they often tend to break the stock) and the shouldering and

reshouldering of longarms as if they were to be fired or as if buying a new shotgun for field use.

The latter, especially at a gun show, is tantamount to making a bloody nuisance of oneself and

besides, an innocent bystander is likely to be poked in the head!A subject on which to tread

lightly and exercise restraint and common sense is money. If in a dealer’s shop or at a show, a

gun is marked with a price, the game is everybody’s. If a gun is in a personal collection or “for

exhibit only” the subject of values could be quite personal. To ask anyone, whether collector or

dealer, how much they paid for it is completely out of order; that is nobody’s business but their

own. It is possible to ask how much they feel the piece is worth—even when it is not for sale—

but only discretion and good judgment and, of course, the circumstances surrounding the

question can suggest if the time is proper for such an inquiry. The essence of gun trading can

be reduced to its very simplest denominator as that of engaging in friendly sociable relations

while maintaining self-discipline and respect for another person’s taste and

property.RESEARCH COME TO NAUGHTA phenomenon all too common to this arms hobby is

the disheartening frequency with which arms specialists, who have spent much of their

collecting careers accumulating extensive research data, pass away before that valuable

information is published or shared with fellow collectors. The commonness of such distressing

instances appears inordinate in this arms field. I am aware of, and have personally collaborated

with, numerous collectors over the years whose all-consuming interest and sole objective,

fostered through years of study and handling antique firearms, was to commit that knowledge

to writing and see it published. Their collecting experiences were broad in scope, often unique,

having had access to innumerable antique arms no longer easily available; a firsthand

knowledge through practical experiences seldom attainable. Yet, all too many of those lifetime

projects were not carried through to a reasonable (and all too often, promised) conclusion; nor

were those interminable accumulations of research documents passed along to others. All

were merely forgotten, lost and irretrievable, much to the regret and sorrow of fellow collectors,

many of who had been kept on tenterhooks in anticipation of seeing their collaborative efforts

ultimately realized.Aside from innate procrastination, it is suspected the source of inactivity

rests with a simple piece of blank white paper! Assembling the vast treasury of notes,

documents and raw material was relatively easy by comparison; both challenging and

satisfying. Transposing that same material, in even the simplest format as a starting point,



became for many a major roadblock. That appears to have particularly been the case for those

who never previously faced the ultimate hurdle of the researcher, i.e. committing that

knowledge to paper (or, the blank screen of a computer). It would be presumptuous (and

ingenuous) to offer here suggestions to easily defeat that intimidating blank sheet of paper in

order to get such a project underway. For a collector facing the prospect of such an obstacle,

the mere knowledge that it exists and is easily overcome may offer especial incentive. You can

take it from one who’s been there; its worth giving it a shot!LOADED GUNS: Safety

AdviceAlthough instances are few and far between, the occasional loaded (part or full) antique

firearm rears its ugly head. In the author’s experience they are mostly found in single or double

barrel muzzle-loading, percussion shotguns/fowling pieces; guns that, in their day, were kept

easily accessible in readiness for an unwanted intruder. The need never presenting itself, the

gun, at a later time, was moved and stored, its full charge forgotten ... but remaining to this day

just as potentially dangerous. The same could (and did) happen with a few handguns and

longarms of all types. In the interest of safety, all firearms, antique and modern, should be

closely checked to ascertain they are empty. The very simple process requires only a wooden

ram-rod or wooden measure at least as long as the gun’s barrel. While pointing the muzzle

away, slide the rod down the bore and mark the depth that it travelled. Remove the rod and

place it alongside the barrel; if empty the lower tip of the rod should reach to the touch-hole (if

flintlock) or the bolster and nipple (if perc.). If it comes up short it indicates there is an

obstruction or a powder charge. Do not, under any circumstance, attempt to remove it by firing

the gun ... extremely hazardous! If inexperienced, have a competent professional gunsmith

look at the problem. It often turns out to be paper, cloth, stones, glass, etc. that were stuffed

down the barrel by parties unknown. The potential hazard is sufficient to cause it to be handled

on a “worst case” basis.REGULATIONS, ORDINANCES & STATUTESAn awareness of rules,

regulations and legislation pertaining to guns is requisite for the collector. He should familiarize

himself with those of his local community and state as well as the Federal Gun Control Act

(GCA) and National Firearms Act (NFA). Although the Federal Government and many states

exempt “Antique firearms” from legislation and regulation, it should be understood that even

the definition of “antique” is subject to different interpretation and definition. There is no simple,

all-inclusive statement to absolve responsibility from legal ramifications of the myriad of gun

laws. It’s estimated there are over 10,000 of them on the books of towns, cities, counties,

states and federally. Generally speaking...in the very broadest of terms...most firearms made in

or before 1898 are considered “antique” and, with but few exceptions, are exempt from

provisions of Federal firearms legislation. Quite a few states use that same cut-off date; others

may use various dates or not address the subject of date at all. The Bureau of Alcohol,

Tobacco and Firearms (BATF) of the U.S. Treasury Department is responsible for enforcement

of Federal firearms laws. A copy of those laws and those of many states is available from BATF

by request (Washington, D.C. 20226). A modest attempt was made to bring an awareness of a

certain few, but not all, arms or devices found listed in this work that may fall under the

provisions of the NFA or GCA. It is quite possible others are in those same categories. The

reader is cautioned to verify the legal status of such arms if he is uncertain.A Disclaimer About

Serial Number Data: Included in various chapters throughout this work where serial number

information may be utilized to indicate date of manufacture of various firearms, particularly for

ascertaining status as “antiques” of pre-1898 manufacture: serial numbers and ranges are

neither precise nor unerring and may be taken only as a general guide. The information is that

which has been generally accepted by the collecting community and which has appeared in

specialized works on the respective makers and/or manufacturers. Exact serial numbers (or



serial number ranges) i.e. whether merely the date the manufacturer of the respective firearms

cease production or the date the firearms were shipped from the factory of the respective

gunmaker is often uncertain. In other instances serial ranges may have been broadly estimated

by authors or researchers of the respective make or model.COLLECTING ORGANIZATIONS

AND ARMS MUSEUMS IN THE U.S.Almost every state in the U.S. has an antique arms

collecting club or association; many have more than one. At the last rough estimate, the count

of such groups approximated 110. The best current listing with addresses of secretaries or

presiding officers may be found in the annual edition of the Gun Digest, this most widely

distributed work may be found in almost any sporting goods store or book store in America.

Several collecting organizations place large advertisements in the two popular periodicals Man

at Arms and Gun Report devoted entirely to antique weapons. Each magazine also publishes a

calendar of scheduled gun shows. Collectors’ organizations and shows run the gamut from

loosely organized affairs to very professionally run exhibitions. Regardless of their size and

quality, all offer the budding collector the opportunity to rub elbows with people of kindred

spirits, and they certainly afford the opportunity to get acquainted with the entire hobby.The

United States is rich in museum collections of antique arms representing a fine cross-section

of guns of all periods. These museum holdings range in size from small, highly specialized

collections included with other exhibits in large public museums to extremely extensive, broad

scope collections in museums devoted solely to weapons. One of the most detailed listings of

collections available for public viewing is found in the highly recommended work The Collecting

of Guns, edited by James E. Serven (see Bibliography, Chapter IV). Over 70 of these will be

found, with notes on the nature of their arms group and details of their location and hours open

to the public.Chapter IIValues and ConditionBasic to the understanding of the monetary value

of antique arms is the fact that stated figures are purely arbitrary, and there is no such thing as

a fixed price. The discussion of gun values is highly subjective—as often are the values

themselves. Social and emotional factors often affect an object’s worth and in some cases to a

very great degree. Rarely indeed will two experts look at a specimen and arrive at the exact

same dollar value for it. With the more often encountered guns, those same two experts most

likely would arrive at a price within 10 percent of each other; the disparity would rarely be more

than 20 percent. A number of reasons account for the seeming lack of consistency in this

hobby as opposed to the more clear cut, definable fields of coins, stamps or books. The

primary factor is the size of the field itself; gun collecting does not have nearly the following of

the latter three hobbies, nor does it have anywhere near the percentage of full-time large

dealers issuing standard catalogs. The smaller known overall market and the looser

interpretation of prices because of less published or otherwise maintained standards by

professionals combine to make for a decidedly more eccentric market. Equally important is the

fact that firearms do not neatly fill a definite grading category as do stamps, coins or books;

this is made even more complex by the mechanical functions which weapons possess. Lastly,

guns feature many more variables and irregularities than either stamps, coins or books; most

important among these are historical associations, inscriptions, manufacturing variations,

factory accessories, restorations and engravings.In order not to discourage the reader at this

point, it may be further quite emphatically and accurately stated that just about every weapon

made does fall within distinct price guidelines and price categories. These figures are

determined by what previous weapons of the same type have brought in the open market, by

what closely similar weapons possessing a similar degree of demand and rarity have brought,

or in the case of extremely rare, infrequently traded guns what they would bring based on

experience and in the view of the influencing factors discussed within this section.CORRECT



IDENTIFICATIONFundamental to establishing value is accurate identification of the gun. The

mere similarity of a piece in contour and shape to one pictured herein or in another reference

work, is hardly sufficient to conclude that the specimen is identical. Looks are deceiving when it

comes to determining the fine points of gun identification and, consequently, value; jumping at

conclusions is often dangerous and costly. As will be seen in the thousands of guns listed in

this book and the many hundreds of photographs, there can often be great variances in price

within a single model or type—which to the casual observer all look alike. A slight difference in

markings, placement of screws or seemingly minor parts all play highly important roles in

identification. The reader is urged to check all these minor technical points in the text

accompanying each model after he has identified his piece from the illustration accompanying

that text. To repeat again, the mere fact that a gun does not appear listed in this work (or is

apparently unique) does not necessarily indicate it is either a priceless rarity or an unknown

model. One should conclude that the specific piece certainly possesses an interesting potential

and is well worth further research into its background and identification. Although this book

does contain more descriptions, models and variant types than any other of its type ever

published, gaps are inevitable.AN INSIGHT TO 19TH CENTURY ARMS MAKINGOften

overlooked, even though it has appeared in all preceding editions of this guide, is a particularly

enlightening insight to the manner in which the American firearms business was conducted in

the earlier nineteenth century through to the Civil War years. Such knowledge is readily gained

from the study of Whitney firearms as discussed in the prefatory to the Whitney chapter (5-J) of

this guide. A concise summary of seldom mentioned production, assembly and merchandising

practices warrants the collector’s understanding. It is logical to assume that what occurred with

Whitney, applied equally to other gunmakers and has the likelihood to account for other

previously unexplained model variations and anomalies. It becomes apparent from the section

describing Whitney’s five models known as “Good and Serviceable Arms” (Whitney’s own

terminology) that the art of gunmaking and merchandising was not the “exact science” that

many authors and collectors might wish them to have been. Whitney’s method of purchasing

surplus parts and assembling guns for private sales other than to the U.S. government similarly

accounts for similar arms that do not conform to strict government inspection standards. It is

likely some of those marketing practices will account for occasional odd variants encountered.

A gray area for certain, and the knowledge of which offers potential for abuse. Thus far,

instances of the misuse of the information have not made any significant inroads in the arms

collecting marketplace. However, knowledge of those nineteenth century practices of Whitney

Arms Co. requires the attention of present-day collectors. More is read about them in Chap. 5-

J.THE WORD “VALUE”—A DESCRIPTIONIntrinsic value and monetary value are often

inseparable to the collector. The highly subjective nature of the former and the general nature

of this work precludes a discussion of it, and we shall confine ourselves purely to the

latter.According to Webster’s New World Dictionary “value” is “...a fair or proper equivalent in

money, commodities, etc., for something sold or exchanged; fair price. The worth of a thing in

money or goods at a certain time; market price. The equivalent (of something) in money.

Estimated or appraised worth or price; valuation.” The Roget’s International Thesaurus allows

interchangeable use of value with “...worth, rate, par value, valuation, estimation,

appraisement, money’s worth, etc.” Thus, it is obvious there are many interpretations as to

what comprises value.For the purpose of this particular work, it is important to be more specific

in the use and definition of this key word. In order to do so, modification must be made to “fair

market value,” a more legalistic sounding term which has been quite strictly defined (by the

Department of the U.S. Treasury in their publications concerning appraisals) as “...the price at



which the property would change hands between a willing buyer and a willing seller, neither

being under any compulsion to buy or sell and both having reasonable knowledge of the

relevant facts.”Since there are no rigid fixed rules or formulas in arriving at the price of an

antique or collector’s firearm, it may be said that the “fair market value” of such arms is

determined by considering all factors that reasonably bear on determining the price and which

would be agreed upon between the willing buyer and the willing seller who were not under any

pressure to act.Having thus injected the word “price” into the discussion, it may be logically

assumed that a current value in U.S. dollars has been assigned to all guns in this work. It may

further be assumed that the dollar value shown here for the respective firearms are those

prices known to have been realized or accurately estimated to be realized as “fair market

value” when the piece changed hands between a willing buyer and a willing seller, neither of

whom were under any pressure to act. In other words—based on the author’s experience and

very close acquaintance with the arms market and the highly regarded opinions of selected

professional and non-professional authorities in the antique gun field, the prices reflected in

this book are those which each gun would bring at retail on the nationwide collectors’ market

as it now exists.FACTORS DETERMINING VALUEArriving at a price for an antique gun is

often a most perplexing situation for the newcomer to collecting. An explanation and a bit of

experience are necessary to understand how it is done, both in terms of complexities and the

inequities. A classic example is a gun manufactured in very large quantities which brings five

and ten times the price of a far rarer gun of which but a handful were made.In broadest terms,

the most important factors determining value are Demand, Rarity and Condition...in that

order.1. DemandDemand is most clearly defined by reverting to our Webster’s again where it is

“...the desire for a commodity together with the ability to pay for it; the amount people are ready

and able to buy at a certain price.” That succinctly sums it up...the desire for a

commodity.Demand varies immensely in the collecting world for various type firearms; it can be

inconstant, unsteady, fluctuating, spasmodic and erratic. Generally the reasons for varying

degrees of demand can be logically explained. Often the astute collector, with an eye towards

investment and potential future growth, has collected along lines in which demand has been

very low and in time found himself with a collection that had appreciated immensely in value.

This potential is not limited only to certain types or makes that are still relatively low in dollar

value, but often exists in extremely expensive ones as well. The classic examples in the last

decade have been in the very high-priced (seemingly so at the time) mint condition engraved

Colts and Winchesters. In some cases these types rose in dollar value to astronomical heights,

percentage-wise far outshining pieces way below them in dollar value. Of course, the classic

analogy of tumbling into a sewer and emerging with a diamond is always hoped for and

occasionally happens; known as finding a “sleeper” in the jargon of gun collecting. Many have

made their sleepers happen with careful planning and foresight.Some collector’s guides and

reference works assign degrees of “demand” on a numerical scale with the lowest number

indicating little popularity or demand, increasing (apparently to a fever pitch!) as the numbers

ascend the scale. This writer feels that such numerical scales not only hold little validity due to

the rapid changes possible in gun collecting, but that they unfairly influence the collecting of a

particular item and thus have been found quite impractical.Demand varies geographically, and

because of this, prices in many instances can be said to be regional. An excellent illustration of

this point is American Colonial weapons. For the most part these are in low demand (if not

unappreciated) in the mid- and far West; consequently Colonial weapons prices realized in

those parts of the country are usually under those that can be realized in the East. Sales are

also more difficult on a regional basis, with the best potential in the East, particularly where the



arms were originally used. Further illustrative of our point are firearms used in the expansion of

the American Western frontier, recognized as fine collectors’ items and in demand throughout

the United States. They are, though, in greater demand and achieve higher prices in those

parts of the country where they actually were used—the West. Still another example is the

identity of the maker or manufacturer. Colt and Winchester are in the highest degree of

demand, while others whose products are equally fine and generally made in much smaller

quantities are often found with considerably less devotees and consequently demand. The

numbers of collectors actively seeking specimens by specific makers directly affects the

demand and consequently the price for those pieces.A fast diminishing eccentricity of the gun

collecting market was the generalization that handguns were in greater demand and brought

higher prices than longarms. No other reason can be offered for this other than differences in

size. Possibly the basis in popular reasoning was that handguns were more practical to collect

because of their smaller size and easier portability (and storability). It was thus an anomaly that

many fine and rare long guns went begging for buyers while far more common handguns of

similar period and type (often by the same maker) brought far greater values merely because

of their size difference and the consequent archaic stigma. Along this same line, though, and

an excellent example of the erraticism of the value market which contradicts the generality of

handguns vs. longarms just stated, is the observation that demand and prices have always

been higher for American longarms of the 18th century (especially the Revolutionary era and

earlier) than for most handguns of the same era! Many of these disparities are in the process

of being corrected, since as demand factors change, price follows suit.Until quite recent times

an unaccountable stigma has been attached to certain groups of collecting items, e.g.,

percussion or cartridge ignition systems, in effect making them noticeably less in demand than

flintlock pieces; carbines were formerly much more desirable than muskets; rifles were

assumed to be more important than shotguns; and percussion conversions were near the

bottom of the strong demand items. In every instance no basis existed for this other than a very

loose “traditional” sense of collecting practiced by a much smaller collecting world in an era

when guns were available in quantity and within easy access of everyone’s pocketbook. The

complete reversal of the demand factor has upset most of the old cliches in collecting and

shows every evidence of continuing to do so.Overturning older practices and customs, the

factor of demand continues to play the dominant role in current day pricing. One of the best

case studies is the field of American flintlock martial handguns. Undoubtedly one of the

“ultimate” areas for American gun collecting, these pieces have a number of attributes, among

them historical association, rarity, a general handsome appearance, and a great variety of

models, types and variations, allowing for a large collection. These guns have always been

considered, even in the “old days,” as among the ultimate of American collectors’ items. They

remain so to this day, but, in demand and price they have not shown nearly the interest nor

increase evidenced by many equally and even less important types. Although demand for them

has by no means diminished, a proportionate increase has not been noted in recent years.

Likely this can be attributed to the fact that specimens have become so rare and hard to find

that new gun collectors have not been attracted to this field nearly as often as to other

specialties. Of course, martial flintlock handguns, like any other field, is subject to change, but

the situation presents an interesting insight into the factor of demand.The creation of demand

has many facets. With Colts, Smith & Wessons, or Winchesters, their name and fame have

preceded them. So much romance and lore surrounds many of the models of these makers.

The great wealth of published material on them combined with the great quantities

manufactured (consequently their greater availability) present a solid combination of attributes



for collector demand. Other influencing factors are association with historical events, intriguing

mechanical features, a wealth of published material about the arm (making it easy to collect

and identify in all its variations), or a very reasonable or low price seemingly inconsistent with

other pieces.Reducing the entire subject to its very simplest terms: Without demand for a

piece, regardless of rarity, it not only will bring a very low dollar value, but will be equally

difficult to sell.2. RarityThe dictionary’s definition will suffice for our purposes: “...the quality or

condition of being rare (not frequently found; scarce; uncommon; unusual); specifically,

uncommonest, scarcity, etc.”In gun collecting rarity may also be said to be the frequency with

which a specimen is encountered. This is often, but not always, in direct relationship to the

quantities in which that particular item was originally produced. In a great many cases this is

simply determined; for instance, where studies in depth have been made on particular arms,

and factory or government or other records have been scrutinized, the exact quantities

produced of specific models have been determined. On such pieces it is quite simple to

determine relative rarity of each of the various models and sub-types. With those weapons for

which little or no research data exists, the degree of rarity is purely subjective and is based on

either the experience of individuals who have handled those same items for a long time (and

are familiar with the frequency with which they appear on the market), or, in some cases, is

highly speculative and based only on traditional (and sometimes erroneous) collectors’ beliefs.

The passage of time and the influx of a great many new collectors (hopefully including many

diligent students and researchers) should continue the practice of continually publishing fresh

data on American antique firearms. Such contributions will dispel and correct many earlier

errors, allowing the present-day collector a much more accurate picture of the relative rarity of

any individual piece.Merely knowing the quantities in which a piece was manufactured is an

insufficient basis for positively establishing relative rarity. Several models or variations were

made in large quantities yet are still considered quite rare. Excellent examples are the various

Smith & Wessons made and exported under contract for the Russian and Turkish governments

with but a handful being retained in the United States—generally only a very few of the original

huge quantities have filtered back into the collecting market. The Colt Berdan rifle is

considerably scarcer than its quantity of production would indicate, as nearly the entire

production was shipped to Czarist Russia, and surviving specimens are seldom seen. In other

instances it may be found that the price of a single model gun is completely inconsistent as it

changes from one degree of condition to the next. This occasionally occurs with a model

manufactured in very large quantities and still readily found on the collectors’ market, yet

considered very scarce, if not rare, in a condition that only approximates “very good” or

“fine” (NRA terms [see below for the definitions of the NRA Condition Standards terms]).

Excellent examples are the Colt Dragoons, the martially marked Colt Single Action Army

Revolvers, the martially marked Smith & Wesson single action “Americans” and “Schofields,”

as well as the Model 1859 and 1863 Sharps percussion cavalry carbines. All these were made

in reasonably large quantities, widely issued and often heavily used with few, if any, left in the

arsenal stores or in a drawer back home. Hence, surviving specimens almost invariably show

very hard wear and use. In such instances the rarity factor as it affects price is very much

oriented towards condition only and not quantity manufactured.A curious and intriguing reality

of rarity is the fact that a gun that was the most impractical and poorly made during its time and

hence unpopular and manufactured in but small quantity may be found to be in this present day

one of the rarest and sometimes most valuable of collector’s items. At the same time the well

made piece in its day, which enjoyed substantial popular sale, often stands in the shadow of

the former on the hobbyist market. This fact is purely an often inconsistent observation and is



not by any means a major determinant in price; the demand factor still weighs heavily.It can

thus be seen that although rarity is rather simply defined, extenuating circumstances exist

which strongly affect that rarity as it relates to price and is not merely tied into numbers

originally produced.3. ConditionAlthough last in order as a factor influencing value, condition is

the most often discussed and used word in relation to price. Even though more objective in

nature than the demand or rarity factors, the subject, although easily defined (“...manner or

state of being,” Webster), has considerable margin for differences in opinion as to what that

“state of being” actually is. Once a piece is less than “factory new” and the further that piece

gets away from that condition, the greater the disparity of opinions about it. Basic human

factors strongly affect opinion and often tend to color judgment; they cannot be discounted. The

seller of the gun has a natural propensity to lean towards over-estimation or over-description of

condition—while the buyer is diametrically opposed and unless carried away with emotion or

easily susceptible to sales pitches, would normally tend to underrate condition. It is at this

juncture that good natured bantering, often playing a dominant role in transactions preceding

the sale of any piece, evolves into a more heated and at times ill-humored debate!There is

good reason for the redundancy in our discussion of gun condition throughout this book; the

subject cannot be treated lightly or without a certain amount of repetition in order to impress

the reader with its importance. As earlier discussed, a decided trend noticeable in collecting

has been the growing condition-consciousness of the market. This is not to say that the very

lowest grades do not enjoy any popularity, for they decidedly do, but collectors have been justly

educated by a wealth of literature on the subject to strive towards getting the finest conditioned

specimens and are thus in a constant state of “up-grading.” It will be found that with some

models even small fluctuations in degrees of condition often increase values considerably.

Each make and type of gun must be judged individually. A general rule-of-thumb is: The

greater the demand for a gun, the greater the price change with degrees of condition. This is

also very much the case with the rarity factor, but to a lesser degree. The admonishment which

follows is directed solely towards those unfamiliar with antique guns and is of extreme

importance: Original finish that appears on a gun should be preserved at all costs. Any

cleaning should be executed with the greatest of care so as not to destroy any of that

remaining finish. Many otherwise fine pieces have been considerably lessened in value

because of promiscuous over-cleaning.Prominent among the nuances of understanding

condition is judging the amount of original finish; in the majority of cases this is bluing although

others include casehardening, browning, nickel or silver plating, etc. Merely establishing or

accurately estimating the percentage of finish remaining is not in itself quite sufficient. A feature

that must also be taken into consideration is the condition of that original finish; whether dulled

from age or in its factory bright condition, whether scratched or marred, etc. The identical

percentage of original finish can fall into several degrees of condition. The knack for estimating

finish is quite easily acquired, but it does necessitate actual first-hand experience in seeing and

handling the guns themselves.Another interesting observation on the eccentricities of the gun

market with respect to “condition” is that the two most readily sold types of guns, and those

which experience the least sales resistance when they are logically priced, are both the

cheapest guns in the worst condition and the very finest guns in the ultimate degrees of

condition. The defective pieces are attractive both for their extremely low price and the fact that

they have a tremendous following of devotees who enjoy doing their own home gunsmithing

(receiving either cash or therapeutic profit). In the case of the finest pieces they eventually

reach the end of the line and never become available again. The best quality guns are

vanishing from the active market and are the subject of heavy competition. The great bulk of



antique guns available fall into the condition categories between these two extremes. The “in-

between” are generally most readily available and are more often “churned” or turned-over by

the many collectors in the constant process of upgrading.STANDARDS FOR GRADING

CONDITIONTo understand values as shown throughout this book, it is essential to establish

well-defined guidelines for various grades of condition. This subject has such wide latitude that

a great diversion of opinions has always existed as to what should and what does constitute

each degree of condition change as well as what words should be used to name these

degrees. Likely the subject will never be resolved for the simple matter that firearms have so

many variable factors that no one or two simple words can easily encompass their overall

condition. As was stated earlier, once a piece is less than “factory new” and as near perfection

as possible, opinions as to the exact condition of that piece will vary considerably.In practice,

i.e., mail-order sales, advertisements, catalogs, etc., simple one or two word descriptions of

condition have not been found satisfactory. Up to the 1950s or so, those short one-worders

would often be used in cataloging firearms. Although unsatisfactory, they were at least

acceptable for the most part with no loud grumblings from collectors. This was especially true

with the less expensive guns, many of which numbered under $50 in those days. As the field

grew and the demand became greater (and consequently the prices), the need for more

detailed descriptions, especially for mail-order sales, was quite apparent. It was one thing to

sell a gun for $10 or $20—if the purchasing party found the piece below his expectations, he

merely kept it, since to make the return wasn’t worth the trouble. However, with prices

ascending, buyers became much more discriminating, and it was worth their time to send

those more valuable pieces back! Thus, in this day and age, there has evolved a very elaborate

means for describing antique and collectors’ firearms accurately for mail-order sales, and this

has generally been the outgrowth of the system used in the author’s own earlier catalogs. No

standard pattern is followed by all in the hobby, and there is very little likelihood such will ever

be the case. The general format developed to describe a firearm is a breakdown into various

components, describing each separately. Thus, for an antique revolver, after the basic

description including barrel length and any special mechanical features or markings, there

should be individual details given for the percentage and condition of original finish remaining,

the amount and location of rusting (almost every piece has some even to a minor degree); the

condition of the metal, of the markings, and of the grips and the mechanical functioning of the

piece. Any special defects (or attributes!) should also be noted. The buyer is thus less apt to be

disappointed after seeing the piece, and the seller will minimize the amount of items returned

to him with letters of disappointment.The National Rifle Association through its committees on

arms collecting has established a set of standards specifically for antique guns. Although all

the words used in these standards or their definitions are not in everyday use by all collectors

or dealers, these NRA guidelines are the closest to a code that the gun collecting field has.

They are listed here with the permission of the NRA.CONDITION STANDARDS FOR

ANTIQUE FIREARMSFACTORY NEW—all original parts; 100 percent original finish; in perfect

condition in every respect, inside and out.EXCELLENT—all original parts; over 80 percent

original finish; sharp lettering, numerals and design on metal and wood; unmarred wood; fine

bore.FINE—all original parts; over 30 percent original finish; sharp lettering, numerals and

design on metal and wood; minor marks in wood; good bore.VERY GOOD—all original parts;

none to 30 percent original finish; original metal surfaces smooth with all edges sharp; clear

lettering, numerals and design on metal; wood slightly scratched or bruised; bore disregarded

for collectors firearms.GOOD—some minor replacement parts; metal smoothly rusted or lightly

pitted in places, cleaned or reblued; principal lettering, numerals and design on metal legible;



wood refinished, scratched, bruised or minor cracks repaired; in good working order.(GOOD”:

Universally used, abused and misunderstood terminology. Be sure to read discussion relevant

to it in “INTRODUCTION.”)FAIR—some major parts replaced; minor replacement parts may be

required; metal rusted, may be lightly pitted all over, vigorously cleaned or reblued; rounded

edges of metal and wood; principal lettering, numerals and design on metal partly obliterated;

wood scratched, bruised, cracked or repaired where broken; in fair working order or can be

easily repaired and placed in working order.POOR—major and minor parts replaced; major

replacement parts required and extensive restoration needed; metal deeply pitted; principal

lettering, numerals and design obliterated, wood badly scratched, bruised, cracked or broken;

mechanically inoperative; generally undesirable as a collectors firearm.These NRA conditions

have been used by the author as the guidelines for the value ranges in this work. In order to

use this book correctly, the reader is urged to constantly consult these condition standards

when assessing a gun before applying a value to it. They stand as the crux of the valuation

matter.FOR FIREARMS ON WHICH BLUE (or nickel) FINISH IS A MAJOR DETERMINANT

OF VALUE:the wide latitude given to “original finish” in the NRA “Standards” has been refined

for this GUIDE:“VERY GOOD” indicates a crisp piece with but traces of finish“FINE” is a

specimen with 30 percent finish“EXCELLENT” indicates 80 percent finishBLUE vs. NICKEL:

On mass produced guns, invariably cartridge models, that list “blue or nickel” as standard, it is

observed that blue frequently tends to bring a premium. That occurs more often on guns in the

upper grades of condition and (on handguns) in the larger caliber models. Premiums are

modest for “FINE”, rising substantially for “EXC.” and “FACTORY NEW/MINT.” This axiom is a

very broad generalization and not applicable across the board.A few words from other

collecting fields have been absorbed into gun collecting. Although the NRA standard term

“factory new” is certainly the correct and most accurate description for a gun in that particular

condition, it has been found in practice that the term most often used to denote “factory new”

has been borrowed from the coin collecting field: “MINT.” From time to time attempts have been

made to discourage its use, but “mint” is an ingrained part of gun collecting terminology.

Occasionally such terms as “unissued” or “unfired” are used synonymously for “factory new” or

“mint.”CONDITION AND VALUE RANGESGreat consideration was given to the matter of range

of values for use in this book. To maximize the readers’ use thereof, it was felt appropriate to

employ both a “high” range as well as a “low” one which would enable immediately learning the

general overall price range that a particular gun carried; a range broad enough between the

two prices to place specimens in intermediary grades. These two prices and the spread

between them are sufficient to judge the relative increase from one degree to another, and with

a little analytical thought the reader can reasonably assess guns both below and above the

listed ranges. The matter of pricing “factory new” or “mint” guns or those close to that condition

has been conscientiously avoided. Such prices are subject both to distinct differences in

opinion as well as rapid fluctuations. As guns in those conditions are proportionately much

fewer in number and subject considerably to the whims and emotions of both buyer and seller,

they are thus less logically valued than the more often encountered pieces.A DUAL RANGE

OF CONDITIONS (AND THEIR ACCOMPANYING VALUES) HAVE BEEN USED

THROUGHOUT THIS GUIDE. Those dual ranges of condition reflected for almost every

firearm cataloged throughout this guide, represent the average level of conditions in which

each particular listed firearm is most apt to be encountered (or offered for sale or available for

sale) in the collectors’ marketplace. Cognizance of those dual ranges of condition and values is

essential for making best practical use of this guide. Formerly included in this section of

Chapter II of earlier editions of this guide, that vital information has been expanded and



highlighted in the “Introduction” to this guide, ... which the reader is urged to attentively

review.OTHER FACTORS AFFECTING VALUEThere are other features of antique guns which

play an important role in determining value. The prices listed in this book are for the standard

style and grade manufactured piece of the maker or the “as issued” piece of government

arsenals. Without producing an unwieldy, multi-volume price guide, it is physically impossible to

identify and evaluate a host of variations, modifications, deviations and decorations that often

can and do appear on a great many types of antique guns—each feature of which alters value.

Every weapon must be judged on its individual merits, and this entails further research and

effort on the part of the reader in order to determine just how good that particular gun might be

and how to properly evaluate it in monetary terms. Some of these features are so often found

in certain lines, e.g., Colts, Smith & Wessons, Winchesters, etc., that the subject has been

individually covered in each of those respective sections. The matter is treated here as it

affects antique American arms in general.1. Cased SetsComplete cased outfits are a desirable

variant of many types of American firearms. They are most often seen in handguns although

cased longarms occasionally appear. Styles of casings and accessories vary considerably;

certain types, notably Colts and Smith & Wessons, are more often observed while in some

other makes cased sets are practically unknown. The fact that an item is in its original case is

an immediate enhancement of value. One cannot, however, arrive at a flat percentage price

increase without having details of the case itself, its condition, its appearance and its

accessories. For instance, a fine gun in its original and rare case is not greatly increased in

value if the case is in poor condition. The mere rarity factor of a case is not sufficient to

enhance value considerably because the poor condition of the case would detract from the gun

when displayed. By the same token, that gun in that same case in fine condition would be

worth a great deal more. The style and color of the lining is important as is the quality and

condition of the lining and the compartments. Obviously, the cases that have been refitted

internally (even though the box itself is original) are worth a great deal less than if untouched.

The accessories included in the case each have an individual value and must be assessed

both as to originality and correct type for that particular gun with their values considered in

reaching a total for the outfit. Original paper labels of the maker or dealer that sold the gun also

enhance value. Care should be exercised as such labels are often reproduced.Cased sets are

eagerly sought after and because of this have attracted not a few unscrupulous operators over

the years who have manufactured for the over-eager, unsuspecting collector quite a few

spurious specimens. The subject is covered in greater depth with some rules-of-thumb for

spotting fake cases in the textual material accompanying the Colt section of this book, and the

reader is referred there for more on the subject.2. Matched PairsThere exists no definite guide

or even good rule-of-thumb for pricing antique arms found in matched pairs. There might be

quite a few theories offered, but it is strictly a matter of catch-as-catch-can or what the market

will bear! Of course, the primary determining factor is what make and model of gun is

concerned. Some particular types (such as dueling pistols or large flintlock holster pistols) are

often found in matched pairs and considered normal that way, while at the other extreme there

are those pieces which are in very low demand and if found in pairs, the buyer is apt to say,

“So what!” American percussion dueling pistols normally found as a pair would be so priced

and when only a single such specimen is found it would have to be priced less than half of

what the two would bring. Conversely, when a gun that is normally seen only as a single is

found matched with another, the price would most likely be the value of each gun totalled plus

an extra percentage for the rare situation of being found as a matched pair. The percentage is

subject to wide fluctuations and no definite guidelines suggest how to determine a figure. A few



observations, though, should be borne in mind:(a) To be a matched pair, the guns must be truly

that— matched, both in model, markings, finishes, grips and most important, condition. Serial

numbers do not necessarily have to be in sequence or matched, but their closeness is a great

asset.(b) Merely finding two specimens of the same gun and keeping them together does not

constitute a matched pair nor excite much collector interest. The pair should have features

which demonstrate they have been kept together over the years. Of course, a double casing

helps!(c) Matching guns to one another more often prevails in Colts and Smith & Wessons or

other pieces having exterior and easily visible serial numbers; if a gun necessitates stripping to

locate the number, there is little reason to attempt finding a mate. A difference of 50 serial

numbers has traditionally been considered the maximum spread acceptable in a matched pair,

but that is by no means all-inclusive. There is no valid basis for this other than a general

acceptance by a number of collectors. A larger serial number spread is accepted though, only

when the pieces are otherwise virtually identical. In all cases this matching of pistols or

revolvers into pairs will have little effect on some buyers, and that value must necessarily be

enhanced is no foregone conclusion.(d) A serial number sequence, i.e., one number following

exactly after the other, is definitely considered a matched pair and in all cases increases the

value of collectors’ firearms. But, again, other factors must be weighed in determining value;

the key will be condition. Not only must that match from gun to gun, but to be of any

measurable value, condition should be rated fine or better.3. Engraved GunsEngraving or

similar embellishments are found on guns of many American makers; some with a much

greater degree of frequency than others. The major categories in engraved American arms are

Colts, Smith & Wessons, Winchesters and Marlins. As a generality, it may be said that all

antique arms which bear engraving or other fancy embellishments contemporary with the

period of manufacture, other than as a standard feature, are considerably more valuable than

the plain specimens. Some of these pieces were decorated at or for the factory, while others

are known to have been engraved by the dealers or jewelers who sold them. On a great many

specimens it is very difficult to determine where the engraving was done; it is important,

though, for the modern day collector to determine when the engraving was done—then or now!

The demand for engraved antique American arms has always been strong, and hence, quite a

few spurious specimens, many of which have been circulating for quite a few years, may be

found on the market. The buyer is urged to carefully verify the authenticity of engraved or

otherwise decorated guns before acquiring them.No pat formula exists for evaluating fancy

arms, but a few basic principles are predominant. Most important are the make and model of

the gun and the desirability and demand for that model. Of equal importance is condition, for

when prices start to rise, the buyer is interested not only in the exotica of decoration. The

quality of the engraving or extra embellishments must also be taken into consideration. These

can run from broad, simple scroll-like motifs on but a few parts to quite profuse, deep, finely

detailed almost bas-relief motifs on all parts, at times including gold or silver inlay work. The

latter types stand among the most exciting and eagerly sought after of all American collectors’

firearms. Engraving and inlay work are not the sole features classifying a gun as fancy or

embellished; fancy carving in the stock or grips or possibly even a special type of etching on

the cylinder will also qualify the piece.4. Grips, Stocks and Unusual AccessoriesGun stocks

and pistol grips in most cases are of walnut and of standard issue. In the later metallic

cartridge handguns gutta percha and hard rubber were in many cases substituted and are

standard and so listed here. Fancy grips or stocks were a popular option from the factory or

from dealers primarily from the mid-19th into the early 20th century. Many exotic materials

were used, the most often elephant ivory (sometimes walrus), mother-of-pearl, black ebony,



rosewood and fancy burled and Circassian grained woods. If in sound and complete

(uncracked, broken or chipped) condition, a premium should be added to the normal value of

the gun. Ivory and pearl are among the more desirable types and generally fetch higher prices

than most woods. No clear or easy price formula exists, and normally the increase is anywhere

from $20 to $75 at a maximum; although on a superb handgun of large size the value could be

considerably more. It is, of course, very important to determine whether the grips are antique

and an original fit, and it should be remembered that such grips have been made in modern

times to enhance values for the unsuspecting. Thus, view them with care and caution.Grips

that bear fancy carving, either incised or relief, warrant an extra premium. In broadest terms,

the fancier the carving and the finer quality and detailing of it, the higher the price. Such

carving is more often seen on ivory than any other material, and depending on the size of the

grips and the model on which they appear, prices for fine specimens certainly can be

increased from a minimum of $75 to $100 and up; the better the condition and quality, the

higher the value.Exotic materials were also fitted to longarms, but less frequently than on

handguns. The most often seen type of wood affecting value is the so-called select or

Circassian grained walnut stocks. On the earlier handmade pieces one of the most desirable

variations is the tiger-stripe curly maple. On production guns the select grain walnut stocks can

often increase prices, but to what extent is very much dependent on the model of gun and, of

course, condition. One of the most exotic stock types found on a few American longarms is

rosewood. Depending on model and condition, the rosewood stock could increase a weapon’s

value considerably. A long-gun stock of elephant ivory is an extreme rarity, and any specimen

judged to be original would be quite valuable.A number of factory mounted special mechanical

features or accessories add to the price of antique and collector firearms. Notable among

these are varying styles of sights, especially on the fine single shot breech-loading target and

lever action repeating rifles, e.g., Winchesters, Sharps, Remingtons and Marlin-Ballards. These

types are also found with variances in levers, buttplates, palm rests and other options which

were offered during their heyday; many are viewed as quite desirable by the modern day

collector, thus commanding premium prices. Some government issue, U.S. military pieces are

found with unusual arsenal accessories (usually sights), and these call for a price increase.

Handgun accessories such as attachable shoulder stocks or interchangeable/spare cylinders

will enhance value considerably. As with other non-standard features, the prospective buyer

should proceed very cautiously in order to establish authenticity.5. Presentation and Other

Historically Associated FirearmsGuns bearing names, presentation inscriptions, or

commemorative legends offer interesting potential for significant price increases. Those hand-

engraved features appear in a variety of styles. Though most often seen on the backstraps of

revolvers, they are also found on small inlaid grip plaques or carved on the stocks, either

incised or relief. On most inscribed longarms the legends are engraved on plaques inset in the

buttstock or (on lever actions or other breechloaders) engraved on the receivers. The

positioning or format of an inscription follows no set pattern, and the key to an evaluation is first

to determine originality. Regrettably this area of arms collecting has been much abused by

unscrupulous operators and spurious specimens are in circulation. Suggestions on how to spot

a fake will be found in Chapter III of this book.The challenge really begins after determining the

authenticity of the inscription. If the gun is already accompanied by documents or has a known

history and background, then much of the battle is over! What remains then is merely a matter

of assessing value in proportion to the historical significance of the inscription. Should no

known background of the names or legends appearing on the gun be available, then some

detective work is in order. Establishing the history behind an inscription is quite important. In



many cases, especially military presentations indicating names and regiments, backgrounds

can be quite easily checked by searching military records through adjutant general

departments which each state maintains or through the National Archives in Washington. All

this can be accomplished through correspondence or by direct, on site, research.In instances

where inscriptions are present, but no identifying material is available and thus historical

significance is unknown, then very little, if any, value can be added to the weapon. When

revealing facts are known, values should increase in direct proportion to their significance. For

example, a Colt Civil War revolver bearing the name of an officer and his regiment: Research

documents that the officer was dismissed for cowardice in action and cashiered from the Army.

This certainly is no illustrious history, but it is interesting and would likely increase the value of

that gun 10 to 20 percent. Another piece of same type, same condition, similarly inscribed, but

in which research proved the officer to have risen to command of the regiment and to have

performed gallantly and heroically in battle, would add considerably to the piece and very

possibly increase its value 50 to 100 percent, if not more. Although the most often observed

type of inscription seems to be on Civil War era handguns, they are found on just about every

type of firearm of every era. The price increase is in direct proportion to the historic relationship

and importance that can be established for the gun. Establishing the significance of such guns

usually requires considerable effort, and an equal effort may be involved in realizing the higher

values for them. No two inscribed pieces are identical, and each must be weighed on its own

merits and importance. One cannot simply and arbitrarily assign a price to such a piece; by the

same token these items do offer an interesting and often exciting challenge to both buyer and

seller.6. Credibility of DocumentsCertainly the greatest asset an inscribed gun can have is

documentary evidence substantiating its originality. Regrettably collectors have often failed to

realize the importance of such material, and when it was available, they overlooked acquiring it

even if at no extra cost! The very best of such material is that which comes directly from the

family whose ancestor originally owned the gun. Original letters, diaries, bills of sale or old

news clippings have sometimes been kept intact and bear specific mention of the piece for

identification. Such material is just about indisputable. In lieu of that, notarized affidavits from

descendants of the original owner are quite important and do carry weight, especially where it

can be reasonably accepted or perhaps proven that the particular gun has always remained in

one family and been passed down generation to generation until final sale to the open market.

It is important not to lose that chain of descent, and but a slight bit of effort is needed to draw

up a brief statement as to background (how long the gun remained in the family, how it was

passed down father to son, etc.), fully identifying it by description and serial number and any

peculiar features. The seller must then notarize both the validity of the statement and his

signature. Although the mere affidavit is in no way proof positive of the originality of the item

(and the document is subject to abuses), it does add much to the strength of the background

and credibility.It is quite possible to considerably increase the value of an uninscribed (or

otherwise historically unmarked) weapon that has historical association as long as

substantiation can be made with documentary evidence. Value can be increased

proportionately with the credibility of the documents; the closer they come to validating the

piece “beyond the shadow of a doubt” the better the gun becomes. Excellent examples would

be weapons known to have been used by Western badmen while performing nefarious deeds

or by lawmen in their pursuit. Such pieces have always held a certain amount of morbid

fascination (in the case of badmen) or romance of the West (in the case of the good guys). Of

the literally thousands that the author has heard of over the years, but a handful ever turned

out to be legitimate. Such items are worth a considerable amount of money, and their value is



based chiefly on the strength of the accompanying documents. The buyer is cautioned to be

extremely skeptical when buying such pieces merely accompanied by a dossier of documents

which are actually completely peripheral. Quite often arms are offered for sale attributed to use

by specific individuals and accompanied by tremendous amounts of data on those individuals.

Although the data is found to be accurate as far as the individuals and historical events are

concerned, on close scrutiny these materials fail to substantiate the originality of the gun itself

and are rather “accessories after the fact!” In such cases the seller had hoped to overwhelm

the unsuspecting buyer by the pure mass of documentary data, none of which substantiated

the piece in any way. Thus, accompanying documents should always be carefully scrutinized

and analyzed when they are instrumental in evaluating a piece.The matter of inscribed

historically associated guns and their values does not lend itself to simple formulas and offers

one of the widest ranges of price variance in the gun market; they also offer the greatest

challenges.7. An Effective Tool For Historical ResearchIt has been surprising that the well-

researched, multi-volume work “SERIAL NUMBERS OF U.S. MARTIAL ARMS” (Springfield

Research Service) has not been better utilized by collectors. Augmented periodically, it offers a

wealth of historical data, much of which may tend to increase values of certain firearms. The

information is taken directly from U.S. Government archives, including those of the Springfield

Armory, Office of the Chief of Ordnance, Adjutant General’s Office, U.S. Marine Corps and U.S.

Navy Bureau of Ordnance.Listed by serial number sequence are many thousands of various

handguns and longarms purchased by the U.S. from the Civil War to WWII. Data often includes

place (or sometimes, unit) where issued. Guns range from Civil War Colt and Remington

revolvers and cavalry carbines to WWII M1 rifles: Colt Single Actions, S& Ws, Springfield “Trap-

door” longarms, Krags, M. 1917 rifles, Model 1911 autos and much more.Of course, not every

gun purchased by the U.S. is listed. And, it may be akin to looking for “a needle in a haystack.”

But, finding a gun among those listings could enhance its value appreciably. A WORD OF

CAUTION: Locating a gun just one number apart from a listed piece doesn’t count! It’s

considered a complete miss. The mere close proximity does not indicate that it was part of the

same lot or issued to the same unit. Interesting, yes; premium value, no.To make the best and

most effective use of this “tool” for historical research, the collector would do well to contact the

Springfield Research Service, P.O. Box 6322, Falls Church, Virginia 22040 or check their

website: (An alternate, possibly upgraded, website: ) A vast amount of information from the

archives and government records is available (for a modest fee) through them. Such data may

add substantially to the historical significance (and often value) of some antique arms. The

service offered also issues a quarterly “Newsletter” available upon subscription.8. Unlisted or

Unknown VariationsThe mere fact that a model, sub-model or variation does not appear in this

book should not be interpreted as proof the gun is a rarity. In no sense does the author wish to

imply that every known variation or deviation from the manufacturer’s “standard” gun has been

located or cataloged! The reader is cautioned here, as he is throughout the book, not to jump

to conclusions! The fact that a piece differs from standard might even suggest it is not entirely

original. Much might have happened to an object that has been in existence 80 to 275 years

since it left the factory or the maker’s premises. Not a few interesting and fine quality alterations

were made to guns over that period by very competent gunsmiths, often satisfying the owner’s

particular needs or whims. Both the quality of the workmanship of such alterations and the

passage of time tend to give them the air of factory originality. At times the value of a gun may

be enhanced due to the oddity factor. Most such alterations, however, when proven to be non-

factory in origin normally do not increase the value of the gun and in many instances, actually

detract from it.When variations are found to be original, quite a number of factors must be



weighed to assess the possible increase in value. Leading factors are the make and model of

gun and demand for it on the collector market. The value of the variation may be said to

increase in importance, and hence value, in direct proportion to the demand for the gun as a

collector’s piece. Thus, an unusual barrel length on a small caliber rimfire revolver of one of the

lesser known makers may have merely a curiosity value for a few collectors and a price

increase of 20 to 40 percent. That identical variation found on a similar period gun by one of

the more eagerly sought after makers could very well increase value by 100 to 500 percent.

Each situation must be analyzed carefully and weighed on its own merits.Suspicions should be

especially aroused at unique, not previously known or recorded, one-of-a-kind guns. Should

more than one such ultra-rare piece turn up within a close time or geographic proximity then

extreme caution and skepticism may be in order. When what is nontypical becomes typical

should immediately be cause for concern.It is in the area of variations that the counterfeiter

and forger has had a veritable field day. As a matter of fact, he has the opportunity to hone his

inventive abilities to a very fine edge. With the knowledge that variations do appear that have

never previously been cataloged (one of the interesting aspects of gun collecting) quite a few

intriguing variations have been made strictly to dupe the unwitting collector. Some of these

were no doubt intended as good humored, pure practical jokes; an ingredient known from the

days when guns had modest values. With the passage of years some of those early fakes or

gags have acquired an age patina giving them a more credible appearance than the more

recently made forgeries. The collector is forewarned of such specimens and should keep his

wits about him when offered an unusual variant, coolly analyzing the piece and using good

common sense as his basic guide.9. Serial NumbersAn idiosyncrasy of gun collecting is the

premium price often placed on arms with very low serial numbers; such prices being for the

number alone and not for their indication of an early model or the fact that they indicate a low

production. This number game plays a more important role with the large makers such as Colt,

Smith & Wesson, and Winchester and is treated separately in the text within each of those

sections. The serial number of the gun in no way affects its appearance, purpose or use and is

merely a fascinating feature for some collectors on some guns. Before paying a premium price

for numbers (one or two digits especially), the buyer is cautioned to learn a little about that

gun’s numbering system and whether or not the sequence was consecutive from “1” right

through to the end of production, or whether serial numbers were in batch lots. Quite a few

American guns are found with low serials since they were marked from “1” to “20” or possibly

“1” to “100” and then numbering started all over again; look before you leap! Of equal

importance is the fact that on many other types of American guns the serial number has yet to

be found of any significance to collecting, and the best response on certain pieces to a very

low digit serial is, “So what!” Although the numbers occasionally play a role in pricing, it is up to

the reader to determine just how much by considering the other influencing factors.10.

BoresBores often play a significant role in establishing and affecting value. At times they are a

primary factor, while with a great many other guns, bores play no influencing factor whatsoever.

Generally, the importance of the bore condition may be weighed in direct proportion to the

purpose of the weapon. For very fine percussion bench rest target rifles, long-range and mid-

range single shot breech-loading target rifles, and items similar in nature, the bore was

obviously an important feature when these arms were made and sold, and thus it is equally

important to the collector today. On the opposite end of the scale are many guns (e.g., small

pocket pistols) on which the bore is of no consequence whatsoever. Between these two poles

lies a vast amount of pieces in which bores are of varying degrees of importance. Not a few

collectors would immediately rule a piece out unless it has a fine bore; for others the bore is



completely unimportant. The subject is also treated in those sections within this book devoted

to guns where bore condition is a critical detail. Although the odds are heavily weighed against

most collectors shooting an antique gun, part and parcel of the inspection process of a

breechloader is to look down the bore; on muzzle loaders one goes out of his way to do so only

with target rifles where this feature is absolutely important. A poor bore will very likely detract

from both demand and price of a very fine quality piece, especially those designed for fine

target shooting; a deteriorated bore or one ringed inside with a bulge evident on the outside of

the barrel is a detriment to any gun and will detract both in price and demand. On handguns,

bores are generally unimportant on the smaller caliber models, while on the larger sizes,

especially pieces designed for target shooting, bores play a more dominant role.Outstanding

gold and silver mounted percussion sporting rifle in its original fitted case with accessories

c.1850. Made by Daniel B. Wesson of Hartford, Conn. who, in 1854 with Horace Smith,

founded one of America’s most famous arms manufactories: Smith & Wesson. (from N.

Flayderman & Co. Catalog No. 104 of Oct., 1980)Chapter IIIRestoration and Fakes Where the

Fine Line is DrawnSpurious specimens and fraudulent practices are by no means of epidemic

proportions; no more so than in any other field of collecting where valuable items are offered

for sale. The collector is cautioned to be aware that in the antique arms field there have been,

and continue to be, a certain number of unscrupulous individuals eager and willing to dupe the

unwitting, the unsuspecting and the careless. Buyer ignorance and avarice are both dangerous

where high values are concerned. Nefarious individuals have been active since the beginnings

of the hobby, and new crops do come along. One of the earliest American periodicals devoted

to this hobby, the Magazine of Antique Firearms, in its August, 1911 issue, discussed the

widespread practice of making bogus antiques of all types, arms included, and looking “...upon

the people of the U.S. as their best customers.” True, such fakery was in all likelihood confined

to European firearms, not becoming a cottage industry on U.S. shores until years later

concurrent with the increased interest and value of American antique guns. If studies were

made and graphs plotted, the lines reflecting the increase in values, the increase in collector

numbers and the increase in forgers would merge. Fortunately it may be said that the good

guys outnumber the bad guys by far, but forewarned is forearmed.Gun clubs and organizations

over the years have drawn codes of ethics and conduct applicable to both collectors and

dealers. The most widely known is that of the National Rifle Association, reproduced in full at

the end of this chapter. These codes generally identify practices relating to gun collecting that

are considered unethical as well as general practices of unethical business behavior; the latter

are for the most part relevant to any type of business transaction and not necessarily peculiar

to arms collecting. These codes are both well intentioned and indisputable for their moral

tenets. Although they function as guideposts and are observed (often in varying degrees) by

most of the collecting world, a certain element exists who is either unaware of these codes—or

would like to be. An honorable person would conduct himself according to the code while

someone with larceny in his heart would ignore the rules whenever possible. A few comments

should be made regarding codes in the light of reality; in other words, not what people should

do, but what they in fact do! The reader should be aware that some recommended ethical

practices are infrequently followed. Two especially flagrant examples are: (A) A marking under

the stocks or elsewhere to indicate both date and nature of work performed when antique guns

are either refinished or modern engraved; (B) Indication by a seller to a buyer that a piece has

had “legitimate” restoration or completion of missing parts. In item A, it is rare to have a piece

so marked, and the removal of such markings at some future date is a simple matter. In item B,

a seller often advises a buyer that a piece has been restored, and to what extent; however, that



story is usually watered down in the course of trades and sales down the line to the point

where it is completely forgotten, overlooked or omitted in time. Thus, although the ethical

practices of codes are worth following and often are, in the reality of gun trading certain rules

are subject to abuse. Gradually or quickly as a piece changes hands, no one will remember

exactly what happened, and it is very much up to the eyesight and judgment of the buyer to

spot any inconsistencies on his own.Following a code of ethics is a most worthy objective, but

the buyer should always remember that he may be traveling in perilous waters. He should take

nothing for granted, and rely on his own basic instincts, common sense and better

judgment.An absorbing book by a highly respected arms authority and one heartily

recommended to all collectors interested in detecting fakes is How Do You Know It’s Old? by

Harold L. Peterson. Covering a wide range of interests, with a wealth of material on antique

arms, it lays to rest many of the oft-quoted conundrums of collecting circles when trying to

justify a questionable piece, e.g., “...it couldn’t be a fake; nobody could spend all that time

necessary to produce that and make any money,” or “...I know this has to be old because of the

circumstances under which I acquired it.” The collector would do well to familiarize himself with

the Peterson book, and may save considerable grief and money by absorbing a number of the

finer points discussed.Also worthy of the collector’s attention, as it covers not only the

foregoing subject but much of what follows here as well, is 331 + Essential Tips and Tricks; a

How-To Guide for the Gun Collector by S.C. Mowbray (see Biblio.)What constitutes an ethical

or “legitimate” restoration and differentiates it from an unethical or “illegitimate” one is quite

debatable indeed. The subject begs for accurate definitions, yet constantly evades them. Not a

few attempts have been made. Many of the definitions of “legitimate” restorations have

apparent validity, but all seem to be the reflections of personal tastes of the interpreter. To

further complicate matters, what is “legitimate” and what is not has had some change over the

years. In current day practice certain restorations formerly thought “illegitimate” have acquired

an air quite the opposite. An evolutionary process is at work as far as acceptability is

concerned.Bear in mind that almost anything man has made, another can reproduce or

duplicate. Our intent here is not to philosophize about such practices nor suggest more codes

condemning them, but rather to advise the reader what to expect by pointing out a few of the

more obvious violations and how they might be detected.The basic tenet which follows has

proven itself valuable on countless occasions and is one which the author personally

subscribes to and recommends: If in doubt, if a piece looks wrong or has something about it

that you cannot put your finger on, if it just does not add up in your mind, the chances are the

gun is wrong—pass it by. Very likely a few good pieces may be missed this way, but the law of

averages will prove the practice a sound one. The mere fact that in looking at a gun one has an

uneasy feeling is usually sufficient to indicate something is wrong. Whether or not one can put

his finger on these vibrations is unimportant; the worst one can do at that point is try to

rationalize something that is bad into being good, and here’s where those old wives tales come

into play like “...it’s got to be good because of where it came from” or “...no one would take the

time to make that kind of fake” or “...the price is so reasonable it couldn’t be wrong.” Emotions

may cause an otherwise astute buyer to become carried away, making excuses to rationalize

very obvious telltale clues such as color changes, patina, signs of pitting, etc. If time permits

and other known examples are available for comparison, there is certainly a good basis for

verifying the piece thoroughly. Often when confronted with the challenge of a possible fake,

one’s hopes of what one would like the gun to be takes precedence over good judgment. In

other words, the buyer becomes his own worst enemy.THE GREAT AMERICAN GUN

SCAMThe story of the now infamous experimental Walker Colts may be found of interest, not



merely as the author played a key role in their unmasking, but as an example of gullibility and

poor judgement.In 1931 a set of four unique, so-called experimental-transitional Colt Paterson-

Walkers were featured in the catalog of a prominent arms dealer then offering a famous Colt

collection. The revolvers, outrageous fakes fabricated by parties unknown, were subsequently

sold for values equal then to what four fine Walkers would fetch on today’s market. By 1937

they were the subject of a small book devoted solely to their fabricated and supposed rarity

(The Revolving Cylinder Colt Pistol Story 1839-1847 by J.H. Edgerly; see Biblio. Chap. V-B).

They had become so well-accepted by the collecting world of the day that a respected arms

historian illustrated and discussed them at length in his book Whitney Firearms (1946). In the

50s they reappeared on the cover of a well-known antique arms journal. The author acquired

them when the owner’s collection was dispersed in 1972, and in his catalog that same year

exposed them as fakes; the entire page of that catalog later reproduced in the widely quoted

How Do You Know It’s Old. A few years following their sale as fakes and curiosities, the author

was approached at an arms show by one of those characters that operates on the fringe of the

collecting world. To his amusement he was given a tongue-lashing for ruining a swindle the

fellow was about to close for those fakes, when his mark had somehow been shown the reprint

of the exposé! The four revolvers had come full circle ...or almost.The paths down which the

expert restorer and forger have traveled are many. The subject is one which has been treated

in print frequently over the years and is certainly worth a major study one day. Following are

some points which the author has found to be the most pertinent in the matter of alterations.

Some other factors involving restorations and fakes are beyond the realm of our coverage

here, but are worth bearing in mind. These include such intriguing subjects as welding, brazing

and barrel stretching (that is, restoring shortened barrels to their original length), altering guns

from one model to another and reworking centerfire revolvers to rimfire models (as in a very

few types of Colts and Smith & Wessons). The reader will often hear mention of using X-rays to

detect certain types of fakes. This is an excellent method, but due to general inaccessibility and

time limitations it is not utilized with any degree of frequency.A note to bear in mind on

polishing and refinishing: When confronted with a gun that has been heavily polished or has

been entirely refinished, a danger signal should flash in one’s mind. Both of these features,

although not indicating the item has necessarily been tampered with, should call for a closer

inspection. Polishing and refinishing can conceal a multitude of sins. By removing the normal

patina and aging of the gun, the faker can obscure various areas that might have been worked

over and such arms should be closely inspected.A. REFINISHINGRefinishing antique guns is

generally frowned upon; in quite a few instances it actually detracts from value, resulting in a

less desirable and less valuable item (even though good money has been spent for the

refinish). The practice of making a relatively worn gun, or one that has been heavily used, look

like new is rather incongruous, and the effect on the gun is quite the same. Any antique item,

especially a gun, used, and no longer new, should look its age and stand on its own merits.

Refinishing is akin to taking an 80-year-old man and dressing him in the clothes of a teenager.

Such a gun is, of course, simply detected and, for the most part, has the same value refinished

as unrefinished. However, the restored status has changed the weapon’s demand and

desirability on the collectors’ market. Where a very fine conditioned piece has been clearly

refinished in an attempt to fool a collector, the question of intent may be raised. Careful

inspection should be given original finishes in all cases to ascertain their originality.Examine

the gun in a good, strong light (daylight preferably); should the finish be suspect, a few other

areas require close study with a magnifying glass: (1) Look for scratch marks or especially light

rust pitting underneath the finish. If either is present, in all likelihood the gun has been



refinished. Prior to putting on original factory finish most metal parts are polished clean and

smooth and are free of any rust pitting or tiny pockmarks. In almost every instance scratches

and pits are acquired after the gun has had its original factory finish. (2) Look very closely at all

edges and markings. In order to realize a quality refinish, the metal must be cleaned and

polished thoroughly. In so doing some sharpness will usually leave the edges (most noticeable

on octagon barrels), and the markings are often lightened or even partially worn away. With

markings once sharp and deep, the edges of the die struck impression are quite often rounded

and smoothed over. (3) On revolvers standard with roll engraved scenes on the cylinder, a very

careful inspection of this feature should be made for sharpness and clarity. Any wear,

especially if uneven, beneath a blue finish would clearly indicate the piece was tampered with

and very likely refinished.B. MARKINGS AND NUMBERSMarkings are critical features in

judging rarity and value of an antique gun and should be carefully scrutinized. Numbers are

equally critical, but only on specific makes of guns—not all. Room for wrong-doing exists in

each area, and it may be generally said that the alteration or “improvement” of markings is

usually done with the intent to deceive and possibly even defraud. The matter becomes rather

hazy though, once the gun leaves the original wrong-doer’s hands and is traded down the line.

Whether the original party who made and sold the piece told the next buyer what had been

done is very much a moot point by the time the piece has been in general circulation and

passed through a few hands. At that juncture the importance for the purposes of this book is

not to comment on the gun’s unethical manufacture, but how the unsuspecting purchaser may

detect those incorrect marks or numbers which considerably detract from value and rarity. An

inexpensive pocket magnifying glass is an indispensable aid and should be part of every

collector’s tool kit. Inspect all markings thoroughly; the more important they are for the gun, the

closer they should be studied. Check for sharpness, depth and clarity. If the gun is heavily worn

but the markings are sharp and clear, this obvious inconsistency indicates that some work has

likely been performed. Markings should show the same even wear or rust pitting and corrosion

found on the rest of the gun. Restamping or “freshening” the markings is not normally

considered an asset or an improvement and most often will detract from the value. Worse still,

any altering of markings to ones that never appeared on the gun is completely

fraudulent.Where remarking has been done with die stamps it will easily show up under a

magnifying glass as inconsistent. In most cases where die stamps are used by forgers to re-

mark or fraudulently mark a piece, they are single or individual dies, and the letters will appear

quite uneven when magnified. The original manufacturers normally had stamps or rolls made

on complete single dies which had a very even, regular appearance. It should be remembered,

though, that the rarer and more valuable the piece, the more effort the expert forger will expend

to fake it; thus, in some cases entire dies simulating those of the manufacturer have been

made. Fortunately the use of these sophisticated dies is rare in comparison to the single stamp

method. If the forger has freshened or re-marked the piece by hand engraving in a similar style

to the original die stamp, this will quite easily show up under a magnifying glass; the

consistency of the hand engraved markings are quite obviously different than those of the

stamped markings. If well done, the hand engraved marks might fool the naked eye when not

viewed closely, but are impossible to stand up under magnification.Another investigatory

avenue for the verification of authentic markings is any sign of age appearing within them, a

detail seen best with magnification. If a gun has wear of any type, its markings should show the

exact same percentage of wear and normal rust, pitting or corrosion, dents, scratch marks or

mars of any form found on that same area of the gun proper.The collecting world has been

consistently warned about a few specific types of American arms which have been forged and



regularly appear on the market. This book will call such pieces to the readers’ attention

wherever possible. A few of the most notorious types are worth discussion here. Most often

seen and most often written about is the Model 1842 percussion U.S. martial pistol bearing

“Palmetto Armory-Columbia, S.C.” markings. Counterfeit dies were made by some unnamed

forger to resemble the original markings for this model; the forger took the standard Model

1842 U.S. pistol with either Johnson or Aston markings; ground them off on both barrel and

lock and then restamped these parts with the false Palmetto markings, afterwards aging the

gun. Armed with foreknowledge and awareness, these arms are quite easy to spot. The dies

do not match the original Palmetto markings exactly and, as is the case with most fakes, the

faker cannot perfectly achieve the aged patina on the metal. To detect this latter feature,

though, does take some experience in distinguishing between false and genuine patinas.A

second gun known to have had its marks counterfeited is the Model 1842 boxlock U.S. Navy

percussion pistol bearing “Deringer - Philadelphia” markings. Here too the faker has had dies

similar to the original made. By taking the more often encountered Ames marked 1842 pistols,

removing the lockplate markings, and restriking them with the Deringer die, he has made a

more valuable (if undetected) piece. Again, the key features to study are the sharpness of the

markings, their consistency with the pistol’s overall condition and the patina of the metal. Of

course, the very best method is to have a genuine specimen for comparison since spurious

markings would not match the original when closely viewed.A type of gun not infrequently seen

with fake markings are the various sized Henry Deringer, Philadelphia, percussion pistols

featuring agent/dealer barrel stampings. On these the lock and breech markings (of the maker)

are usually genuine. Further discussion appears in the section pertaining to deringer pistols;

the fake markings are normally detected in the same manner as on the foregoing Palmetto and

Deringer types.Serial numbers are critical with certain models and makes of guns while on

others they bear very little importance. The most noteworthy make where serials play a

prominent role is the Colt. Where serial numbers are required to match one another and are

part of the valuation process, the stampings should be looked at very carefully. Numbers are

subject to deceptive practices and alterations to improve value; a few fine points about them

are worth noting. The subject has been discussed at length in the textual material

accompanying the Colt section of this book, to which the reader is referred. This same

discussion as it pertains to Colt is applicable to all other guns in which numbers are

important.C. ENGRAVING AND INSCRIPTIONSIn the areas of engraving and inscriptions the

forgers have worked with considerable success for quite a few years. They have been

especially prolific with fancy engraved guns while the inscribed presentation pieces have

become more frequent only in recent years as historical specimens have acquired a greater

degree of demand and significance. The presence of either fancy engraving or historic

inscriptions (or both) adds considerably to the value of any gun, and hence, it is in both these

areas that special care should be given in judging originality. It does take experience and

practice to distinguish good from bad, and fortunately the majority of fakers leave telltale clues

and are inept enough to allow for quick and easy spotting of their handiwork. As in any group of

craftsmen (the word is used here loosely), there are degrees of talent; it is with the few clever,

artistic workers that one must rely on the most expert eye to differentiate a bad piece.A few

basic details to check are: (1) The style of engraving. Some styles were not used in the period

of manufacture while others are purely modern in form, shape and design and even appear

incongruous on antique guns. The word style applies to both decorated and engraved guns as

well as to the presentation or historical inscriptions on them. Several styles of lettering are

purely modern in form and appearance and therefore could not be contemporary on antique



guns. The study of known original specimens as well as considerable literature on the subject

is helpful in determining background. (2) The wear and aging on either the engraving or the

inscription should be consistent with the rest of the gun. Some engraved or inscribed

specimens have been refinished, many of them in gold and silver plating. Remember,

refinishes often cover a multitude of sins beneath, some of which can no longer be seen. When

these refinishes appear on deluxe specimens, they should serve as a warning to inspect the

gun closer.D. RECONVERSIONSThe subject of reconversions often creates heated, emotional

discussions. One such topic of debate is that of restoring flintlock guns that were converted (c.

1830s-1840s) to the percussion ignition system and have been returned to their original

flintlock condition by gunsmiths in this modern era. The practice has its protagonists and its

antagonists. Although reconversions are by no means thought unethical, it is strongly

suggested and recommended that the fact of reconversion be made known by the seller.

Ethical codes suggest an internal lock marking by the restorer to indicate such work. Only with

considerable rarity has the author encountered a specific instance of such markings being

made. As for disclosure to the buyer, that can be likened to the other repair and restoration

work previously mentioned in which the whole matter becomes a moot point once the gun is in

general circulation and has passed through three or four hands. By then whatever work was

performed has either been accidentally or purposely forgotten, and the piece must stand on its

own outward appearance. As with other restorative work— there are good workmen and bad

workmen. A hack’s handiwork is quite obvious; and the majority of the pieces encountered are

amateurish. It is with the work of experts that the buyer must be especially careful; quite proper

it is to say that all flintlocks should be inspected closely.There is no firm formula for pricing a

gun that has been converted from flintlock to percussion. On U.S. martial handguns or

longarms percussion conversions can vary from 40 percent to 70 percent of the price of the

piece for the same model in flintlock; it is dependent on the relative rarity and demand for each

individual model. With other types of arms such as very fine Kentucky rifles or guns of

exceptional quality or possessing unique features, the fact of a conversion may affect value to

a much lesser degree; each piece must be evaluated on its own merits, importance and special

attributes.The price differential between an original flintlock and a restored flintlock is often

considerable, no matter how fine the job of restoration. But a reasonable and accurate

reflection of the general feeling of the collectors’ market is that a fine restoration to a flintlock

enhances both the appearance as well as the value of the gun. Collectors and dealers in

general, though, are quite emphatic in stating that no matter how good the restoration to

flintlock, that piece is never worth the same as the original flintlock specimen. Generally its

value should be that of the percussion conversion plus whatever charges are involved in

restoring it to flintlock, plus possibly a small premium or percentage above that if the work is of

excellent quality. Thus, if a flintlock U.S. musket is worth $1,500 and that same piece as a

percussion conversion is worth $400, the specimen that has been reconverted probably would

be worth anywhere from $450 to $700 depending on the quality and cost of the restoration.

When a restored piece is being offered and priced as an original flintlock, the questionable

practices and intent of the seller arise. A few basic procedures helpful in distinguishing

reconversions are: (1) Always remove the lock completely. (2) Closely examine the type of

flashpan and method of attachment to the lock. That part presents the most difficulty to the

restorer, and it is there where the most obvious telltale signs and defects will appear. The

primary step would be to ascertain what type of flashpan was on the gun originally; with martial

flintlocks a simple matter to check from several illustrated books and articles. The method of

attaching the pan and its general appearance and fit are clues which suggest how long it has



been on the gun. Remember that the flashpan is one part liable to much wear and to black

powder corrosion; the latter should be consistent and even on both the pan and the

surrounding lock parts, all details quite evident when the lock is removed. Other telltale clues

are the false aging or acid aging colors on the inside of the lock (if a new pan has been fitted),

and possibly the absence of any pitting or rust corrosion on the inside of the lock, particularly

when such signs are visible on the exterior of the pan itself. (3) Other lock parts should be

closely inspected for aging consistent with the rest of the lock. However, such signs in

themselves do not preclude that the piece is original as some of these parts could merely be

replacements. (4) A key factor in establishing originality of a flintlock is the touchhole, an area

where the restorers often fail miserably. Normally on converting to percussion, the flintlock

touchhole was enlarged considerably in order to affix a large metal part (drum or bolster) to

hold the percussion nipple. To restore this back to flintlock, the large aperture or hole left by the

nipple and drum has to be closed and a new touchhole bored. Often one can easily detect

signs of the larger hole having been bushed with telltale signs where the new metal has been

fitted. In other cases clever welding and aging can conceal such clues. The best way to verify

the touchhole is to remove the breech plug and tang from the barrel and examine the area

from the inside. This, though, is quite difficult to accomplish and sometimes is not worth

pursuing. Another method is the X-ray, a rarely used technique because of its inaccessibility as

well as time and cost factors. The touchhole itself must be looked at closely, and if the gun

shows considerable use and wear from firing and the touchhole is tiny with sharp edges, there

is a decided inconsistency; normally the touchhole wears and enlarges with the greater use of

the gun. (5) Verification of the fit of the lock should be carefully studied. Some reconversions

have been cleverly made by merely installing a completely new and original flintlock to the gun.

Besides checking the area of the touchhole as previously discussed, the entire aperture or

mortise in the gun stock that holds the lock should be carefully scrutinized for new cuts or filled

in areas.All the foregoing are but the most obvious check points; no single detail is in itself

conclusive evidence of restoration work. As an example, consider the matter of touchhole; on

original flintlocks the touchhole was enlarged from very heavy wear and use to the point where

rebushing was necessary during the period of its original use. Thus, it is necessary to take all

factors into account when passing judgment on flintlocks.E. BORES: RERIFLING AND

SLEEVINGBores are an important evaluating detail of some types of arms. When this feature

plays such a role, it is important to watch for inconsistencies which would indicate alterations

have been made. With many of the later single shot breech-loading target rifles or lever-action

repeating rifles, calibers are often marked (but not always) on the barrel by the factory. A

primary check would consist of verifying that the gun is in its original marked caliber and

chambers a round for which it was originally intended. If not, there are clear indications that the

bore was either shot out, rerifled and rechambered to something else close to the original

caliber, or possibly changed at the whim of the original owner during its period of use. In either

event, price is seriously affected in terms of the weapon’s collectibility. The piece certainly

continues to have value, but the figure is considerably less than if in the original “as made”

caliber.The most often encountered bore alteration is sleeving or relining. The original barrel is

reamed or bored out, and a new liner is inserted and rifled to the desired size. Generally this

sleeving or lining was done to suit the personal taste of the owner/shooter, whose concern was

more with its functioning than its collector’s appeal. However, relining merely to better the

appearance and quality of an antique or collector’s piece is not unknown. Only rarely is it

possible to determine the reasons for reboring or relining on a gun, but usually this was to take

the place of or cover up a barrel defect.In many cases relining work is obvious and telltale



signs indicate the nature of the work. Most noticeable are the marks seen at the muzzle or the

breech of the barrel liner itself; the small seam visible between the two pieces of metal. Fine

welding, though, can conceal this, and it is then a matter of verifying the rifling and the caliber.

This may be difficult and is not always possible, but other signs may serve as tip-offs that

something has happened. If one is familiar with the rifling of certain manufacturers, then

looking down the bore is sufficient to give clues that the piece is suspect; liners rarely match

original rifling. Kentucky rifles and other muzzleloaders are often found with smooth bores (as

their rifling was shot out by use), and liners will sometimes be found. Besides the telltale clues

of seam marks at the muzzle, a good tip-off is condition of the rifling, usually perfect and like

new and thus inconsistent with the normal overall wear of the rest of a piece which likely had

its bore shot out.The more a gun’s value is dependent on bore, the more detrimental to price

will be a lining or sleeving job. Relined breech-loading arms of modern vintage would have their

value lessened considerably whereas the more antique or muzzle-loading pieces (of course,

depending on the type) are less affected. Two cases in muzzle-loading arms where sleeving or

relining alters the price drastically downward are with heavy percussion bench rest slug rifles

or fine target rifles. With both types rifling and bores are critical and specimens are actively

sought because of the quality of their rifling and the makers’ names that appear on them. Any

alteration of bores affects price strongly.F. AGING AND PATINAOne of the most often used

words in antique collecting in general and guns in particular is “patina.” The dictionary defines it

as “...any thin coating or color change resulting from age, as on old wood; a fine crust or film

on bronze or copper; is usually green or greenish blue and is formed by natural oxidation.” For

arms collecting purposes, patina is the color formed by natural aging on wood or metal. It is to

collecting what aging is to whisky or wine. A collector’s practiced eye quickly learns to discern

genuine patina formed only by genuine aging vs. a false or faked patina caused by chemical or

other agents. The knack for knowing patina is acquired through experience and involves quite a

few subtleties; none of them difficult to master. It may be likened to a jeweler with the acquired

talent of discerning various shades of coloration to seeking the ultimate blue-white in a

diamond. With practice and exposure, the art can be skillfully mastered.All woods and all

metals age differently. As they age, they acquire color changes. In woods this is usually by

absorption of paints, dyes, stains, grease, dirt in the hand that has rubbed it and any other

number of materials, changing humidities and temperatures, light, air and smoke, etc. With

metals, patina is usually caused by oxidation; in iron, aging brings rust causing a turn to brown;

in brass or copper, the turn is to a very dark greenish color. There is no single exact shade or

coloration of various patinas; just general tones and ones to which the practiced eye very much

responds!The subject of aging and patination is covered in quite a few books on antiques in

general and in the Harold L. Peterson work How Do You Know It’s Old? in particular; the reader

is referred to those reference works. Our intention here is merely to advise of the importance of

this feature and the fact that patinas are the source of highly important clues to both

restorations and fakery.Perfectly matching age patina is practically impossible; a few very

expert workmen have come close (and those that might have done so are obviously so good

that no one as yet has been able to tell!). In the process of restoration it may be necessary to

clean metal or wood in the area repaired to the point where patina is altered or destroyed; the

patina must then be restored. Thus, if a piece under careful inspection shows variances in

patination, this is usually a good sign that alterations were made and further investigation is in

order. A standard agent for artificial aging on iron is acid. In varying strengths and formulas

acids create patterns of pitting which are generally incorrect, differing decidedly from the

normal age patterns still present on the gun.Again the warning is repeated here that the buyer



should be extremely wary of pieces that have been polished bright or refinished. What very

likely happened is that repairs were made where it was impossible to match patina and thus,

the restorer merely destroyed all existing patina giving the piece a new and consistent finish to

conceal the work.Patina in itself is a very desirable finish, particularly on iron when it has

turned a nice, smooth, even brownish color. Although caused strictly by rusting and aging over

the years, those shades of brown are often very rich, and they lend the piece a very mellow

pleasing appearance. There are no maxims on acceptable patina, very much a matter of

personal preference, but a general consensus is that when a piece has a fine patina, it should

certainly be left intact and in no way marred or destroyed.The creation of false patina is usually

by means of a chemical. With iron the technique is most often some type of rusting or

combination browning and rusting solution of which the formulas are numerous. Their purpose

is to create in a few days or weeks an appearance equal to what would normally require years

of honest use or aging. With woods, stains and varnishes are usually used to attempt the same

thing. These processes are not necessarily detrimental to an antique gun, nor do they

necessarily detract from value. They may be simply part of a very legitimate restoration or

blending-over of a very minor and honest repair. Where they attempt to hide and conceal

factors likely to significantly influence the value of that particular weapon, they are very much

indicators to the buyer that he should proceed with caution.G. REPRODUCTIONSQuite a few

faithfully copied, modern made reproductions of antique arms are on today’s market. The great

majority are of antique Colt revolvers, but others are based on Remingtons, Sharps, Smith and

Gallager carbines, Civil War 1861 muskets, the French Model 1763 Charleville musket, the

famed British flintlock Brown Bess musket and many individually crafted Kentucky rifles and

pistols. More will come as muzzle-loading shooting, the fast growing hobby in the firearms field,

continues to mushroom. All these reproduction guns have been made with the most honorable

intentions for the vast black powder market, including those groups specializing in battlefield

skirmishes and reenactments. As to be expected, the temptation was great for the untalented

faker to try his hand with these reproductions, and thus a small number of spurious examples

have found their way to the antique gun market and are sold as originals. They are found with

the modern makers’ markings removed and in a beat-up, battle-worn appearance with applied

false patinas. Faked reproduction guns represent neither a threat to the collecting world nor to

the forewarned collector, and in every case known to the author, the buyer exercised the most

imprudent judgment in acquiring such a piece. As a majority of the reproductions are Colts, the

subject is treated in greater detail in the text accompanying the Colt section of this book, to
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firearms or accessories which cannot be easily confused with the rare models of famous

makers. Such items are: plastic or pottery products, miniatures, firearms of original design, or

other examples of individual skill, plainly stamped with the maker’s name and date, made up as

examples of utility and craftsmanship and not representative of the designs or models of any

old-time arms maker.2. The alteration of any marking or serial number, or the assembling and

artificially aging of unrelated parts for the purpose of creating a more valuable or unique

firearm, with or without immediate intent to defraud. This shall not include the legitimate

restoration or completion of missing parts with those of original type, provided that such

completions or restorations are indicated to a prospective buyer.3. The refinishing (bluing,

browning, or plating) or engraving of any collectors weapons, unless the weapons may be

clearly marked under the stocks or elsewhere to indicate the date and nature of the work, and

provided the seller unequivocally shall describe such non-original treatment to a buyer.4. The

direct or indirect efforts of a seller to attach a spurious historical association to a firearm in an

effort to inflate its fair value; efforts to “plant” a firearm under circumstances which are

designed to inflate the fair value.5. The employment of unfair or shady practices in buying,

selling, or trading at the expense of young and inexperienced collectors or anyone else; the

devious use of false appraisals, collusion and other sharp practices for personal gain.6. The

use of inaccurate, misleading, or falsified representations in direct sales or in selling by sales

list, catalog, periodical advertisement and other media; the failure to make prompt refunds,

adjustments or other proper restitution on all just claims which may arise from arms sales,

direct or by mail.(*) Preceding a title indicates the book is currently in print.Chapter IVThe Arms

LibraryThe importance of a few basic titles to start the neophyte on the right foot has been

discussed. As the collector progresses, he will soon find his greatest asset to be a good arms

library, coupled with the knowledge of how to use it. Very likely this is one of the most

underestimated and underutilized of all natural resources in collecting; whether in firearms or

any other hobby. Research works are of key importance to the gun trader and the collector

alike; especially so in this day and age with the strong competition prevalent. Utilizing the facts

and minutiae gleaned from those reference works is very much analogous to separating the

men from the boys on today’s gun market. Just about everybody knows the basics, but the fine

points—that’s where some get lazy or lethargic, and that’s where some of the biggest bargains,

and even “sleepers” can still be found. Normally a collector’s astuteness is in direct proportion

to his reading list. Reading chapter and verse of most reference books is unnecessary, but one

should at least be familiar with the general content and coverage of as many of the gun books

as possible. Not all arms books are worthy of purchase. As a matter of fact, considerable

misinformation and unsubstantiated facts are to be found between the covers of many titles,

and hence, discretion must be used in their purchase. Following published reviews or seeking

advice and opinions from knowledgeable fellow collectors is the best way of judging a book’s

value; the unworthy ones usually have acquired a reputation that precedes them.In recent

years the book market has been flooded with elegant examples of the publisher’s art,

exemplified by massive tomes illustrating exquisite arms from many leading museums and

collections. Often derisively termed “coffee-table” editions, they are most often seen available

during the height of the pre-Christmas selling frenzy when the gift-book market is at its peak

and the book buyers sense of judgment and discretion is often at its lowest! These books are

quite aptly named; first, they are so damned big they rarely fit on a library shelf, and thus the

only place to put them is on a coffee table. Secondly, that position seems to be their chief

redeeming value (as if some status symbol) where they may be idly thumbed through to

admire the handsome photography. It would be unfair to condemn them all, but the majority



contain quite elementary texts and the guns illustrated are very often repeated book after book.

The profusion of these volumes is becoming tiresome, and the collector (and his relatives too!)

is warned to exercise judgment before laying out large sums for the coffee table titles. An

observation of this aspect of the gun book market reveals that most are issued at very high

prices and within a year are generally remaindered at prices substantially below the original

retail. For the casual or even active gun trader such picture books do not offer much other than

a few moments of idle musing.Quite often gun books are themselves good investments. It is an

interesting fact and one quite consistent over the years that many titles, especially those that

are considered standard reference works or basic to various specialties, become more

valuable the moment they go out of print. Quite a few arms books are published in limited

quantities by small publishing firms or privately printed by the authors themselves.In many

instances once the first edition is out of print, there is little chance that the title will ever become

available again. In such cases the price often can increase, two, three or four times over; based

not on rare book status, but on the value of its information to the collector. Of course, in a great

many instances the publisher does reprint the book if it has proved to be popular; but with

present day publishing in a volatile state, one never knows if a book will ever come back once it

is out of print. These remarks are not intended to spark any speculation in book buying

(sometimes a hazardous game), but they do reflect the fact that arms books are worthy

purchases from the financial standpoint as well as the literary.A few dealers specialize in gun

books and issue annual catalogs describing their complete stock. The annual edition of Gun

Digest includes a detailed section covering most books currently in print on the subject of

collecting as well as shooting, repairing, etc., antique and modern guns; also listed are various

dealers handling these titles.NOTE: Separate bibliographies are included with each chapter of

this work covering books pertaining specifically to those respective sections. The following

listings include titles of broad introductory nature and detailed studies of general

interest.BIBLIOGRAPHYAchtermeier, Wm. Rhode Island Arms Makers & Gunsmiths

1643-1883. Providence, Rhode Island: Man-at-Arms Publication, 1980. Covers makers from

Colonial times to the demise of the Providence Tool Co., Rhode Island’s largest maker in

1883.*Adler, Dennis. Metallic Cartridge Conversions. The History of the Guns and Modern

Reproductions. Iola, Wis. Krause Publications, 2003. Alterations, factory and otherwise, of

percussion firearms (especially strong on Colts and Remingtons) from percussion to breech-

loading cartridge.*Adler, Dennis. Blue Book of Airguns. Minneapolis, Minn: Blue Book Pubs.,

2001. Background of history and development; coverage essentially those of the post-1900 era

(over 50 mfrs. and their products listed and valued).Akehurst, R. Antique Weapons For

Pleasure And Investment. New York: Arco Publishing Co., 1969. Advice on where and how to

buy, points that affect values and hints on restoration.Akehurst, R. The World Of Guns. London:

Hamlyn Publishing Group, 1972. A broad general survey of all types of antique guns.Amber,

John T. (Compiler) Ten Rare Gun Catalogs 1860-1899. New York: Greenberg Pub., 1952. Exact

reprints of ten famous American makers, including: “Winchester, 1875 & 1885 editions;

Whitney Arms Co., 1878; S & W c. 1882; Wm. Wurfflein, Phila 1889; Parker Bros. c. 1899 and

arms dealer G. W. Clafin & Co. 1886; J. H. Johnston, 1895.”Bailey, D. W., Hogg, I., Boothroyd,

G. and Wilkinson, F. Guns And Gun Collecting. New York: Crown Publishing, 1972. Very fine

color plates illustrating seven articles on various aspects of collecting.*Baldwin, John. Indian

Guns, Spears and Shields of the American Frontier. W. Olive, Mich. Early American Artistry

Pub. Co., 2002.Barnett, J.P. The Life Saving Guns of David Lyle. South Bend, Indiana: Town &

Country Press, 1976.Bennett, S. and Worthen, W.B. Arkansas Made 1819-1870 Volume I.

Fayetteville, Ark: University of Arkansas, 1990. Highly important, well-illustrated chapter on



history of gunmaking and gunmakers in that state.Bilby, Joseph G. Civil War Firearms…Their

Historical Background, Tactical Use and Modern Collecting and Shooting. Conshohocken, Pa.:

Combined Pub. Co., 1996. Merges technical data with details of their use on battlefield; a unit-

by-unit study and how their performance and employment differed from popular

conceptions.Bingham, R.W. Early Buffalo Gunsmiths. Buffalo, N.Y.: Buffalo Historical Society,

1934. Monograph.Blackmore, H. L. Guns And Rifles Of The World. New York: Viking Press,

1965. An excellent history of antique guns by an highly acclaimed author. Heavily illustrated

with guns of all countries.Blair, C. European And American Arms c.1100-1850. New York:

Crown Publishers, Inc., 1962. Very broad scope and coverage by a noted authority. Blair, C.

Pistols Of The World. New York: Viking Press, 1968. An important treatise on the handgun;

covers all types of all countries 16th to 20th centuries. Heavily illustrated.Boddington, C.

America: The Men & Their Guns That Made Her Great. Los Angeles, California: Peterson

Publishing Co., 1981. Sixteen respected historians and firearms experts discuss how the

development of weapons technology shaped American history in some famous as well as

some little known incidents.Boehret, P.C. Arming The Troops 1775-1815: Arms Makers &

Comments. Easton, PA: Hobson Printing Co., 1967.*Boorman, Dean K. Guns of the Old West;

an Illustrated History. Guilford, Conn.: Lyons Press, 2002. An overview of the significant types

of firearms used on the Western frontier beginning with Louisiana Purchase to c.

1890s.Boothroyd, G. The Handgun. New York: Crown Publishers, Inc., 1970. A massive sized

study of the evolution of handguns from matchlocks to automatics. Illustrating guns of all

countries.Bowman, H. W. Famous Guns From The Smithsonian Collection. New York: Arco

Publishing Co., 1967. Informative text and illustrations on patent legislation, inventors, unique

weapons and a wealth of historic detail, anecdotes, legends from this famous National

collection.Bowman, H. W. Famous Guns From The Winchester Collection. New York: Arco

Publishing Co., 1958. One of America’s most noted collections, the author has selected a

group of outstanding specimens from flintlock to repeating rifles.*Browning, J. and Gentry, Curt.

John M. Browning, American Gunmaker. New York: Doubleday & Co., 1964; Browning

Company, 1987. Biography of this famed inventor and his guns.Buehr, W. Firearms. New York:

Thomas Y. Crowell Co., 1967. Written for the novice; a quickly and easily read survey of history

of guns, from handguns to cannon.Butler, D. F. United States Firearms-The First Century

1776-1875. New York: Winchester Press, 1971. Account of design evolution of American small

arms.Byron, D. Gunmarks. New York: Crown Publishers, Inc., 1979. Tradenames, codemarks

and proofs from 1870 to the present.*Canfield, Bruce. U.S. Infantry Weapons of the First World

War. Lincoln, R.I: Andrew Mowbray Publishers, 2000.Carey, A. M. American Firearms Makers.

New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Co., 1953. Listing of makers from Colonial period to end of 19th

century with data on each. Widely used reference.*Carman, W. Y. A History of Firearms from

Earliest Times to 1914. Mineola, N.Y.: Dover Pub., Inc., 2004. Reprint of earlier 1955 work.

Contains some useful references and entertaining anecdotes.Chapel, C. E. The Complete

Book Of Gun Collecting. New York: Coward-McCann, Inc., 1939, 1947, 1960. Answers a great

many questions about collecting; especially useful to the new collector.Chapel, C. E. The Gun

Collector’s Handbook Of Values. New York: Coward-McCann & Geoghegan, Inc., 1940, 1947

and numerous later revised editions. A pioneer work in the field of antique gun collecting. The

first major attempt to codify, list and value a great many antique guns.Chapel, C. E. Guns Of

The Old West. New York: Coward-McCann, Inc., 1961. History and details of American firearms

18th and 19th centuries which opened the frontiers beyond the Alleghenies to the securing of

territory to the West Coast.Chinn, Col. George M. The Machine Gun; History, Evolution &

Development of Manual, Automatic & Airborn Repeating Weapons. Washington, D.C.: Bureau



of Ordnance, U.S. Navy, 1951. Vol. I of multi-volume set important for coverage of Gatling and

other early U.S. types.Cook, Grafton. A.W. Spies: Importer, Outfitter & Fireman. Niles, Mich.:

Privately printed monograph, 1999. History of well known N.Y. arms dealer c.

1820’s-1870’s.*Curtis, Chris C. Systeme Lefaucheux: Continuing the Study of Pinfire Cartridge

Arms [and] Their Role in the American Civil War. Santa Ana, Calif.: Arms Lore Press,

2002.*Demeritt, D. P., Jr. Maine Made Guns And Their Makers. Hallowell, Maine: Maine State

Museum, 1973. Well researched and illustrated treatise on all types of arms produced in

Maine. Revised, enlarged, 1997.Dexter, F. Theodore. Thirty-Five Years’ Scrapbook of Antique

Arms. Topeka, Kansas: published by author, 1947. Two volumes. Includes many illus. and

details of American and European guns including values as of 1947. Informative;

interesting.Dexter, F. Theodore. Forty-Two Years’ Scrapbook of Rare Ancient Firearms. Los

Angeles, Calif.: W. F. Lewis Publisher, 1954. Profuse photo illus. includes many rare American

and European arms and their market values.Deyrup, F. J. Arms Makers Of The Connecticut

Valley. Northampton, Massachusetts: Smith College, 1948. Study of the economic development

of the small arms industry 1798-1870.*Dorsey, R. Stephen Guns of the Western Indian War.

Eugene, Oregon: Collectors Library, 1995. Illus. & details of the many and various used by the

“hostiles” and U.S. issued.duMont, J. S. Custer Battle Guns. Ft. Collins, Colorado: The Old

Army Press, 1974. Very important reference for all types of guns used by both sides in that

historic encounter.*Dunathan, A. T. The American B.B. Gun. South Brunswick, New Jersey: A.

S. Barnes & Company, 1971. Basic guide to the field.*Edwards, W. B. Civil War Guns.

Harrisburg, Pennsylvania: The Stackpole Company, 1962. A classic and standard reference on

the subject. The complete story of Federal and Confederate handguns and longarms and the

many foreign imported types. Reprinted 1997, Thomas Pub., Gettysburg, PA.Elman, R. Fired In

Anger. New York: Doubleday & Co., Inc., 1968. The personal handguns of American heroes

and villains from the gun used by Columbus through the guns of Indians, lawmen, bandits and

assassins.Farley, Captain J. P. Army Revolvers and Gatling Guns. Springfield, Massachusetts:

National Armory, 1875. Reprint Circa 1960s. Official manual of Colt Single Action, S& W

Schofield and the Gatling.*Farrington, D. P. Arming & Equipping the U.S. Cavalry 1865-1902.

Lincoln, Rhode Island: Mowbray Publishers, 2004. The firearms, edged weapons and

accoutrements of the regular U.S. Cavalry from the Indian Wars to the Philippine

Insurrection.*Frey, Stephen. Imported Military Firearms 1866-1899. Pub. by author, Atlanta,

Ga.; paper covers; plastic ring-bound. Lists and describes military arms of 17 foreign countries

imported as “surplus” to sell on American market (through firms such as the famous Francis

Bannerman of New York).Ferree, G.B. Ferree Family Gunsmiths. F. Wayne, Ind.: privately

printed, 1967. Noted family of Penna-Ky. riflesmiths.Frith, J. and Andrews, R. Antique Pistol

Collecting. London: The Holland Press, 1960. Evolution of handguns from hand cannon of 15th

century to revolvers of mid-19th century.*Frost, H. G. Blades & Barrels. El Paso, Texas: Walloon

Press, 1972. Complete coverage of all combination firearms with knife or sword blades

attached including many American specimens.Fryer, D. J. Antique Weapons A-Z. London: G.

Bell & Sons Ltd., 1969. General survey of collecting arms of all types from all parts of the

world. Written as a guide for the novice.*Garavaglia, L. A. and Worman, C. G. Firearms of the

American West 1803-1865. Albuquerque, New Mexico: University of New Mexico Press, 1984.

One of the most important works on subject. Wealth of detail. Reprinted 1997; U. of Colorado

Press.*Garavaglia, L. A. and Worman, C. G. Firearms of the American West 1866-1894.

Albuquerque, New Mexico: University of New Mexico Press, 1985. Companion work of the

above. Basic reference. Reprinted 1997; Univ. of Colorado Press.Gardner, R. E. Five Centuries

of Gunsmiths, Swordsmiths And Armourers 1400-1900. Columbus, Ohio: Walter F. Heer



Publisher, 1948. Important early listing of makers of all countries. Contains some material

(such as cannon founders of America) which his later book Small Arms Makers does not

have.Gardner, R. E. Small Arms Makers. New York: Crown Publishers, Inc., 1963. A very

important, often referred to, listing of American and European gun and sword makers with

biographical detail.*Gilkerson, William. Boarders Away. Lincoln, R.I.: Mowbray Publishers. Vol. I

(1991). Edged Weapons and Polearms. Vol. II (1993). Firearms of the Age of Fighting Sail

1626-1826. Superb coverage. Most definitive on the subject with special attention to eras of

American Revolution and War of 1812.Gluckman, A. and Satterlee, L. D. American Gun

Makers. Harrisburg, Pennsylvania: The Stackpole Co., 1953. A widely used, often referred to

important listing of American gun makers 18th to 20th centuries with much data about

them.*Gooding, S. James. Trade Guns of the Hudson’s Bay Company, 1670-1970. Alexandria

Bay, N.Y.: (now the Museum Restoration Service) 2003. Definitive study of their various forms,

manufacture and distribution; specialty weapons including pistols, fine guns, rifles and

buccaneer guns also discussed.*Gorman, Kit. New Orleans Gunsmiths and Gun Dealers Until

1900. Batchelor, Louisiana: P. Bazer Pub., 2006.Greener, W. W. The Gun And Its Development.

New York: Bonanza Books, 1967 Reprint. An exact reprint of the most important 9th Edition

(1910) of an all time classic work, as important and useful today as when it was originally

printed.*Greener, W. W. Modern Breech-Loaders: Sporting and Military. Forest Grove, Oregon:

Normount Technical Publications, 1971. Reprint of the 1871 classic; a leading treatise of

breechloaders of all types—shotguns, rifles and handguns.*Groenewold, John. Quackenbush

Guns. Mundelein, Illinois: pub. by author, 2000. Detailed study of famed maker responsible for

earliest development of mass-produced airguns for short-range target and small game

shooting; 1871-1943.*Hamilton, T. M. Colonial Frontier Guns. Chadron, Nebraska: The Fur

Press, 1981. Covers English, French, Dutch Frontier and trade guns; accounts of gunsmithing

on frontier; studies of gun flints and shot sizes.*Hamilton, T.M. Firearms on the Frontier: Guns

at Fort Michilimackinac 1715-1781. Williamston, Mich.: monograph by Mackinac Island State

Park Commission, 1976.Hanson, Charles E., Jr. The Northwest Gun. Lincoln, Nebraska:

Nebraska State Historical Society, 1955. Most significant treatise on Indian trade

guns.*Hanson, James A. A History of the Fur Trade: When Skins Were Money. Chadron,

Nebraska: Museum of the Fur Trade, 2005. Includes information on Indian trade guns.Hartzler,

D. D. Arms Makers of Maryland. York, Pennsylvania: George Shumway Publisher, 1977.

Excellent, detailed coverage of 18th and 19th century makers; military and sporting.*Hartzler,

D.D. & Whisker, J.B. Gunsmiths of Maryland: Firelock Colonial Period Through Breech-Loading
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maintenance and display.Hiller, Dennis E. The Collectors’ Guide to Air Rifles (revised, enlarged
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traders who opened the West from the 1820s to the 1840s.Russell, C. P. Guns On The Early

Frontiers. Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1957, Reprint 1980,

University of Nebraska. A history of firearms from Colonial times through the years of the

Western fur trade.Rywell, M. Gun Collectors’ Guide. Harriman, Tennessee: Pioneer Press,

1955, 1961, 1965. General introduction to the hobby answering many questions often asked by

the neophyte. Subtitled “Old Guns for Profit.”Satterlee, L. D. (Compiler). Ten Old Gun Catalogs.

Chicago: Gun Digest Association, Inc., 1962. Exact reprint of the original catalogs of American

makers and dealers: Merrill, 1864; Peabody, 1865, 1866; Henry, 1865; Spencer, 1866; National,

1865; Folsom, 1869; Great Western, 1871; James Brown, 1876; Homer Fisher, 1880;

Remington, 1877.Satterlee, L.D. Catalog of Firearms for the Collector. Detroit: Private

Published, 1927, 2nd Edition, 1939. Among earliest, pioneer attempts to codify antique

firearms; emphasis on American.Satterlee, L. D. Fourteen Old Gun Catalogs for the Collector.

Chicago, Ill.: Gun Digest Association, 1962. (Reprint of limited 1940 ed.) Includes Maynard

catalog, 1885; Ballard & Marlin catalog 1888; Stevens catalog 1888; Stevens-Pope, 1902; Colt

catalog 1896; plus eight Sharps catalogs 1859 to 1880. Important basic tool for the collector,

student.Sawyer, C. W. Firearms In American History 1600 To 1800. Boston: Privately published

by the author, 1910. The first important reference on Colonial American arms. Still considered

a classic.Sawyer, C. W. Firearms In American History - Volume Two - The Revolver. Boston:

The Arms Company, 1911. One of the primary works on American revolving handguns and

longarms.Sawyer, C. W. Our Rifles. Boston: The Cornhill Company, 1920. One of the very first

and important reference works on American longarms of all periods. For many years a basic

reference source.Schroeder, J. J., Jr. (Editor). Gun Collector’s Digest. Northbrook, Illinois: DBI

Books, Inc., Vol. I, 1974, Vol. II, 1977, 3rd Edition, 1981, 4th Edition, 1985, 5th Edition, 1989.

Compilations of illustrated articles on a great many phases of gun collecting.*Schwing, N.

Standard Catalog of Firearms. Iola, Wisc: Krause Publications, 11th Edition, 2001. Identification

& values modern European & American plus many antique American arms. Principles and



fairness demand it be listed; vanity ... and ego ... insist it’s not comparable to FLAYDERMAN’S

GUIDE!!*Sellers, Frank M. American Gunsmiths. Highland Park, New Jersey: The Gun Room

Press, 1983. Basic reference. Over 19,000 listings: gunmakers, patentees, gunsmiths.Serven,

J. E. (Editor). The Collecting Of Guns. Harrisburg, Pennsylvania: The Stackpole Company,

1964. Recommended for novice and expert alike. 33 chapter tour of the gun collecting world

with chapters on individual collecting fields. Almost exclusively devoted to American

arms.Serven, J. E. Conquering The Frontiers. La Habra, California: Foundation Press, 1974.

Stories of American Pioneers and the guns which helped them establish a new life.Serven, J.

E. Two Hundred Years Of American Firearms. Northfield, Illinois: DBI Books, Inc., 1975. A

history of American made guns and their influence on the nation’s growth.*Shaffer, Rutledge

and Dorsey. Gun Tools; Their History and Identification. Eugene, Oregon: Collectors Library

Pub., 1992. First lengthy, detailed listing all known U.S. issue and factory made tools to

accompany firearms. Vol. II, 1997, Dorsey & Shaffer.Sharpe, P. B. The Rifle In America. New

York: William Morrow & Company, 1938: Funk and Wagnalls Company, 1947 and subsequent

editions. A milestone in arms books. A classic with a wealth of data on most American makes;

especially strong on cartridge models by Winchester, Stevens, Ballard, Marlin, Mossberg,

Savage, etc.*Shelton, L. P. California Gunsmiths 1846-1900. Fair Oaks, California: Far West

Publishers, 1977. Five hundred California makers listed.*Sherayko, Peter. Tombstone: The

Guns and Gear. Shadow Hills, Cal.: Caravan West Productions, 2005. Firearms, saddlery,

clothing used in Tombstone during its heyday.Shields, J. W., Jr. From Flintlock To M1. New York:

Coward-McCann, 1954. History of American longarms; almost entirely devoted towards military

models.*Smith, Graham. Warman’s Civil War Weapons. Iola, Wisc.: Krause Pub., 2005. Over

300 color illus. of five categories of handguns, carbines, rifles, muskets (plus swords and

edged weapons) with specifications for each (not a price guide); alphabetically

arranged.*Smith, Gene P. and Curtis, Chris C. The Pinfire System. San Francisco, Cal.:

Bushman-Brashaw Pub. Co., 1983. Includes information of American interest especially those

pinfires purchased and used during the Civil War.Smith, W. H. B. Gas, Air & Spring Guns of the

World. Harrisburg, Pennsylvania: Telegraph Press, 1957. Basic reference.*Springfield

Research Service. Serial Numbers of U.S. Martial Arms. Vol. I (1983). Vol. II (1986). Vol. III

(1990). Vol. IV (1995) and quarterly newsletters. Silver Spring, Maryland: Springfield Research

Service. Vast wealth of information on government purchased arms from Civil War through

20th century.Steindler, R. A. The Firearms Dictionary. Harrisburg, Pennsylvania: Stackpole

Books, 1970. Defines, explains, illustrates phrases, terms, nomenclature and terminology of

firearms, ammunition, accessories and gun repair techniques.Steinwedel, L. W. The Gun

Collector’s Fact Book. New York: Arco Publishing Company, 1975. A general guide; where and

how to buy antique arms; what affects value; hints on restoration.Suydam, Charles R. Bulls-

Eyes and Sharpshooters. American Society of Arms Collectors: Reprint as a monograph from

their bulletin No. 62 (1990). Covers the little known, accurate, noiseless, small, indoor target

pistols.*Swinney, H. J. The New York State Firearms Trade. Maynardsville, Tenn.: T. Rowe Pub.,

2006. A remarkable five-volume set with thousands of illus. A unique undertaking alphabetical

listing (with details) of all gunsmiths, gunmakers, agents, manufacturers, importers, patentees

of NY State; Volume V devoted entirely to New York City. A treasure house of valuable

information; there is nothing quite its equal in scope.Swinney, H. T. New York State Gunmakers.

Cooperstown, New York: Freeman’s Journal Press, 1951. Checklist of New York gunsmiths and

manufacturers. Some biographical detail.*Taffin, John. Single Action Sixguns. Iola, Wisc.: F &

W Publications, 2006. From percussion revolvers to modern-day manufacturers.Taylerson, A.

W. F. The Revolver. New York: Crown Publishers (Volume I: “1818-1865;” Pub. 1968; Vol. II



“1865-1888;” Pub. 1966; Vol. III “1889-1914;” Pub. 1971.) A classic work on all types of

revolvers; much on American-made models.Taylerson, A. W. F. Revolving Arms. New York:

Walker & Company, 1967. History of mechanically-rotated revolving cylinder firearms in

England, on the continent and in the United States from their inception to present day.Tunis, E.

Weapons - A Pictorial History. Cleveland & New York: World Publishing Company, 1954. A

broad overall survey of weapons of all types from Roman times to World War II.Trefethen, J. B.

(Compiler) and Serven, J. E. (Editor). Americans And Their Guns. Harrisburg, Pennsylvania:

Stackpole Books. The history of the National Rifle Association.U. S. Cartridge Company’s

Collection of Firearms. Old Greenwich, Connecticut: We, Inc., circa, 1970s. Reprint of the

original catalog circa 1920s of one of the most famed early collections of antique firearms;

many specimens of which appear on the market in this era.United States Martial Collectors

Arms. San Jose, California: Military Arms Research Service, 1977. Highly informative, lengthy

list of 850 U.S. inspectors and their marks, serial numbers and production quantities for

approximately 70 U.S. pistols, rifles and commemorative firearms, etc., circa 1800s to present

day.VanRensselaer, S. American Firearms. Watkins Glen, New York: Century House, 1947. An

important and widely used listing of American gunsmiths and arms manufacturers and

patentees with descriptions of their arms.*Walter, John. The Greenhill Dictionary of Guns and

Gunmakers. London, England: Greenhill Books, 2001 (also Stackpole Books, Penna.). From

Colt’s first patent to present day, 1836-2001. Military small arms, sporting arms, airguns;

designers, mfrs, inventors, trademarks, etc.West, B. Savage and Stevens Arms & History.

Azusa, Cal.: published by author, 1971.West, B. Browning Arms & History. Azusa, Cal.:

Published by author, 1972.*Whisker, J.B., Bryan, G., Russo, L., McKnight, R. Gunsmiths of the

Carolinas 1660-1870. Bedford, Pa.: Old Bedford Village Press, 1994.Whisker, James B. Arms

Makers of Colonial America. Selinsgrove, Pa.: Susquhanna University Press, 1992.Whisker,

James B. The Gunsmith’s Trade. Lewiston, N.Y.: E. Mellon Press 1992. Sociological

study.Whisker, James B. Arms Makers of Philadelphia. Privately published circa 1990.

Monograph; Paper covers.Whisker, James B. Arms Makers of Pennsylvania. Selinsgrove, Pa:

Susquehanna Univ. Press, 1990. Detailed listing of makers to 1900 with emphasis on Kentucky

rifles.Whisker, James B. Gunsmiths of Virginia. Bedford, Pa: Old Bedford Village Press,

1993.Wilkinson, F. Antique Firearms. New York: Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1969, and

reprinted by the Presidio Press, San Rafael, California, 1978. Traces the history of firearms

from 14th century to modern repeating rifles.*Wilson, R.L. The Peacemakers; Arms and

Adventure in the American West. New York, N.Y. Random House, 1992. Most lavishly

illustrated, fascinating work yet devoted to the subject. Highly recommended.Wilson, R. L.

(Editor). Antique Arms Annual. Waco, Texas: Antique Arms Annual Corporation, 1971. One of

the most ambitious undertakings in antique arms publishing. Important articles by noted arms

authorities. Lavish illustrations of exceptional American arms.Wilson, R. L. L. D. Nimschke

Firearms Engraver. Teaneck, New Jersey: John J. Malloy Publisher, 1965 (reprint 1993). The

personal records and patterns of one of the most noted of all early American gun engravers

who worked for over one hundred different makers including Allen, Colt, Winchester,

Remington, Sharps, Smith & Wesson, Ballard and many others.*Wilson, R. L. Steel Canvas;

The Art of American Arms. N.Y. City: Random House, 1995. Lavishly produced, important study

of the very finest of American arms; all types; all eras.*Wilson, R. L. Ruger & His Guns; History

of the Man, the Company & the Firearms. N.Y. City: Simon Schuster, 1996.Wilson, R. L. Price

Guide to Gun Collecting. New York: Ballentine Publishing Group. First edition 1998.*Wilson, R.

L. Silk and Steel: Women at Arms. New York: Random House Pub., 2003. A unique work and

reference with profuse illus of European and American women (most 19th to early 20th



centuries), from all walks of life, as exhibition, professional and sporting fields of shooting…and

their guns; includes those courageous ladies in the military and at war; lady gunmakers,

engravers, collectors and those of Wild West show fame.Winant, Lewis. Firearms Curiosa. New

York: Greenburg Publisher, 1955 (with many subsequent reprints). Classic guide to all the

strange, freakish and combination type weapons including many of American origin.Winant, L.

Early Percussion Firearms. New York: William Morrow & Company, 1959. A history of early

percussion firearms ignition from Forsyth to Winchester 44-40. An often cited work.*Winter,

Frederick R. U.S. Naval Handguns 1808-1911. Lincoln, R.I.: Mowbray Publishers 1990.*Wolff,

Eldon G. Air Guns. Milwaukee, Wisconsin: Milwaukee Public Museum, 1958. The most

important treatise on the subject; 15th to 19th centuries.*Worman, Charles G. Gunsmoke and

Saddle Leather: Firearms in the 19th Century American West. Albuquerque, N.M.: Univ. of N.M.

Press, 2005. Massive in size and information by noted arms authority and researcher. Chapters

dedicated to many different phases of Western history and development including others for

Winchesters, Colts, Sharps and more.Worman, Charles G. “Firearms in American History. A

Guide for Writers, Curators and General Readers.” Yardley, Pa.: Westholm Pub., 2007.

Development and use of them from the 16th through end of 19th century. Highly

recommended.The William M. Locke Collection. East Point, Georgia: The Antique Armory, Inc.,

1973. A highly important, copiously illustrated catalog of one of the most important and famous

American arms collections.-----Guns at the Little Bighorn. Lincoln, R.I.: Mowbray, Inc., 1988. A

monograph with reprint of six articles from Man-At-Arms.-----The Rifle 1885-1888. Reprint by

Broadfoot Publishing Company, Wilmington N.C. 1990 in two volumes of the complete four year

run of the first magazine (published monthly) devoted to shooting sports in U.S. Wealth of

detailed text, illus, ads on all makes American arms.-----Shooting and Fishing 1886-1906.

Reprint in three volumes plus index, 1991 by Broadfoot Publishing Company, Wilmington, N.C.

of the thirty volumes of monthly magazines that succeeded “The Rifle.” Significant

references.*-----Cody Firearms Museum Official Guide Cody, Wyoming: Buffalo Bill Historical

Center, 1991. Also distributed by Mowbray Publishers, Lincoln, R.I.-----Gun Report Index June

1955 to May, 1990. Aledo, Illinois: Gun Report, 1996. Index to 35 years of articles on antique

arms.*-----Guns of the Gunfighters. Los Angeles: Petersen Publishing Co., 1975. From Wild Bill

Hickok to Bonnie & Clyde. Paper covers.-----Henry of Boulton; A Pennsylvania Gunmaking

Family & Its Firearms. Nazareth, Pa.: Jacobsburg Historical Society, 1988. Famous makers;

good for military & Indian trade gun research. Paper covers; monograph.-----Indian Trade Guns.

Union City, Tenn.: Pioneer Press, 1982. Compilation of various historical society archeological

research papers and other information that supplements Hansen’s N.W. Gun.*-----Man At Arms

15 Year Index 1979-1993. Lincoln, R.I.: A. Mowbray Publishers, 1993.-----Digest of Advertising

For Firearms & Ammunition 1873-1940. 2 Vols. Canton, Conn.: Armsco Press, 1998.-----

Longarms In America. Vol. I & II. American Society Of Arms Collectors. Compilation by G.E.

Weatherly of 98 articles from the A.S.A.C. Bulletins. 1998.*-----Civil War Arms Makers And

Their Contracts. Lincoln, R.I.: A Mowbray Pub., 1998. Facsimile reprint of original 1862

Ordnance Dept. reports. Edited by S. Mowbray & J. Heroux. Important basic research source;

wealth or original data.*-----Civil War Arms Purchases And Deliveries. Lincoln, R.I.: A. Mowbray

Pub. 2000. Edited by S. Mowbray. Significant basic research source; vast amount of data.-----

John M. Browning Armory. Ogden, Utah: Browning Arms Co., 1960 pamphlet with history of the

famous firm.-----A History of Browning Guns from 1831. St. Louis, Mo.: Browning Arms Co.,

1942, pamphlet; soft cover; 60 pages.-----U.S. Military Arms; Dates of Manufacture from 1795.

Brownsboro, Texas: Art and Reference House Pub., 1989. Small pocket guide with soft covers

categorically listing handguns and longarms by U.S. arsenals and commercial



manufacturers.PERIODICALSArmax ... Journal of the Cody Firearms MuseumPublished semi-

annually by the Museum c/o Buffalo Bill Historical Center, P.O. Box 1000, Cody, Wyoming,

82414.American RiflemanPublished monthly by The National Rifle Association of America,

1600 Rhode Island Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036The two most widely read often

cited journals almost exclusively devoted to antique arms:The Gun ReportPublished monthly

by World-Wide Gun Report, Inc., P.O. Box 111, Aledo, Illinois 61231. Vol. I, No. 1, June, 1955 to

present.Man-At-ArmsPublished bi-monthly by Man-At-Arms Magazine, 54 East School St.,

Woonsocket, Rhode Island 02895. Vol. I, No. 1, Jan. 1979 to present.Other periodicals that

have played a role in the history of antique arms collecting:Arms GazetteWallace Beinfeld,

Editor. Los Angeles, Cal.: W. Beinfeld Publishing. Vol. I, No. 1 Sept. 1973 to Vol. VIII, 1980.The

American Arms CollectorHugh Benet, Editor. Towson, Maryland. Collectors’ Press, Inc. Vol. I,

No. 1 Jan., 1957 to Vol. II, No. 4 Oct. 1958.Gun Collectors Letter(changed in 1947 to The Gun

Collector). Charter Harrison, Editor and publisher, Madison, Wisconsin. Issue No. 1 Oct., 1946

to Issue No. 48 in 1953. Influential series.The Gun ReportF.W. Funk & R.E. Patterson, Editors.

Akron, Ohio: Gun Report, Inc., Pub. Vol. I, No. 1 Nov., 1939 to Vol. III, No. 6 April,

1942.Magazine Of Antique FirearmsG.E. Brown, Editor. Athens, Tenn.: J.N. Clements,

Publisher. Vol. I, No. 1 April, 1911 to Vol. IV, No.2 Aug., 1912.Stock And SteelF. Theodore

Dexter, Editor. Marshalltown, Iowa: Associated Firearm Collectors of America Pub. Vol. I March

23, 1923 to Vol. I, No. 5 July, 1923. The first of a long list of arms publications by this noted

commission dealer. All that followed were sales oriented.Texas Gun CollectorPublished by the

Texas Gun Collectors Association, Houston, Texas. Various editors over their long run from

August, 1950 to present day.(Top) Left Side: Inscribed “Shooting The Tiger With The Single

Shooter” depicts four hunters: one being eaten by a tiger; two others running frightened

pursued by tigers; another in background taking aim with a “single shooter.”(Bottom) Right

Side: Inscribed “Winchester Repeating Rifle” depicts well dressed gentlemen hunter with

binoculars while Chinese servant stands by holding his Winchester rifle and two dead tigers to

one side. Signed in four places by the famous Winchester engraver C. F. Ulrich.(N. Flayderman

& Co. Catalog No. 100. Oct., 1976.)(*) Preceding a title indicates the book is currently in

print.Chapter V-AEthan Allen (Allen & Thurber, Allen & Wheelock, E. Allen & Co.)An honored

name in American gunmaking history and one significant in the field of arms collecting is that

of Ethan Allen of Massachusetts. A prolific manufacturer of firearms of many types over a

lengthy period, his arms were widely purchased and well respected for their quality and

sturdiness. The Allen pepperbox was the major competitor to the Colt revolver until well into the

1850s, and like the Colt, it came to symbolize a standard type of arm of its era in the

developing American saga. Ethan Allen was one of the first U.S. producers of handguns for

commercial sale made on the interchangeable parts principle; he was also among the first

private gunmakers to operate on a comparatively large scale.Allen marked guns have always

enjoyed a strong demand and sale on the collector’s market. The wide variety of types

available and their usually moderate and low price range in relation to some other more

expensive makes readily accounts for their broad following. It is even possible to say there is a

relative inequity about this price disparity and that Allens are deserving of a more elevated

position in the hierarchy of collecting. Much of this may be attributed to the lack of definitive

information on the maker, his successive companies, and the products themselves. Allen arms

possess all the characteristics necessary to attract a wide following of devotees: Manufacture

in reasonably large quantities; a number of basic models; a great many variations; manufacture

over a long time period; and excellent historical associations with America’s adventurous

Western Frontier period. That price disparity and concurrent inequity are now nearing an



end.Although there are, and long have been, a few highly advanced students and collectors,

the field has generally lacked for the heated competition found in some other American

firearms specialties such as Colts, Remingtons, and martial arms. Much of the fault may be

attributed to the lack of a concise, basic guide to the subject which would allow the average

collector or trader to be reasonably aware of the extent of Allen material, and to distinguish a

rarity from a common specimen.Until recent years, little had been written about the subject. A

pioneer work, The Story Of Allen & Wheelock Firearms, was published in 1965 in limited

edition. Covering but one facet of Allen arms, it pointed out the wide range of material available

and served as the first partial cataloging of the field. The subsequent publication, in 1973, of

Ethan Allen, Gunmaker, reviewing the broad scope and importance of Allen weapons, lent

considerable impetus to this field of collecting. Although the latter work primarily is a biography

of Ethan Allen, it covers his entire line of arms in a manner that greatly assists the collector

seeking a basic sequential guide—including essential points for identification of various models

and sub-models. With the publication, in 2006, of Ethan Allen and Allen & Wheelock; Their

Guns and Their Legacy, collectors are liberally provided with a remarkably broad spectrum of

manufacturing and marking variations of these popular arms. There is every reason to believe

that the wealth of detail, textually as well as photographically, will have an impact on the

collecting of not only Allens, but pepperboxes and American percussion handguns in general.

The collectors' marketplace will eventually sort out from that wealth of material the variations

and minutiae that will ultimately affect value increases for specific models.This chapter fills the

much-needed guide for simplified identification of all Allen arms, placing them in perspective

chronologically and value-wise for the collector. The pepperbox section was especially

prepared with that in mind. For the first time, collectors have at their fingertips an easily used

reference for these significant American firearms. The chapter is generally arranged by type of

gun (i.e. single-shot pistols, multishots, pepperboxes, revolvers and long arms) with each group

in a general chronological order. Many of these Allens were made simultaneously and thus

several models overlap chronologically. An earnest effort was made to describe and illustrate

as many well-known and major variations of each model as have been generally recognized

and which are known to materially affect values…perhaps markedly! Not every known variation

of Allen arms is listed; a number of the less important types as well as a few extremely rare, if

not unique, variants are known and are possible to encounter. The above-mentioned, newly

published 2006 Allen book is a most worthy reference and includes such anomalies. With the

advent of that wealth of new data about these important gunmakers, such previously

unrecognized or relatively unappreciated variations and variants are likely to reflect increasing

popularity. Values indicated here merely reflect their current market price and not what

conceivably “might be” or “should be” based on their rarity. As information disseminates widely

and identification becomes easier, there is every possibility that, with time, values on many of

these previously unexamined or unidentified types could be directly affected. Following the

progress of this unique group of American firearms in the ensuing years will prove

worthwhile.As with other American firearms of the era, Allens may be found with several extra

features that can and do influence value considerably. The most often encountered extra is

fancy grips. Ivory is the most likely to be observed, but other exotic materials were also

employed, e.g., pearl or rosewood. On occasion the collector may find heavy all-metal German

silver, or in a few instances pewter (these latter two are known generally with scroll and floral

engraving on them). Fancy grips add to the desirability and value of arms on which they

appear. The reader is referred to Chapter II for information on pricing such extra features. Relief

carved grips may be seen on Allens and are in great demand, adding considerably to a



specimen gun’s value.Elaborately engraved pieces will at times be observed on various models

of Allens and are quite rare. Many Allen handguns were cased, and these most often are in the

pepperbox and small caliber revolver types. Desirability and values are also increased

considerably with such items; the subject is covered in Chapter II to which the reader is again

referred.On not a few Allens, particularly the earlier types, agents’ names may be found

marked in addition to or instead of the usual Allen markings. This is an important feature and

does affect value, in some cases significantly. The reader is referred to the section treating

Allen pepperboxes within this chapter for further discussion of agents’ markings and how to

assess proportionate price increases for them.A few basic facts concerning Ethan Allen and

his companies will prove useful to the reader and collector. The first dispels a myth, while the

others are of assistance in placing Allen arms in their proper chronological order and general

periods of manufacture and sales.Contrary to an unfounded, but popular belief, Ethan Allen,

the arms inventor and manufacturer (1806-1871) bore no relationship to the American

Revolutionary hero of the same name. As far as can be ascertained, the sameness of the

inventor’s and the war hero’s names is merely coincidence (Charles Allen of Hopkins & Allen

likewise). The popularity of the surname Allen has also been the cause of some confusion as

quite a few other American gunmakers—many of them New Englanders, and some achieving

notoriety of their own—bore this same surname. Hence, a certain vagueness arises among the

uninitiated when Allen arms are discussed.In 1831 Ethan Allen embarked on his manufacturing

career with the production of cutlery in the small Massachusetts hamlet of Milford. It was there

that he received his foundation and experience in metal working and commercial

manufacturing. The products believed made at that factory were shoemakers’ tools, knives, and

various other devices for cutting. In that same year he moved to North Grafton, Massachusetts,

a nearby village where he continued manufacturing the same line of items and where it is

thought Allen had his first exposure to the arms trade with the fabrication of a cane gun

patented by Dr. Roger Lambert of Upton, Massachusetts. Evidently with that experience under

his belt, and his personal assessment of the market as ready for his gun making ability, Allen

embarked on his firearms career with the first production of his underhammer “Pocket Rifle,” in

late 1836.In 1837 Allen was granted his first patent providing for double action operation of a

percussion pistol, leading to the manufacture of his “Tube Hammer” pocket pistol and ultimately

to the development of his famed pepperbox. In that same year he formed a partnership with

Charles Thurber, his brother-in-law. Their manufacturing operations continued at Grafton,

Massachusetts until 1842 when, in order to expand their operation and likely make use of

better power facilities and broader labor market, relocation was made to the thriving

manufacturing center of Norwich, Connecticut, where the firm remained until 1847.It is not

positively known why the location was changed to Worcester, Massachusetts in 1847. It is

surmised that better plant facilities and lower prices, and easier means of transportation, were

more attractive there. Business continued as Allen & Thurber until 1854, when Thomas P.

Wheelock, another brother-in-law of Ethan Allen who had been with the firm since its inception

in Grafton, was taken in as a full partner; the name then changed to ALLEN, THURBER &

COMPANY. It thus remained until 1856 when, with the retirement of Charles Thurber, the trade

name was altered to ALLEN & WHEELOCK. This latter identification remained on the firm’s

products from 1856 through 1865.Thomas Wheelock died in 1864 at age 51. The following

year Ethan Allen reorganized and renamed the company “E. ALLEN & CO.,” which by then

included two of Allen’s sons-in-law, Sullivan Forehand and Henry Wadsworth. The company

operated under that E. Allen & Co. name until Ethan Allen’s death in 1871 when it once again

underwent a name change to FOREHAND & WADSWORTH (see Chapter VIII-A). With the



death of Henry Wadsworth in 1890 it was reorganized and renamed FOREHAND ARMS

COMPANY. Despite Sullivan Forehand’s death in 1898, it operated under his name until 1902

at which time the company name and remaining inventory on hand was purchased by the

HOPKINS & ALLEN MANUFACTURING CO. (no relation of Ethan Allen) of Norwich,

Connecticut. Principals of the firm, Samuel and Charles Allen, are said to have been

employees of the Ethan Allen firm at an earlier date.In addition to his many patents for

firearms, Ethan Allen was well-recognized as the inventor of special equipment (patented in

1860) for the manufacture of cartridges...machinery that was to remain in popular use by

himself and others for many years. Allen & Wheelock also manufactured quite a few sizes and

calibers of rimfire and lipfire ammunition. Boxes bearing the A& W label are eagerly sought

after by gun and ammunition collectors alike!A name that often appears linked with the Allen

firm and has a more direct association than the usual agent’s marking which may be found on

some Allen firearms is that of William H. Onion, a nephew of Ethan Allen. Onion established

himself in business in New York City in the early 1850s and it is fairly evident from labels on

cased guns, as well as advertisements in periodicals of the era, that William Onion was both in

business with and financially backed by his uncle and by Thomas Wheelock and Charles

Thurber. For a short period he even operated under the name ONION & WHEELOCK. This

close association to the factory and its owners makes cased outfits with the Onion & Wheelock

labels or markings quite desirable.Listed below is the chronological order of the Allen firms with

the various names they operated under, locations and dates of each: A quick method of

identifying the era and relative scarcity of most Allen marked weapons.E. ALLEN Grafton,

Massachusetts 1831-1837ALLEN & THURBER Grafton, Massachusetts 1837-1842ALLEN &

THURBER Norwich, Connecticut 1842-1847ALLEN & THURBER Worcester, Massachusetts

1847-1854ALLEN THURBER & CO. Worcester, Massachusetts 1854-1856ALLEN &

WHEELOCK Worcester, Massachusetts 1856-1865E. ALLEN & COMPANY Worcester,

Massachusetts 1865-1871BIBLIOGRAPHY(NOTE: Material on Allens, especially pepperboxes,

may be found in several other books covering American firearms appearing in complete

bibliographic listings elsewhere in this book, notably Chapter IV and Chapter VII Pepperboxes.

These are: American British and Continental Pepperbox Firearms by Jack Dunlap, Pepperbox

Firearms by Lewis Winant, The Collecting of Guns, Edited by James E. Serven, and Sellers &

Smith, American Percussion Revolvers.)*Henry, Paul. Ethan Allen and Allen & Wheelock; Their

Guns and Their Legacy. Woonsocket, Rhode Island: Mowbray Pub. Co., 2006. A “must have”

for the study and collecting of these makers; a remarkable wealth of detail in text and color

illustrations.*Mouillesseaux, Harold R. Ethan Allen, Gunmaker: His Partners, Patents And

Firearms. Ottawa, Canada: Museum Restoration Service, 1973. A major guide to the subject

with a great wealth of biographical material on Ethan Allen and his partners as well as details

on their products.*Thomas, H. H. The Story of Allen & Wheelock Firearms. Cincinnati: Krehbiel

Company, 1965. (Distributed by Rutgers Book, N.J.) The first work devoted solely to Allen

arms, a pioneer in its field with numerous photo illustrations.Lambert Patent Percussion Cane

Gun See Chapter VII-C, Lambert (E. Allen’s first gun making venture).Ethan Allen First Model

Pocket RifleFirst Model Pocket Rifle made by Ethan Allen, Grafton, Massachusetts.

Underhammer Single Shot Pistol. Made c. mid-1830s through c. 1842; total quantity a few

thousand.31 caliber standard, but also made in 32, 34, and 44, with varying frame sizes; box

like frame shape standard. Rifled barrels of from 5-1/8" to 9", part octagon, part round. Made

without ramrod; mountings of iron. Saw handle grips of walnut (sometimes rosewood), usually

with silver oval inlays. Scroll engraving standard on frames of later production.Batch numbers

only under barrel or top of strap. Standard marking on frame: E. ALLEN/GRAFTON/MASS. and



POCKET RIFLE/CAST STEEL/WARRANTED. Dealer or agent markings sometimes present,

e.g., A. W. SPIES MISSISSIPPI POCKET RIFLE , and will add premium to the values.

Frequent advertisements in the St. Louis “Missouri Republican” by Allen dealers Mead &

Adriance of that city (see 7E-021) often mentioned this model. The Jan. 27, 1838 issue offered

it as “...the celebrated Mississippi Rifle Pistol.” An earlier edition, Jan. 11, 1837 advised they

had three dozen on hand that were “...highly recommended by all who have used them as

excellent for sportsmen or for defense.” MEADE & ADRIANCEagent markings as well as those

of WOLF & GILLESPIE are also occasionally encountered on this early Allen and add premium

to the value shown.5A-0015A-001Values—Good $550Fine $1,275Ethan Allen Second Model

Pocket RifleSecond Model Pocket Rifle, Underhammer Single Shot Pistol. Made c. late 1830s

into the 1840s. Limited production estimated at a few hundred. Features basically as on the

First Model, but having a rounded frame contour and bag type grip. This is the first firearm to

bear the Allen & Thurber name; usually seen marked CAST STEEL/WARRANTED/POCKET

RIFLE ALLEN & THURBER/WORCESTER, MASS. Earlier and scarcer markings with address

GRAFTON, MASS. (worth premium to value). Varying lengths part round/part octagon barrels

(4"to 6" usual). Usual backstrap on “Worcester” marked, narrow type 1/4" width; most early

“Grafton” marked specimens with wider (1/2") backstraps. Agent or dealer markings not

observed on this model.5A-0025A-002Values—Good $500Fine $1,150Allen & Thurber Tube

Hammer D.A. PistolTube Hammer Single Shot Pistol, by Allen & Thurber, Grafton,

Massachusetts. Made late 1830s to early 1840s. Total production estimated at a few

hundred.Small caliber pocket pistol of double action type, with a spurless hammer resembling

a curved tube. Short part round, part octagon barrel. Iron with walnut grips, each having a

small oval inlay and wide 15/32" gripstrap.Serial numbered. ALLEN’S PATENT on frame and

P.M./E.A. 1837 on barrel, and sometimes with GRAFTON, MASS. address.A scarce early Allen

with the basic pepperbox grip and frame profile and double action mechanism, this is the pistol

pictured in the Allen patent of November 1837. It was also the basis of the 1837 patented

action used on pepperboxes (low tension screw type):5A-0035A-003Values—Good $750Fine

$1,850Allen & Thurber D.A. Bar Hammer PistolSingle Shot D.A. Bar Hammer Percussion Pistol

made by Allen & Thurber, Grafton, Norwich and Worcester. Norwich marked specimens quite

rare with only a few known and worth a premium. Made c. 1830s to period of the Civil War;

total quantity of several thousand estimated.28 to 36 calibers. Barrel lengths vary from about 2"

to 10"; barrels are of the screw-off type, allowing for breech-loading; half round/half octagon.

Very long barrel lengths usually bring higher values. Short barrel types known as muff

pistols.Walnut grips. Blued finish.Marked with batch numbers. Numerous variations may be

found within this group; frames either plain or with simple, broad scroll engraving.Earliest type

with handle set at sharp angle to frame and ALLEN & THURBER/GRAFTON MASS. in two

lines on side of the hammer; oval inlay on each grip; has the 1837 patent type action.

Backstrap width 7/32". Earliest specimens with 15/32" (wider) backstraps worth premium.

Estimated production approximately 200:5A-0045A-004Values—Good $500Fine $950As

above, angle of handle not quite as sharp, and bearing ALLEN’S PATENT/CAST STEEL on

barrel; with or without oval grip inlays; has the 1845 patent type action. Production estimated at

less than 200 and less often encountered than first type:5A-0055A-005Values—Good

$500Fine $950Last type, with arched shape to handle and longer frame; varied later type

markings of the Worcester period; not necessarily including maker’s name; 1845 patent type

action; majority of production of this style. Found with all three type Worcester

markings:5A-006Values—Good $200Fine $575Allen & Thurber Sidehammer Target

PistolSingle Shot Sidehammer Target Pistol made by Allen & Thurber. An improved type over



previous single shot Allen pistols. Made c. late 1840s into the 1850s. Total production estimated

at a few hundred.Calibers 34, 41, and 45. Barrels part round, part octagon, and vary in length

from about 6" to 10".Barrel markings ALLEN & THURBER, WORCESTERor ALLEN

THURBER & CO., the latter quite scarce and will bring premium value.Wooden ramrod

beneath the barrel. Rear sight mounted near breech of barrel and extending back behind

hammer (where engages adjustment screw). Trigger guard with or without spur (earlier type

lacks spur and has single grip screw). Very early models had full octagon barrels, are quite

scarce and will command premium values. Usually the very long barrel lengths will bring small

premium prices as well as specimens with more elaborate sights than the usually encountered

open type described above:5A-0075A-007Values—Good $400Fine $1,250Large Frame Type.

About identical profile to that pictured for 5A-007 with noticeably larger frame and longer

handle; the grips fastened by two screws. Trigger guard with long outside finger spur also

standard. Barrel lengths of 10 and 12 inches.5A-007.2Values—Good $550Fine $1,500Allen &

Thurber Center Hammer PistolSingle Shot Center Hammer (Boxlock) Percussion Pistol made

by Allen & Thurber, Allen Thurber & Co. and Allen & Wheelock, with the so-called Shotgun-

Type hammer. Made c. late 1840s to period of the Civil War; total quantity of a few

thousand.32, 36, and 44 calibers (the latter rare). Barrel lengths from about 3 to 12 inches; half

round/half octagon. Single action mechanism, the hammer offset slightly to the right to allow for

sighting.Walnut grips. Blued finish.Serial (batch) numbered. Barrel marking: ALLEN AND

THURBER, ALLEN THURBER & CO., or ALLEN & WHEELOCK.An advantage of this pistol

was the quite simple action, large caliber, and generally long barrel length. Numerous

variations exist in this type. The very long barrels usually bring higher

values:5A-0085A-008Values—Good $175Fine $500Allen & Thurber Double Barrel Single

TriggerDouble Barrel Single Trigger Pistol made by Allen & Thurber, Allen Thurber & Co., Allen

& Wheelock. Made c. 1850s; total quantity estimated from 500 to 1,000.34 and 36 caliber.

Double (side-by-side) barrels, in length from 3" to 6" (longer length worth premium). Double

hammers with single trigger.Walnut grips. Blued finish. Ramrods sometimes present.Serial

(batch) numbered. Flute between barrels may be marked ALLEN & THURBER, ALLEN

THURBER & CO.or ALLEN & WHEELOCK. Unmarked specimens may be encountered.An

attempt to produce a pocket pistol of increased (two shot) firepower, the mechanism has the

unique feature of a single trigger which releases both hammers individually (on two separate

pulls) when both are cocked simultaneously. Earliest models have tension screws on inside

gripstrap; these screws discontinued on later production.Identical pistols marked BRUCE &

DAVIS and SPALDING & FISHER are believed to be of Allen & Thurber manufacture (most

likely made by them on order and marked with trade names). No documentary evidence has

been found to substantiate this:5A-0095A-009Values—Good $400Fine $900Allen Thurber &

Co. Target PistolTarget Pistol with Attachable Stock made by Allen Thurber & Co. Made c. early

1850s in limited quantity.31 and 36 caliber. Barrel lengths of about 11" to 16" octagonal; or part

octagon/part round (often on A& W-marked specimens). Wooden ramrod beneath barrel.

German silver and iron mountings. Deluxe engraving on major parts, excepting barrel.Serial

numbered. Marked on barrel ALLEN THURBER & Co./WORCESTER/CAST STEEL.

Specimens known marked also ALLEN & THURBER and ALLEN & WHEELOCK. Values

same.These sophisticated arms featured a high standard of craftsmanship, special sights

(including peep, and tube and ball), false muzzles and bullet starters, and set triggers. They

were apparently standard cased with a full array of accessories. Considered as scarce and a

prized specimen for an Allen collection, or for the collector of New England arms.The

attachable stock has fancy patchbox on right side and oval escutcheon plate inlaid on left



side.Values are for complete gun with false muzzle and attachable stock. Cased outfits, as

often encountered, are valued considerably higher, with both the condition of the case and the

inclusion of accessories affecting such increased values. The absence of the false muzzle

detracts considerably from the value and desirability of most specimens (if they show

provisions for one originally) as does the absence of the stock:5A-0105A-010Values—Good

$2,750Fine $8,500Pistol only, without attachable stock:5A-010.5Values—Good $900Fine

$3,000Allen & Wheelock Center Hammer PistolCenter Hammer Straight Line Percussion Pistol

made by Allen & Wheelock, a.k.a. “In-Line” or “Straight Away” (as nipple is ‘in line with the

barrel and bore). Made c. 1858 to 1865; total quantity about 500.31 to 38 caliber. Single shot.

Barrel lengths from 3" to 6"; variations in barrels are encountered with some full octagon or full

round; others part round, part octagon. The long barrel length will usually bring a slightly higher

value. Iron frame standard; brass frame known but very rare.Walnut grips.Serial (batch)

numbered. Barrel marking: ALLEN & WHEELOCK...usual markings most often seen on

octagon barrels; round barrels seldom encountered with markings.This deringer type arm was

one of the simplest of all Allen firearms. The frame was one piece, and the mechanism was an

uncomplicated single action; the barrels were occasionally surplus revolver barrels from other

Allen models on which production had ceased. A variant of the handle shape is also

encountered with a more evenly arched profile versus earlier “quick drop”

profile:5A-0115A-011Values—Good $250Fine $600ALLEN PEPPERBOXESAmong the most

popular and best selling handguns of their day, the Allen pepperboxes were the first American

double action revolving arms. The long period of their manufacture from the 1830s to the early

1860s attests to their wide popularity and commercial success. For a decade or more after the

introduction of Sam Colt’s revolver, the Allen pepperbox enjoyed far wider sales and notoriety

as a handgun; contemporary accounts usually attest to that fact. The Allen pepperbox found

wide acceptance among a general cross section of the American public as a reliable and

inexpensive weapon of defense. Quite a few of them were sold to emigrants heading west and

not a few found their way to California with the 49ers, turning up in the gold regions of that fast

burgeoning area. They were also highly popular, primarily in larger dragoon sizes, with military

men in both federal and state militia service, and are known to have seen campaign use in the

Seminole Wars of Florida, and in the Mexican and Civil Wars. A number of specimens appear

in fine collections with inscriptions on them directly associating them to military usage and

ownership.More types and variations occur within the Allen pepperboxes than any other Allen

product, and very likely any other model of gun by any other American manufacturer. It is

estimated that about 50 basic types were made from their first introduction in the 1830s to final

production in the 1860s. Of these there exist numerous sub-types and a great many variations

have been identified.Allen pepperboxes have always enjoyed a wide following in the dual

collecting categories of Allen arms and American pepperboxes. Their attractiveness is based

on a close association with many important eras of American history, the popularity of their

maker’s name, and the several variations in which they can be found, acquired and

accumulated. Very likely the major problem experienced in collecting them has been the lack of

a definitive, systematically categorized check-list of all models, sub-models and variants. Allen

pepperboxes have thus far had not a little literature written about them, yet they have managed

to elude a simplified, reasonably complete detailed listing and itemization (the very first, and

meager, attempt appearing in the April, 1911 issue of the short-lived Magazine Of Antique

Firearms) which the average collector or merely mildly interested gun trader finds so essential

for reference. In attempting to break through that barrier, the author has established the first

simplified guidelines for identification and evaluation of these highly important American arms.



It is essential for the reader to understand that in pioneering new territory, especially in a field

such as the Allen pepperboxes (which were manufactured in so many styles and variations),

the simplified listings in this chapter represent the most often encountered, basic styles plus

some of the better known variations and rarities. In order to grasp, and consequently properly

evaluate, the importance of pieces not falling within any of these listings (specimens of which

the reader may encounter), it is essential that he perform further research on his own.It is

indicative of the difficulty of systematically categorizing Allen pepperboxes that all prior works

on the subject have thus far avoided a confrontation with the problem. These guns just have

not lent themselves to the neat systematized presentations that such arms as Colts and Smith

& Wessons have. This certainly does not lessen their importance nor their value; it merely

presents the collector with more of a challenge and further allows the serious student a chance

to accumulate knowledge and shed some very important light on the field. The reader is also

referred to Chapter VII-B (American Percussion Pepperboxes) for further information about

these arms.Fundamental to the identification and evaluation of Allen pepperboxes are a few

observations concerning their manufacture at three different locations, their two basic styles

(i.e., 1837 and 1845 patents), the few features commonly found in most types (enumerated

below) and the fact that CONTRADICTIONS OFTEN OCCUR.For the sake of systematization,

Allen pepperboxes are divided into three basic groups: (1) Those made at Grafton,

Massachusetts, c. mid-1830s to 1842; (2) those made at Norwich, Connecticut, c. 1842 to

1847; (3) those made at Worcester, Massachusetts, c. 1847 to 1865.The two basic

subdivisions of Allen pepperboxes made at the latter two locations are those of the 1837 patent

type and of the 1845 patent type. These are key identifying features, especially in the Norwich

made pepperboxes, and are easily recognized and verified by the collector.The 1837 patent

type has a one-piece straight (more or less) mainspring which fits into a small clip at the base

of the inside strap (underneath the grips). The screw which adjusts the tension on that spring

(and which can be observed by the eye on the outside of the gun) appears on the inside (or

front) gripstrap very close to the bottom or butt of the handle.The 1845 patent type has a large

“U” shaped mainspring and the tension adjusting screw (which is easily observed on the

outside of the gun) appears approximately in the center of the inner (or front) gripstrap of the

handle.A few other features more or less common to all Allens of all three types are factory

standard walnut grips; early ones often have long narrow oval German silver inlays (known in

collectors’ terminology as “spangles”). A variety of other types of grips are found on Allen

pepperboxes and are discussed in the prefatory text of this section. The usual finish on

standard pepperboxes was blued barrels and frames with casehardened hammers, although

other finishes are seen with varying degrees of frequency. These too will alter values upward

depending on their originality and type.Indicative of manufacturing economy introduced by

Allen is his utilization of the integral nipple with barrels. Only on the early Grafton-made models

are removable nipples seen; all other Allen pepperboxes have nipples milled integrally with

barrels.A feature standard with most Allens (it will be so noted where normally not

encountered) is hand-engraved designs on the frame and nipple shields. Types and styles vary

and are described in the following listings; it should be noted that rarely will specimens be

found identical on any type as they were all hand engraved and for the most part quickly, but

well executed. For the expert, engraving style, although repetitive and varying slightly, is

sufficient to place a piece within a certain time and place of manufacture. Highly embellished,

custom engraved specimens are sometimes seen having designs covering sections of the

barrel as well as much finer quality workmanship on the frame; such pieces—when proven

original—command premium values and must be judged individually on their own merits.Serial



numbers on Allens are not a good method of judging either period of manufacture or variation.

They are manufacturing batch numbers and hence, will be noted with but very few digits and in

a low series.Barrel lengths of the various models and types fall within general patterns which

are detailed in the following descriptions. It has been observed that varying lengths, as long as

they fall within known patterns, do not normally affect values nor demand. Of course, should

bona fide unique or extra long lengths occur as is always possible, such a piece would merit a

considerable premium.Another major feature in understanding the general sequence of

production of early Allen pepperboxes as well as evaluating them is the shape, and especially

the angle at which the grip or handle is set to the frame. This is a nuance which is not easily

categorized in a listing such as the present one, and tends very much to cloud the issue for our

purposes. The collector, however, should be very much aware of this and it is certainly well

worth his effort to review the subject, quite well discussed in Ethan Allen, Gunmaker. The

matter of grip angle is decidedly introduced in our listings, but variants do occur within them

which require further attention on the reader’s part. Mention is made of major handle variations

when important for basic identification. Five major angles have been categorized by Allen

collectors: (A) The “quick drop” grip in which the handle is set at a very sharp, almost right

angle to the frame, as found on the earliest Grafton and Norwich specimens. This is the first

style and the most easily observable. (B) The so-called “slow drop” grip in which the handle is

still at a sharp angle to the frame, but slightly more curved than the early type. (C) Full “dog

leg” grip and (D) semi “dog leg” grip, both of which have the early long handles normally with

oval “spangles” or escutcheons, but are not set at nearly the sharp angular positions of the

early, first two types. (E) The most commonly encountered evenly arched “late rounded” grip as

found on most of the Worcester manufactured pieces.Among the other details to which the

serious collector should pay heed are the use of grip pins, “spangles” (the long oval narrow

German silver grip inlays), numerous marking variations and the sizes and shapes of marking

dies.The pitman (or connecting rod) and ratchet features are often mentioned and referred to in

Allen pepperbox literature. These features first appear in the Grafton series and were

continued throughout all other Allen pepperboxes. They consisted of an inner series of cam

teeth on the base of the barrel unit and a square pin below the cylinder pin extending from the

breech. When hammer is at full cock the square pin extended from the breech and locked the

cylinder for the moment of firing.A feature found on several late Grafton and Norwich

pepperboxes is a slotted hammer for sighting (at the rear of the hammer a rectangular slot

which is used to sight through). It is estimated that less than one-third of the late Graftons and

approximately one-third of all Norwich production were made with this feature. The incidence of

their survival seems to be less than formerly indicated and does call for a small premium to

their value. Front sights were not usual and the presence of them will also add a premium to

value.DEALER, DISTRIBUTOR OR AGENT MARKINGSThe presence of dealers’ or agents’

markings on Allen pepperboxes is an important feature affecting value. Such markings may be

considered scarce and often appear on a variety of types of Allens and can increase their

prices from a minimum of 20 percent to possibly 100 percent or more, depending on the

marking and the model of pepperbox. Certain agents’ markings are more likely to be seen than

others, e.g., J. G. Bolen, or A. W. Spies & Company, while others are considered quite scarce,

e.g., Young, Smith & Company, Lane & Read, Tryon, and Hyde & Goodrich; still others may be

considered rare, such as J. Eaton, Meade & Adriance, Canfield Bros., S. Sutherland, Wolfe &

Gillespie, P. Evans and no doubt some that have yet to be recorded! In most cases where

agents’ names appear, some of the other standard markings (such as the Norwich or

Worcester address) or even the Allen company name will be omitted and normally only the



ALLEN’S PATENT markings will appear on the hammer. The reader should bear in mind, as

previously stated, that contradictions often occur.Grafton Production PepperboxesGrafton-

made pepperboxes were not only Allen’s first production, but are among the scarcest for the

collector and may generally be regarded as the most valuable. It is within this group that

collectors have singled out the earliest, and one of the smallest of Allen’s pocket sizes to apply

the quaint name “The Dainty Grafton.” Two other sizes of Grafton-made pieces are found and

are usually referred to as the “standard” and the “dragoon.” These early Allens are easily

distinguished by both their “Grafton, Mass.” address markings and the very sharp angle at

which the grip is set to the frame; the so-called “quick drop.” They usually are also seen with

the very tiny die-stamp markings (the so-called No. 1 die—1-1/2 millimeters in letter height),

considerably smaller than on the later Norwich and Worcester production arms. A nuance

worth investigating for the advanced collector is the absence and later introduction of the

internal pitman and ratchet mechanism which is a distinguishing feature of variations within the

Grafton line.“DAINTY” OR SMALL POCKET SIZE. The first pepperbox manufactured by Allen.

Six-shot. 28 caliber. Removable, numbered nipples. Barrel lengths vary; normally of

approximately 2-3/4" to 3". Most specimens with engraved frame bearing simple, leaf-like

designs with some specimens plain, unengraved. Often marked ALLEN’S PATENT on left

sideplate in very tiny block letters, and on left side of hammer ALLEN & THURBER/GRAFTON,

MASS. also in tiny No. 1 die size. Made without nipple shield:5A-0125A-012Values—Good

$2,000Fine $6,000STANDARD OR MEDIUM SIZE. Barrel lengths vary, approximately 3" to 5".

Six-shot. 31 caliber.Early Type. Removable, numbered nipples; fluted barrel ribs; wide

backstrap (over 1/2" width). Frame either plain or with very simple broad leaf hand-engraved

designs; left side of frame often found (but not always) with tiny ALLEN’S PATENT markings.

Hammer marked ALLEN & THURBER/GRAFTON, MASS. in tiny letters:5A-013Values—Good

$1,100Fine $3,250Second Type. Distinguished by first use of integral nipples; wide backstrap

(over 1/2" width), hammer markings identical to above, but not found with sideplate markings;

usually bears simple engraved frame designs; fluted barrel ribs. There are known specimens

with full hexagonal shaped barrels which are considered very rare and will command premium

values:5A-0145A-014Values—Good $1,100Fine $3,000Third or Late Type. Similar to above. Its

most easily identifiable feature is the narrow backstrap (about 5/16" width). It is on this model

that Allen first used a nipple shield, although not all specimens are found with this feature. Top

of hammer marked in tiny letters ALLEN’S PATENT. Side of hammer marked ALLEN &

THURBER/GRAFTON, MASS. Full hexagonal barrels also known on this type but are

considered quite rare and will bring premium values:5A-015Values—Good $875Fine

$2,750DRAGOON SIZE. Large frame. Six-shot. 36 caliber. Barrel lengths approximately 5-1/2"

to 6". All variations have wide backstrap. All made without nipple shield and all have fluted

barrel ribs.Early First Type. Plain, unengraved frame; unmarked sideplate; removable

numbered nipples; fluted barrel ribs; side of hammer marked ALLEN & THURBER/GRAFTON,

MASS. in tiny letters (No. 1 die) and on top of hammer, ALLEN’S PATENT:5A-016Values—

Good $1,750Fine $4,000Second Type. Simple engraved frame designs; removable numbered

nipples; same markings as above. Internal change showing use of the pitman and

ratchet:5A-017Values—Good $1,500Fine $3,750Third Type. Similar to above. Quickly

distinguished by its integral/fixed nipples. Also shows use of the pitman and

ratchet:5A-0185A-018Values—Good $1,400Fine $3,500Fourth or Last Type. Similar to above.

Quickly identified by its hand engraved nipple shield:5A-018.5Values—Good $1,400Fine

$3,500Norwich Production PepperboxesSimilar in style to the earlier Grafton pepperboxes,

particularly in the sharp angle where the handle joins the frame and the use of long, narrow,



oval shaped German silver inlays (spangles) on grips. The earliest Norwich specimens have

the so-called “quick drop” grip with this angular juncture becoming less severe in later Norwich

production running the gamut to the so-called “slow drop” and full and semi “dog leg” grips.

Such nuances are often very important and are felt by some advanced collectors to be

classified as a distinct category of the Norwich line, but this is felt beyond the scope of

categorization of this work.All Norwich pepperboxes are six-shot. The earliest Norwich

pepperboxes have the so-called No. 1 die (tiny 1-1/2 millimeter letter height) markings on the

top of hammer and matching ALLEN & THURBER/NORWICH C-Ton side of the hammer. It is

quite firmly believed that these pieces were made at Grafton and assembled at Norwich. The

first Norwich manufactured pieces have the larger so-called No. 2 die (2-1/2 millimeter letter

height) markings on top side of hammer and PATENTED CAST STEEL on barrel group (while

the early ones were either unmarked or bore only CAST STEEL).Almost all Norwich

specimens bear the simple hand engraved scroll/floral designs on the frame. Marking

variations are numerous and are not always uniform for both barrels and hammer. A most

important factor in categorizing the Norwich production is the use of the 1837 patent (with the

tension screw for mainspring on lower handle near butt) and the more commonly encountered

1845 or later type patent which is quickly identified by the tension screw for mainspring located

about in the center of the inner gripstrap. The collector should be aware that many of the 1845

or “later” types will be observed which bear the older 1837 patent markings. This merely

indicates use of the marking die from earlier production which had not yet been discontinued,

or even the use of stock or bin parts in the assembly of the guns; an interesting feature, but

one which does not normally increase nor affect the value of a specimen. Normal markings

ALLEN & THURBER/NORWICH, C-T on hammer (except where agent’s marks appear) with

patent dates or CAST STEEL on barrels.There was no small or pocket size frame made in this

Norwich group. A few of the hammerless models with short barrel lengths are occasionally

seen referred to as “pocket size” or “model” Norwich production, but they actually do not

constitute a distinct size variation. Their frame size is the same as “standard” and their short

barrels merely give them the appearance of being smaller.STANDARD OR MEDIUM SIZE.

ALLEN & THURBER/NORWICH C-T marked pepperboxes. Early Style With 1837 Patent

Actions; usually marked with 1837 patent date. Barrel lengths from approximately 3" to 5" are

usual. Engraving of scroll/floral designs on frame. Where nipple shields are used, they have the

rolled type (as opposed to the hand engraved) scroll designs.Bar hammer style; fluted barrel

ribs; made without nipple shield:5A-0195A-019Values—Good $425Fine $1,150Identical to

above, but with nipple shield:5A-020Values—Good $450Fine $1,250Bar hammer type with flat

barrel ribs; made without nipple shield:5A-0215A-021Values—Good $400Fine $1,100Identical

to above with nipple shield:5A-022Values—Good $375Fine $1,000Hammerless (concealed

hammer) type with conventional trigger and trigger guard; flat barrel ribs; without nipple shield

(none has been encountered with shield and such would be considered very

rare):5A-0235A-023Values—Good $950Fine $3,000Hammerless type as above, but with

distinctive ring trigger; made without shield; flat barrel ribs:5A-0245A-024Values—Good

$725Fine $2,000Identical to above, but with shield:5A-025Values—Good $800Fine $2,200Bar

hammer type with ring trigger; fluted barrel ribs; made without nipple shield

(rare):5A-0265A-026Values—Good $550Fine $1,400Identical to above, but with conventional

trigger guard:5A-026.5Values—Good $550Fine $1,400Identical to above, but made with nipple

shield having the roll type scroll engraving; rare:5A-0275A-027Values—Good $550Fine

$1,400STANDARD OR “MEDIUM” SIZE WITH 1845 TYPE PATENT. (Hammerless types have

not been observed in this style and would be considered quite rare.)Bar hammer; nipple shield



and flat barrel ribs:5A-0285A-028Values—Good $350Fine $1,200Ring trigger model with bar

hammer and nipple shield; flat barrel ribs:5A-0295A-029Values—Good $550Fine $1,250Ring

trigger as above without nipple shield; these are found with very small No. 1 type die markings

ALLEN’S PATENT on top of hammer; only known case where apparently Allen reverted to the

use of a discontinued die:5A-030Values—Good $625Fine $1,400DRAGOON SIZE NORWICH

PEPPERBOXES, 1837 PATENT ACTIONS. Large frame; barrel lengths usually 6".Bar hammer

with conventional trigger and trigger guard; fluted barrel ribs; made without nipple

shield:5A-031Values—Good $875Fine $2,500Identical to above, but with nipple

shield:5A-032Values—Good $875Fine $2,500Identical to above, but flat barrel ribs and made

without nipple shield:5A-033Values—Good $750Fine $2,250Ring trigger model. Made without

nipple shield; fluted barrel ribs:5A-034Values—Good $750Fine $2,250Ring trigger model made

without nipple shield and flat barrel ribs:5A-0355A-035Values—Good $875Fine

$2,500DRAGOON SIZE NORWICH PEPPERBOXES, 1845 TYPE ACTIONSBar hammer with

conventional trigger and trigger guard; flat barrel ribs; with nipple shield:5A-0365A-036Values—

Good $750Fine $2,250Ring trigger model with flat barrel ribs; made without nipple

shield:5A-037Values—Good $875Fine $2,500Ring trigger model with nipple shield

(rare):5A-0385A-038Values—Good $950Fine $2,600Worcester Production PepperboxesThere

is no doubt that after the move from Norwich to Worcester, the company continued either the

production or at least the assembly of parts shipped from their Norwich facilities. Documentary

evidence does not exist as to which models were first made or introduced by the Worcester

factory, but it has been quite thoroughly agreed upon by most Allen students that many models

were simultaneously produced. The earliest style of Worcester marked pepperboxes decidedly

show characteristics of Norwich types and they may be aptly called “transitional.” These are

distinguished by their “dog leg” handles with noticeable angular juncture to the frame, quite

distinctly setting them off from the overall Worcester-made pepperbox. The Worcester product

generally conforms to a style of an evenly rounded frame (versus the flatter frames of Norwich

and earlier production), with the handles having a gentle or evenly arched shape as they meet

the frame. This latter, standard type is not usually found with the oval inlays or “spangles.” The

true transitional “Worcester” marked model is likely that with the conventional trigger and

hammer, 5" barrel, flat wide ribs with rolled scroll design on nipple shield, dog leg handle and

spangles on grips. The next later transitional type has the rose and vine engraved shield.The

most conventional Worcester pepperboxes are those with the shorter appearing handle of the

so-called “bag” shape. Nipple shields are standard on Worcester pepperboxes (except where

noted below) and bear a very simple hand engraved scroll motif on most pieces with the later

models having no design there at all. Hand engraved motifs are easily distinguishable from the

earlier Norwich roll embellished nipple shields. Transitional and very early Worcester pieces will

be observed with the Norwich style roll engraving and may be considered quite scarce. Frames

of all Worcester pepperboxes are quite standard with the broad hand engraved scroll/floral

designs. Worcester made pepperboxes are all of the 1845 patent type. Except for the one

single action model (so noted below), all conventional Worcester production was double action

with bar type hammer. Concealed hammer types are known and specimens identified as

original are considered rare.SMALL OR “POCKET SIZE” WORCESTER

PEPPERBOX.Calibers 25, 28, 31, and 34 (in four-shot only). Found in four- , five-and six-shot

styles. Five-shot variety most commonly encountered in this size. Four-shot a distinctly different

model as noted below. Marking of all three types of the Worcester era, 1847 to 1865 (see

preface). Majority of these small sizes have fluted barrels. Barrel lengths 2-1/2" to 4".Fluted

barrels with engraved nipple shield separately affixed; most often seen with hand engraving on



shields:5A-0395A-039Values—Good $325Fine $750Fluted barrels with nipple shield made

integral with frame:5A-0405A-040Values—Good $325Fine $750Fluted barrels without nipple

shield; no provision for same and usually plain, unengraved frame. ALLEN & WHEELOCK

marked only and one of the very last styles made at Worcester:5A-0415A-041Values—Good

$325Fine $750Similar to above frame without nipple shield, but having the rebated barrels of

5A.040. A transitional type. Numbers must match to be original:5A-041.5Values—Good

$350Fine $850Four-shot pepperbox 34 caliber. Found only with ALLEN & WHEELOCK

markings. Fluted barrels. A distinctly different style than all other Allens in the method of

attaching barrels to frame; an integral extension at rear of barrels affixes to frame rather than

the standard use of a center support bored through the barrel units to the muzzle. Variance

noted in locking devices. Simple engraved design standard on frames; all are made without

recoil shield. Single indentation at rear of barrels between nipples for hammer safety

rest:5A-0425A-042Values—Good $450Fine $1,400STANDARD OR MEDIUM SIZE. This is the

most often encountered size and very likely the group with the widest variations of types and

markings. Caliber usually 31 or 32. Five-or six-shot; ribbed and fluted barrels usually varying 3"

to 5". Conventional triggers only (ring triggers have not been observed in Worcester

production). Markings are of all three Worcester styles. Simple broad scroll/floral engraved

frames are standard. The most often seen styles and some of the very scarce variations

are:Early transitional type with handle of “dog leg” style as carry over from Norwich production;

oval inlay in grips; flat narrow barrel ribs. ALLEN & THURBER, WORCESTER markings only

and the rolled type engraving of Norwich style on nipple shield. Very

scarce:5A-0435A-043Values—Good $375Fine $1,250Similar to above with Norwich style

handle, but hand engraved nipple shield and wide flat barrel ribs:5A-0445A-044Values—Good

$375Fine $1,150Bag shaped, evenly curved standard Worcester style handle with rounded

frame; wide flat barrel ribs; engraved nipple shield. One of the most often seen

styles:5A-0455A-045Values—Good $375Fine $1,100Identical to above with fluted

barrels:5A-045.5Values—Good $375Fine $1,100Single action, shotgun type hammer with wide

flat barrel ribs; engraved nipple shield; bag shaped handle. Normally seen with sideplate

fastening on right side. A rare variation is known (and will bring considerable premium) with

sideplate on left side; another very rare variation recorded is fitted with fluted barrels.

Specimens proven original worth considerable premium:5A-0465A-046Values—Good

$700Fine $2,250Hammerless type with conventional trigger and nipple shield. In this case

nipple shield is merely a narrow short projection at the top of the frame rather than completely

encircling frame:5A-047Values—Good $950Fine $3,000Bag shaped handle. Frame size

noticeably larger and is midway between the “Standard” and “Dragoon” (recent collector

terminology names it the “Baby Dragoon”). Worcester production. 6 shot. Engraved nipple

shield; flat barrel ribs:5A-0485A-048Values—Good $450Fine $1,200DRAGOON SIZE. Easily

identified by its massive proportions. 36 caliber. Six-shot. Approximately 6" barrels (varying

slightly). Conventional bar type hammer and trigger; broad scroll/floral engraving standard on

frames. A few rare variations are known to appear in this style such as the bar hammer with

short cocking spur which allows for single action operation; such pieces demand substantial

premiums. These large “Dragoons” are termed by collectors “49’ers” as so many of them are

known to have been carried by those heading west in the earlier years of the Gold Rush.Early

transitional style with “dog leg” handle having features of Norwich production; oval grip inlay;

wide flat barrel ribs; hand engraved nipple shield; trigger guard without spur as seen on later

types. Usually marked only ALLEN & THURBER, WORCESTER:5A-0495A-049Values—Good

$875Fine $2,750Standard Worcester production with bag shaped, evenly arched handle; spur



projecting from rear of trigger guard; engraved nipple shield; wide barrel ribs; marked ALLEN &

THURBER or ALLEN & WHEELOCK. ALLEN, THURBER & CO. markings are known, but rare

and will bring premium value):5A-0505A-050Values—Good $950Fine $3,000As above, but

with fluted barrels; spur projecting from rear of trigger guard; markings usually ALLEN &

THURBER. ALLEN & WHEELOCKmarkings are known, but considered rare and will bring a

premium value while ALLEN, THURBER & CO.are believed to exist, but none has yet been

recorded and would certainly bring premium also:5A-0515A-051Values—Good $950Fine

$3,000Allen & Wheelock Large Frame Pocket Rev.Bar Hammer Double Action Pocket Model

Percussion Revolver, Large Frame Type, made by Allen & Wheelock, a.k.a. “Transitional

Pepperbox-Revolver.” C. 1857 into early 1860s; quantity estimated as high as 1500; however,

actual production more likely near 500. Specimens seldom seen; very scarce.34 caliber

(various listed as 32 caliber). Five-shot round cylinder, bearing roll engraved forest scene

decoration, including deer and dogs. 3" to 5" octagonal barrels, without sights.Walnut grips of

bag shape. Blued finish; casehardened cylinder, hammer and trigger.Serial (batch) numbered.

Markings noted below under values.The first revolver made by Allen, the design shows obvious

influences of his pepperbox production, particularly in the bar hammer, double action, and

overall appearance of frame and grips. Numerous variations of lesser importance may be

found on this model including several different styles of hammer rests on rear of cylinders.Early

model, having cylinder pin of threaded type, with slot for screwdriver; screws into the frame

(beneath the barrel); about 400 estimated made, however, survival rate apparently low and this

considered hardest to find by collectors. Marked ALLEN & WHEELOCK (frame) and

PATENTED APRIL 16, 1845 (hammer):5A-0525A-052Values—Good $450Fine

$1,200Transition type; as above, but with sliding type cylinder pin secured by screw through

bottom of the frame; frame length forward of the cylinder, 11/16"; estimates of quantity made

range from 50 on up:5A-053Values—Good $325Fine $1,100Medium frame type; (a.k.a. “Late

Production” type in earlier editions of this “guide”). Has identical profile and caliber of that

illustrated; also five shots. Slightly smaller cylinder (1-1/2" long vs. the larger 1-5/8") and a

smaller, lighter frame. Barrel marking usually: ALLEN & WHEELOCK WORCESTER, MASS./

ALLEN’S PATENT APRIL 16, 1845. Hammer marking as on previous models, although

placement may vary:5A-054Values—Good $300Fine $1,000Allen & Wheelock Small Frame

Pocket Rev.Bar Hammer Double Action Pocket Model Percussion Revolver, Small Frame Type,

a.k.a.“Transition Pepperbox-Revolver.” Made by Allen & Wheelock c. 1858 into early 1860s;

total quantity about 1,000.About identical profile to above “Large Frame” and “Medium Frame”

but noticeably smaller; hammer is evenly rounded vs. the double “bends” in profile of the Large

Frame type.”30 caliber (variously listed as 31 cal.). 5-shot round cylinder 1-1/4" long bearing

roll engraved forest scene, including deer and ducks. 2" to 3-1/2" octagonal barrels, without

sights.Walnut grips of bag shape. Blued finish.Serial (batch) numbered. Barrel marking: ALLEN

& WHEELOCK, MASS./ALLEN’S PATENT APRIL 16, 1845. Specimens encountered with

patent date marking on hammer.All the small frame size pistols were fitted with the late

cylinder pin, of sliding type, secured by a screw through bottom of the frame. Variations of

hammer shape and forward section of trigger bow (at point where it joins frame) also

noted:5A-0555A-055Values—Good $400Fine $1,250Allen & Wheelock Sidehammer Pocket

and Belt RevolversSidehammer Pocket and Belt Model Revolvers by Allen & Wheelock. Made

c. 1858-1861; total quantity as noted below under values.28 caliber Pocket Model, small frame,

octagon barrel lengths 2" to 5". 32 caliber (seen variously listed as 31 and 34 cal.). Belt Model

with larger or medium size frame, octagon barrels from 3" to 6" with longer 7-1/2" barrels

known and considered rare, worth premium. Cylinders all five-shot and roll engraved with forest



scene and varying total of deer. Cylinder pins enter frame from rear, screw into position.Walnut

grips. Blued finish; casehardened cylinder, hammer and trigger guard.Serial (batch) numbered.

Barrel markings as indicated below.As noted under the Navy Model revolvers, a number of

variants will be encountered in the Allen & Wheelock Sidehammers. Due to the limited

numbers produced, complete classifications have yet to be made and published. Quite a few

minor variations noted.Early production type; lateral friction style catch on left side of sideplate/

trigger guard, to secure trigger guard/loading lever into position for firing (see illustration of side

hammer early production Navy for this feature). Barrel marking: ALLEN & WHEELOCK and

ALLEN’S PATENT JAN. 13, 1857. Various estimates have been made for production of these

two calibers, but no documentary evidence has been found to support production figures. For

collecting purposes both may be said to be rare and very probably less than 100 of each were

produced:5A-056Values—Good $550Fine $1,500Standard model; catch for trigger guard of

spring loaded type and mounted on rear of guard. Variations appear in shape of cylinder pins,

and two or three screw sideplates. Barrel marking: ALLEN & WHEELOCK WORCESTER,

MASS./ALLEN’S PATENTS JAN. 13, 1857, SEPT. 7, 1858. 28 and 31 caliber specimens

(estimated approximately 750 to 1000 of each made):5A-0575A-057Values—Good $375Fine

$1,150Allen & Wheelock Sidehammer Navy RevolverSidehammer Navy Model Percussion

Revolver by Allen & Wheelock. Made c. 1858-1861; total quantity as noted below under

values.36 caliber. Large frame size. 6-shot round cylinder with roll engraved forest scene

including rabbit, deer and doe motif. Octagonal barrel, 5-1/2" to 8" with the latter the most often

encountered. However, that longer 8" bbl. will usually bring a premium of 10 to 15

percent.Walnut grips. Blued finish; the cylinder, hammer and trigger guard casehardened.Serial

(batch) numbered. Barrel markings as noted below.Some confusion exists in studying the Allen

& Wheelock Sidehammer revolvers, due to the number of variants encountered and the

relatively small quantities produced. The Navy Model is the most readily identifiable, and is one

of the most sought after types. Although no government contracts were given for this model, it

is considered by collectors as a martial type.Early production type; lateral friction style catch on

left side of sideplate/trigger guard, to secure trigger guard/loading lever into position for firing.

Barrel marking: ALLEN & WHEELOCKand ALLEN’S PATENT JAN. 13, 1857. About 100

made:5A-058Early Production5A-058Values—Good $1,250Fine $4,000Standard model; catch

for trigger guard of spring loaded type and mounted on rear of guard. Barrel marking: ALLEN &

WHEELOCK WORCESTER, MASS./ALLEN’S PATENTS JAN. 13, 1857, SEPT. 7, 1858. About

750 made:5A-059Standard Production5A-059Values—Good $1,150Fine $3,500Allen &

Wheelock Center Hammer ArmyArmy Model Center Hammer Percussion Revolver by Allen &

Wheelock. Made c. 1861-1862; total quantity usually estimated about 700. However, from the

frequency with which this piece appears, it would seem that considerably more were made,

hence there is strong likelihood numbers were merely assembly numbers.44 caliber. 6-shot

round cylinder rebated at nipple end. 7-1/2" half round, half octagon barrel.Walnut grips. Blued

finish, with casehardened hammer and trigger guard.Serial (batch) numbered. Barrel markings:

ALLEN & WHEELOCK. WORCESTER, MASS. U.S./ALLEN’S PT’S. JAN. 13, 1857. DEC 15,

1857, SEPT. 7, 1858.An improvement over the Sidehammer revolvers, the main features of the

Army Model are the centrally located hammer and the cylinder pin entering from the front.

Variations are known in the method of attaching nipples to cylinder with slight changes in

shape of nipple wells. Records show that 536 Allen revolvers were bought by the U. S.

government in 1861; they do not, however, indicate which model. It has been generally

assumed that these were all the 44 caliber Army type. Martially marked specimens are very

rare and will command premium values if fully validated. It is known that a very small group of



them (believed to be in this large 44-caliber “Army” size were issued to the 2nd and 3rd

regiments of Michigan cavalry during the Civil War:5A-0605A-060Values—Good $1,000Fine

$4,000Allen & Wheelock Center Hammer NavyNavy Model Center Hammer Percussion

Revolver by Allen & Wheelock. Made c. 1861-1862; total quantity estimated 500 as with the

Army Model, it is assumed the “serial” numbers more likely represent assembly numbers,

hence quantity manufactured is very possibly larger than 500.36 caliber. 6-shot round cylinder

rebated at nipple end. 7-1/2" octagon barrel; also made in 5", 6", and 8" lengths. The 7-1/2"

and 8" lengths are worth a 10 to 20 percent premium.Walnut grips. Blued finish, with

casehardened hammer and trigger guard.Serial (batch) numbered. Barrel marking: ALLEN &

WHEELOCK WORCESTER, MASS. U.S./ALLEN’S PT’S. JAN. 13, DEC. 15, 1857, SEPT. 7,

1858.The center hammer model evolved from the Sidehammer series, and is believed to have

been made after the Allen & Wheelock lipfire Army and Navy production. No government

contracts were given for this model, but it is considered a martial piece by

collectors:5A-0615A-061Values—Good $750Fine $3,000Allen & Wheelock “Providence

Police”Providence Police (so-called) Model Center Hammer Percussion Revolver by Allen &

Wheelock. Made c. late 1850s—early 1860s; total quantity about 700.36 caliber. 5-shot round

cylinder with rebated section at nipple end. Octagonal barrel standard at 3" or 4" length (5"

barrels scarce and worth premium).Walnut grips. Blued finish.Serial (batch) numbered.

Although these arms are all unmarked, they are decidedly the product of Allen & Wheelock

and are so considered. Such features as the cylinder pin and gas deflector encircling the pin

and the typical A& W styling can be observed in the frame, hammer, and cylinder

configuration.Collectors know this large caliber spur trigger revolver by the “Providence Police”

name, as presumably specimens were made for use by the Providence, Rhode Island, police

department, although no conclusive evidence exists to verify this fact. Variations have been

noted in the single or two screw fastening of the sideplate:5A-0625A-062Values—Good

$375Fine $1,250Allen & Wheelock Center Hammer Lipfire ArmyArmy Model Center Hammer

Lipfire Revolver, a.k.a.“2nd Model Lipfire,” by Allen & Wheelock. Made c. early 1860s; total

quantity about 250.44 lipfire. 6-shot round cylinder with notches for cartridge lips at rear wall.

7-1/2" half round, half octagon barrel.Walnut grips. Two shapes to the grips/butts are known

which constitute distinct variations. The most commonly encountered (as illustrated) known as

the “narrow” grip is evenly tapered in contour; a rarely found shape known as the “flared” or

“bell” type has the contour of grip widening noticeably at butt. Blued finish, with casehardened

hammer and trigger guard.Serial (batch) numbered. Barrel marking: ALLEN & WHEELOCK,

WORCESTER, MASS. U.S./ALLEN’S PAT’S SEP. 7, NOV. 9, 1858.Quite similar to the Army

Model Center Hammer percussion revolver, the lipfire was contemporary, and likely would have

continued except for a successful patent infringement against Allen & Wheelock by Smith &

Wesson. Collectors sometimes erroneously confuse the lipfire Army as a conversion from

percussion. It was actually manufactured prior to the percussion model. Although no

government contracts were given for this model it is considered by collectors as a martial

piece.First Model. Loading gate hinged at top.Narrow grip:5A-0635A-063Values—Good

$1,100Fine $3,750Flared grip:5A-064Values—Good $1,400Fine $5,000Second Model.

Loading gate hinged at bottom.Flared grip:5A-065Values—Good $950Fine $3,500Narrow

grip:5A-066Values—Good $875Fine $3,000Allen & Wheelock Center Hammer Lipfire

NavyNavy Model Center Hammer Lipfire Revolver, a.k.a.“3rd Model Lipfire,” by Allen &

Wheelock. Made c. early 1860s; total quantity about 500.36 lipfire. 6-shot round cylinder with

notches for cartridge lips at rear wall. 8" octagonal barrel; also made in 4", 5", and 6" lengths

(7-1/2" reported).Walnut grips. Blued finish, with casehardened hammer and trigger



guard.Serial (batch) numbered. Barrel marking: ALLEN & WHEELOCK WORCESTER, MASS.

U.S./ALLEN’S PATENTS SEPT. 7, NOV. 9, 1858.As with the Army Model Lipfire revolver, the

Navy type was discontinued due to infringement pressure from Smith & Wesson. Collectors

should not confuse the lipfires with conversions; in fact it appears that the lipfires predated

Allen & Wheelock’s production of the percussion Center Hammer Army and Navy Revolvers.

Although no government contracts were given for this model, it is considered by collectors as a

martial piece. Variations as found in the Army Model have not been encountered on this

model:5A-0675A-067Values—Good $750Fine $2,250Allen & Wheelock Sidehammer Lipfire

PocketPocket Model Sidehammer Lipfire Revolver, (former term 1st Model Lipfire disused), by

Allen & Wheelock. Made c. early 1860s; total quantity estimated at several hundred.32 lipfire. 6-

shot round cylinder with notches for cartridge lips at rear wall. Barrel lengths of 4", 5", and 6";

octagonal. Cylinder pin entering frame from front section of the barrel lug. Loading gate on

frame is locked by long ratchet type (rack and pinion) loading lever unit affixed to left side of

barrel just ahead of the cylinder. Variations have been noted in the plate on left side of breech

of barrel covering the rack and pinion; early models have noticeable angular shape to right side

and will bring a premium value; later, commonly encountered specimens, are evenly

rectangular.Serial numbered. Barrel marking: ALLEN & WHEELOCK WORCESTER, MASS.

U.S./ALLEN’S PATENTS SEPT. 7, NOV. 9, 1858, JULY 3, 1860. Specimens also known and

worth premium bearing ETHAN ALLEN & CO. markings.This rather unusual design featured

the spur trigger combined with the sidehammer associated with percussion Allen & Wheelocks,

and the cylinder, barrel lug, and cylinder pin arrangement associated with the Center Hammer

percussion and lipfire models. This model was made in lipfire only, and is not to be confused

with conversions:5A-0685A-068Values—Good $450Fine $1,750Allen & Wheelock Center

Hammer Lipfire Pocket RevolverPocket Model Center Hammer Lipfire Revolver, a.k.a.,“4th

Model Lipfire,” by Allen & Wheelock. Made c. 1861-1863. Total quantity estimated less than

200.25 caliber lipfire. 7-shot round cylinder with notches for cartridge lips at rear. Octagon 3"

barrel. Easily distinguished by its solid frame, spur trigger contours and the small circular

sideplate on left frame with the retaining screw off-center. Although one known specimen bears

Allen & Wheelock markings (very rare), this model is normal and correct with the complete

absence of makers markings:5A-0695A-069Values—Good $375Fine $1,150COMMENTARY

ABOUT A& W LIPFIRE REVOLVERS: Quite a few were converted after manufacture to accept

rimfire (and in some instances, centerfire) cartridges. Alterations possible by A& W, but never

proven; generally assumed such conversions were accomplished by parties unknown. Details

about the various methods of conversion are best read in Ethan Allen and A& W: Their Guns

by P. Henry (q.v.). Decidedly collectible,; their values usually lessened by 25 percent, often

greater.Allen 32 Sidehammer Rimfire Revolver32 Sidehammer Rimfire Revolver by Allen &

Wheelock and Ethan Allen & Co. Made c. 1859-1862; total quantity estimated over 1,000.32

rimfire (with 6-shot cylinder). Barrel lengths from 2-7/8" to 5"; all barrels octagonal. Iron frame

standard. A few specimens with brass frames are known and may be considered rare. It is

believed they are to be found only on the Third Model.Walnut grips. Blued finish.Serial (batch)

numbered. Barrel marking: ALLEN & WHEELOCK WORCESTER, MASS. U.S./ALLEN’S

PATENTS SEPT. 7, NOV. 9, 1858. On the frame of most specimens made after this date: JULY

3, 1860. Cylinder scene of dogs chasing rabbit (often very lightly rolled) is observed on some,

but not all specimens; usually encountered on earlier production only.As with the 22 caliber

Sidehammer series, the styling is typical of most Allen & Wheelock revolvers, and the cylinder

pin usually enters from forward of the barrel lug. A number of variations will be found (classified

into at least eight distinct types), but three basic variants are significant in terms of pricing.



Some lesser details will affect price slightly. First and second models have the so-called “quick

drop” shape to handle (see illustration) while the handle of third model noticeably arches more

evenly, resembling the handle of the Smith & Wesson Model 2 Army. First and second models

also have mortised front sights while most third models are often fitted with blade type

sights.First Model; identified by obtuse angle, rounded contoured profile at rear of topstrap

(where hammer enters frame). Cylinder pins of button head type, secured by screw entering

front of frame. Abrupt drop grip profile. Does not include the JULY 3, 1860 date

stamping:5A-070First Model5A-070Values—Good $275Fine $950Second model; front of

topstrap (over the cylinder) is bevelled (i.e. curved) gradually to meet barrel; rear of strap at

right angle to hammer at its point of entry. JULY 3, 1860 date marking usually present on

frame:5A-071Second Model5A-071Values—Good $250Fine $850Third model; front of topstrap

machined down (narrower) and has concave slope to where it meets barrel. JULY 3, 1860

frame marking usually present. Later specimens have ETHAN ALLEN & CO. barrel markings,

with 1858 and 1861 patent dates:Long 1-1/8" cylinder type (as shown):5A-072Third

Model5A-072Values—Good $225Fine $675Short 1" cylinder type:5A-072.5Values—Good

$200Fine $625Allen 22 Sidehammer Rimfire Revolver22 Sidehammer Rimfire Revolver made

by Allen & Wheelock, Ethan Allen & Co. Made c. 1858-1865; total quantity estimated over

1,500.22 rimfire; 7-shot cylinder. Barrel lengths from 2-1/4" to 4".All barrels octagonal. Iron

frame; a few specimens with brass frames and others with part octagon/part round barrels are

known and may be considered quite rare.Walnut grips. Blued finish.Serial (batch) numbered.

Barrel marking: ALLEN & WHEELOCK WORCESTER, MASS. U.S./ALLEN’S PATENTS SEPT.

7, NOV. 9, 1858. On the frame (on most specimens made after date): JULY 3, 1860. Cylinders

on issues one through six are engraved with five circular panels depicting mounted rider,

standing Indian (seal of Massachusetts), ship and other military trophy designs.These

distinctive sidehammer pistols feature the typical styling of most Allen & Wheelock revolvers,

and the cylinder pin usually enters forward of the barrel lug. Quite a few variations will be found

in these models, and eight distinct types are known. The most important of these are listed

below. Many lesser variants will affect price slightly.Quite a few of these side-hammer 22s are

encountered in original factory wooden cases (usually with a panel inside bored to accept

numerous rounds of rimfire cartridges...and value will at least double, often much more). There

is also a very rare type of case made of Gutta-percha (usually black a.k.a. “hard rubber”) fitted

especially for this model. The outer cover is designed with high relief scroll work.Early model;

cylinder pin of long, narrow, round shape entering from rear; hammer strikes to right of center;

grip frame has comparatively sharp drop. Grooved topstrap for sighting.

Scarce:5A-0735A-073Values—Good $275Fine $900Second issue; with short button tip

cylinder pin entering from front of frame with large retaining screw under forward section of

frame, and hammer strikes at center; grooved topstrap for sighting; very

scarce:5A-0745A-074Values—Good $300Fine $950Third issue; rear entry cylinder pin with

short projecting button tip; V-notch rear sight; beveled type frame; considered the scarcest

type:5A-075Values—Good $375Fine $1,000Minor details identify the Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, and

Seventh issues, values of which are about equal. Watch for front entry cylinder pin, V-notch

rear sight at back section of topstrap, quick drop and later more gradually curving grip profile,

and (Seventh Issue) name change in markings to Ethan Allen & Co:5A-0765A-076Values—

Good $150Fine $500Eighth issue; has bird’s head shape grips, small sideplate, and the Ethan

Allen & Co. or E. Allen & Co. markings. It later was made under the Forehand and Wadsworth

name:5A-0775A-077Values—Good $175Fine $450Allen & Wheelock 32 Center Hammer S/

S32 Center Hammer Single Shot Pistol by Allen & Wheelock. Made c. early 1860s; total



quantity between 500 and 1,000.32 rimfire caliber. Full octagonal or part octagonal/part round

barrel, usually of 4" or 5" length; pivots to the right for loading and found both with and without

automatic ejection.Walnut grips. Blued or nickel plated finish.Serial (batch) numbered. Barrel

marking: ALLEN & WHEELOCK/WORCESTER, MASS.An unusual deringer type pistol, the

frame and hammer profiles show the Allen & Wheelock styling. The top of the recoil shield has

a projecting lip which covers the breech of the barrel and fits at forward edge into a grooved

recess near breech of barrel. Two distinct overhang or projecting lip sizes are noted: (a) the

short lip which terminates at point where barrel is grooved; (b) the long lip which extends 1/4"

beyond the barrel groove.Part octagon/part round barrels (found with or without ejector):Long

overlap or lip:5A-078Values—Good $225Fine $550Short overlap or lip:5A-0795A-079Values—

Good $250Fine $600Made without lip:5A-080Values—Good $175Fine $500Octagon barrels

(found with or without ejector);Long overlap:5A-0815A-081Values—Good $225Fine $650Short

overlap:5A-082Values—Good $250Fine $700Made without overlap (Note: hammer profile

should be identical to that shown for others of this model):5A-0835A-083Values—Good

$275Fine $675Allen 22 Center Hammer Single Shot22 Center Hammer Single Shot Pistol.

Made by Allen & Wheelock and E. Allen & Co., c. early 1860s. Total quantity limited. 22 rimfire

caliber. Except for rare variation as noted below barrels are part round/part octagon varying

from 2" to 5-1/2"; pivots to right for loading; with or without automatic ejection. Finish, serial

markings as on 32 caliber size, but frames are smaller and with scooped out, flat sides. Known

markings include ALLEN & WHEELOCK, E. ALLEN & CO.Square butt style; iron frame

only:5A-0845A-084Values—Good $175Fine $550Bird’s head butt style; iron frame (brass

scarce; will bring premium):5A-0855A-085Values—Good $150Fine $450Early variation; full

octagon barrel and rounded iron frame as seen on the 32 caliber style; observed with and

without crowned muzzle; rare:5A-0865A-086Values—Good $325Fine $950E. Allen & Co. Vest

Pocket Deringer22 Vest Pocket Single Shot Deringer by E. Allen & Co. c. 1869-1871. Total

quantity estimated several thousand.22 rimfire, breech loaded. Brass frame. 2" octagon/round

barrel. Pivots to right for loading; made without extractor.Serial (batch) numbered.Walnut grips.

Blued or plated barrel with brass frames bright.Barrel marking E. ALLEN & CO. MAKERS.One

of smallest American made deringer type pistols; overall measures just 4":5A-0875A-087Values

—Good $275Fine $750E. Allen & Co. 32 Deringer32 Deringer Pistol by E. Allen & Co. Made

c.1865 to 1871. Total quantity very limited; believed less than the 41 Deringer.32 rimfire

breechloader. Part round/part octagon barrels with lengths known 2", 3-1/2" and 4" (barrel

thicknesses vary also; both thin and thick walled); 6" barrel rare, worth premium. Pivots to the

right for loading; automatic extraction.Walnut grips; iron frame; bird’s head butt. Blued or plated

finish. Brass frame rare; worth premium.Serial numbered. Barrel markings: E. ALLEN & CO

WORCESTER MASS./ALLEN’S PAT MCH.7. 1865. Large frame and handle size about same

as the 41 Deringer but contours unique to this model. Very scarce:5A-0885A-088Values—

Good $250Fine $650E. Allen & Co. 41 Deringer41 Deringer Pistol by E. Allen & Co. Made c.

1865-1871; total quantity very limited; estimated at under 2,000.41 rimfire breechloader. Barrel

part round, part octagon or full octagon, usually of 2-1/2" to 2-7/8" length. Pivots to the right for

loading and automatic extraction.Walnut grips. Blued or plated finish.Serial numbered. Barrel

marking: E. ALLEN & CO./WORCESTER MASS. and ALLEN’S PAT. MCH 7 1865.First model;

as above, with part round, part octagon barrel:5A-089First Model5A-089Values—Good

$675Fine $2,250Second model; as above, but with octagon barrel; less often

seen:5A-090Values—Good $750Fine $2.500Allen & Wheelock Single Shot Center Hammer

Muzzle-Loading RifleSingle Shot Muzzle-Loading Center Hammer Percussion Rifle by Allen &

Wheelock (a.k.a. “No. 10 Inside Cock”). Made c. 1850s. Quantity unknown; very limited.Made in



various calibers and barrel lengths. Also made as a smoothbore shotgun.Iron mountings; lock

casehardened, the barrel browned. Wooden ramrod beneath barrel.Walnut buttstock with

crescent shaped buttplate; no forestock. Stock usual; earlier production had narrow iron

forend.Serial numbered. Barrel marking: ALLEN & WHEELOCK.A distinctive feature is the

center hung hammer slightly offset to the right to allow for sighting, and the long integral iron

frame extending full length of the wrist. Rare:5A-0915A-091Values—Good $450Fine

$1,500Allen Single Shot Sidehammer MuzzleloaderSingle Shot Muzzle-Loading Sidehammer

Percussion Rifle by Allen & Wheelock, Allen & Thurber, Allen Thurber & Co. Made c. 1840s into

early 1860s. Total quantity estimated at a few hundred.Various calibers; octagonal barrels,

varying in length and weight, but generally around 28" to 32".Iron mountings; lock area

generally casehardened; the barrel browned.Walnut buttstock, patchbox sometimes present.

Buttplate usually crescent style, although shotgun type encountered. Iron or German silver

forend. Wooden ramrod beneath barrel.Serial numbered.Markings known indicating

manufacture by Allen & Wheelock, Allen & Thurber, and Allen Thurber & Co. Note that barrels

were made available to the trade, and these will sometimes be observed retaining Allen

markings, the balance of the weapon being by an individual gunsmith. A distinctive Allen

feature is the metal frame extending back to form the straight grip. In arriving at an evaluation,

consideration must be given not only to condition, but to quality of workmanship, sights,

engraving (if present), patchbox. Values shown are for plain, unembellished specimens. This

model may be encountered in a great many variations and varying degrees of decoration (i.e.,

engraving) with special sights or buttplates, false muzzle, patchbox, etc., all of which will affect

value upwards, with considerable increases for elaborate, fine condition

specimens:5A-0925A-092Values—Good $600Fine $2,750Allen Combination Rifle-

ShotgunCombination Rifle-Shotgun, with Side-by-Side or Over-Under Barrels by Allen &

Thurber, and Allen Thurber & Co., Allen & Wheelock and E. Allen & Co. Percussion muzzle-

loader. Made c. 1840s into the late 1860s; total quantity limited.Caliber/gauge combinations

known include what may be the standard, 38 caliber and 12 gauge. Barrel lengths about 28" to

34".Iron mountings.Walnut buttstock and forend, patchbox may be present. Wooden ramrod

beneath barrel.Serial numbered. Barrel rib markings of the four types as indicated

above.These arms are very scarce and very little information is known or recorded about them.

Values shown are for plain specimens. As with the preceding single shot percussion rifle, any

embellishments or accessories will alter price upwards:Side-by-Side:5A-093Values—Good

$875Fine $3,500Over/Under:5A-0945A-094Values—Good $1,100Fine $4,000Allen &

Wheelock Sidehammer BreechloaderBreech-Loading Sidehammer Percussion Rifle by Allen &

Wheelock. Made c. 1855-1860; total quantity less than 500.36 to 50 caliber. Barrel lengths vary;

part round, part octagon. The breech mechanism often known as the “FAUCET” or “TAP”

breech, due to the lever opening device’s resemblance to a water faucet. Takedown feature

apparently standard on all models. Takedown bolt on underside of frame.Iron mountings; lock

casehardened, the barrel browned.Walnut stocks, with earlier specimens sometimes having

patchbox.Serial numbered. Barrel marking: ALLEN & WHEELOCK/ALLEN’S PATENT JULY 3,

1855. Also marked AT & CO. inside the lockplate.This quite distinctive rifle is further evidence

of the tremendous versatility of Allen. The unusual breechloader is encountered in many

different variations of style and quality, all of which will affect value upwards and add premiums;

a number of fine engraved specimens have also been encountered. At least one of these “tap

actions” is known as a military model carbine with a number of distinctive features not seen on

others. It is assumed made for military trials of the post-Civil War era; documentary evidence

has yet to surface:5A-0955A-095Values—Good $750Fine $3,500Allen Thurber & Co. Other



Rifles and ShotgunsOther Allen Thurber & Co. Rifles and Shotguns.An Allen Thurber & Co.

advertisement of c. 1854-1856 notes the company was manufacturing (among other products)

“Double Rifles, Double Rifle and Shot, Single and Double Shot Guns.” The collector may

expect therefore to locate some specimens within those categories not covered in the present

volume. Specimens of percussion single barrel and side by side double barrel shotguns are

illustrated in the Mouillesseaux and Henry books, but at present very little data is available. An

approximate value guide can be gained by consideration of figures given for more common

types, bearing in mind that usually single barrel percussion shotguns were a mass market

item, and thus generally of comparatively low value.As with other Allen rifles and shotguns,

these types may be found in various qualities, grades of workmanship and extra

embellishments, all of which will affect values upwards depending on their importance to the

gun. Values reflected below are for plainest grades.Side lock double barrel 12 gauge

percussion shotgun: 26" damascus barrels. Broad scroll engraving on locks and hammers.

Each lock marked E. ALLEN & CO. MAKERS. One-piece walnut stock with checkered wrist.

Also made in 16 gauge and worth small premium:5A-0965A-096Values—Good $400Fine

$1,250Iron frame, sidehammer double barrel 10 gauge and 12 gauge percussion shotgun:

Rounded iron frame with protruding square take down bolt (requires wrench) on underside. 30"

and 32" damascus barrels. Marked on center rib of barrels ALLEN & WHEELOCK/

WORCESTERor ALLEN & THURBER/WORCESTER. Two-piece walnut stock and

forend:5A-0975A-097Values—Good $350Fine $1,000Allen Thurber & Co. Whaling GunLarge,

heavy percussion, muzzle-loading whaling gun for shoulder firing whale harpoon or an

explosive whale bomb lance (the latter most often used.) c. 1854-1856. Quantity unknown;

extremely rare.Known recorded specimens with 1-1/8" bore; thick wall 22" part octagon/round

barrel (outside diameter at muzzle 2"); iron frame with side hammer; 38" overall; weight 24

pounds. Walnut stock; iron buttplate. No provision made for ramrod. Marked on barrel ALLEN

THURBER & CO / WORCESTER. and NO. 2 / CAST STEEL.Further research may reveal an

intriguing story. The most widely made and used of this style bomb lance guns were those of C.

C. Brand of Norwich, Conn., whose whaling guns are unmarked (q.v.). His best known has an

heavy, iron, skeleton stock cast integral with the frame; the earliest attributed to him has a

walnut stock and closely similar (with but minor variation) to ALLEN’S WHALING GUN(etc.)

WITH IMPROVEMENTS BY C.C. BRAND. The use of that name may be mere coincidence as

it refers to Oliver Allen of Norwich, Conn. inventor of a bomb lance in 1846, believed to have

first designed the gun.C.C. Brand guns were sold in three sizes, the “No. 1” with 7/8" bore; “No.

2” 1-1/8" bore; “No. 3” 1-1/4" bore; weights varying accordingly. Thus far only the No.2 size has

been recorded for the ALLEN THURBER & CO.marked gun:5A-097.35A-097.3Values—Good

$4,500Fine $7,500Allen Thurber & Co. Punt or Market Hunter’s GunMassive size, percussion,

muzzle-loading half stock fowling piece made by Allen Thurber & Co. c.1854-1856. Quantity

unknown but would have been extremely limited. Very rare.Known, recorded specimen 4

gauge; 35" part octagon/round barrel. Unique, massive 7-1/4" lockplate (illus. shows standard

lock next to gun for comparison); weight 18 lbs. Marked on both the barrel and lock ALLEN

THURBER & CO / WORCESTER:5A-097.55A-097.5Values—Good $1,750Fine $4,000Allen

Drop Breech Rimfire RifleDrop Breech Single-Shot Rimfire Rifle (a.k.a. “Falling Block Rifle”) by

Allen & Wheelock, Ethan Allen & Co. Made c. 1860-1870s; total quantity estimated at 1,500 -

2,000.Variety of rimfire calibers 22 through 44 (a number of these viewed with later

conversions to centerfire). Both the smallest and largest calibers scarcer and usually bring

premium values. Varying length barrels (usually part octagon/part round) 23 to 28 inches

average; others known. Iron frame standard (brass frames extremely rare and worth substantial



premium). Two frame sizes; largest calibers (usually 42 and 44 RF on larger frame). Sides of

frames observed with flat or rounded configurations. Some specimens of both size frames

were fitted with a simple take-down feature whereby barrel could be easily separated from

frame and removed (by a small pin easily knocked out on frame; larger frames on later

production with a tapered square-headed screw). Trigger guard acts as lever to open breech

and eject cartridge; hammer cocked manually. Rear sight lever mounted on left side of frame

with lever to manually elevate or lower; graduated numeral markings to pre-set. Sights on late

manufacture replace with leaf type.Iron mountings; blued barrel; case hardened frame, hammer

and trigger guard.Walnut buttstock and forend observed with many variations; some fitted with

sling swivels and metal forend caps.Serial numbered. Barrel marking: ALLEN & WHEELOCK/

ALLEN’S PAT. SEPT. 18, 1860; or E. ALLEN & CO./WORCESTER MASS/ALLEN’S PATENT.

SEPT. 18, 1860.The hammer profile and trigger guard operation show the distinct styling of

certain Allen & Wheelock arms. Short barreled, large caliber specimens with sling swivels are

often considered by collectors as a secondary martial type carbine, and bring a slightly higher

value as do takedown models. Quite a few of this type are found with the FOREHAND &

WADSWORTH markings; prices will be approximately the same as Allen marked specimens.

This well-known Allen rifle is encountered in many different qualities and grades including

engraved specimens, fancy wood and checkering; varying buttplates, etc. Values adjusted

upwards depending on the embellishments and quality of engraving. Much information and

illustrations of variations and qualities of the “Drop Breech” rifle in the P. Henry work; see

Biblio.):5A-0985A-098Values—Good $325Fine $1,200Rifle with special “Allen Patent

1860” (marked) rotary disk tang peep sight:5A-098.5Values—Good $475Fine $1,400Allen &

Wheelock Lipfire Revolving RifleLipfire Revolving Rifle by Allen & Wheelock. Made c.

1861-1863; total estimated less than 100.44 lipfire. 6-shot round cylinder with cuts to allow

projection of lip at breech for firing. Barrel length approximately 26" to 28", round with octagon

breech section.Iron mountings; blued, with casehardened frame, hammer, and trigger guard.

Walnut buttstock and forend; note crescent shaped buttplate. Trigger guard operates the ejector

rod for cartridges.Serial numbered. The few specimens known do not bear marker’s

markings.Based on the Army Model Center Hammer Lipfire revolver, Allen & Wheelock was

attempting to add still another variation of firearm to their diverse line. The result for today’s

collector was one of the scarcest of revolving rifles:5A-0995A-099Values—Good $5,500Fine

$20,000Allen & Wheelock Percussion Revolving RiflePercussion Revolving Rifle by Allen &

Wheelock. Made c. 1861-1863. Estimated less than 20.44 caliber percussion. 6-shot. 26" and

28" round barrels known, but lengths can vary. Rammer operated by moving forward the trigger

guard. Variations noted in few known specimens and all are considered as experimental

pieces.On the few specimens known no maker’s markings appear. Very

rare:5A-1005A-100Values—Good $8,000Fine $22,500Allen “Hinge-Breech” Double

ShotgunBreech-Loading Double Barrel “Hinge-Breech” Shotgun by Ethan Allen & Co. Made c.

1865-1871; quantity estimated at several hundred or more.10, or 12 gauge; barrel lengths

about 28" (an 8 gauge reported and would be rare). These unusual arms, covered by Allen

patents of 1865 and 1868, had the novel feature of a trapdoor breech fitted with a locking lever/

handle.Serial numbered. Breech trapdoor marked ETHAN ALLEN & CO./WORCESTER,

MASS. On barrels: FINE LAMINATED STEEL.Walnut stocks, checkered.Produced in three

grades, the pricing provided herein is based on the standard, lowest production type, which will

be rather plain, and lacking the fancy features of deluxe engraving and checkering as found on

the best grade pieces. An unusual accessory, and extreme rarity if proven original, is a steel

chamber insert or short (auxiliary) rifled barrel for use in this piece allowing for the use of rifle



cartridges:5A-1015A-101Values—Good $450Fine $1,500(*) Preceding a title indicates the

book is currently in print.Chapter V-BColt FirearmsIn the world of antique arms collecting, there

is no name more illustrious than that of Colt. In the hearts of many it is synonymous with the

American revolver. From their beginnings in 1837, the guns of this maker have a proud and

distinct association with virtually every event in American history in war and peace where

weapons were used and carried. The quality of the product which led to its ultimate great and

lasting success, joined with the fact that many models were manufactured in large quantities,

are two major reasons in making Colt collecting vie for top honors as one of the most actively

pursued specialties in the arms field. More simply stated, the commercial success of Colt, their

longevity and the high production quantities, have afforded more collectors an opportunity to

acquire specimens of a broad range of models. Not a few rare American handguns will bring

less than half the price of a common Colt merely because the demand has yet to be created

for them, nor may they offer either the collecting possibilities or historical associations that the

often far commoner Colt does. The collector may well ponder this simply stated fact; it affords

interesting possibilities for the future-looking collector on a long range basis.The lure of Colt

collecting is a strong one, pointed out by both the sheer numbers of collectors and the quantity

of published works on the subject. Competition for specimens is spirited and very minute

variations of seemingly minor points can often cause very great price fluctuations within a

single type. Undoubtedly the broadest spread of values can be found within Colt collecting with

prices for the commonest specimens starting around $100 and a few extreme rarities and ultra

fancy historic specimens achieving prices in the high six figures! By far, the majority of Colts

are valued in the three to lower four-figure price range.Of no small significance in this field is

the amount of published data available to the serious collector. Writers have been more prolific

about Colts than any other antique weapon. There are a number of extremely fine reference

works easily available to verify all major points on every model as well as a vast wealth of

related minutiae. The two necessary classics in the Colt field are The Book of Colt Firearms

(Sutherland and Wilson) and Colt Firearms From 1836 (Serven). The field is so vast that the

collector often specializes within it, e.g., by collecting only percussion Colts or cartridge

models; he may even limit himself further by pursuing only Model 1849 Pocket revolvers or

Model 1851 Navies, or Single Actions. In each of these three fields a very large and interesting

collection is possible. Each also has a number of well documented and researched reference

works available dwelling at great length on the most finite of details. Surprisingly, with all the

known facts about Colts, published and otherwise, there is always new and fresh information

appearing on the subject. Here is an endless source for the researcher; veritably a bottomless

mine allowing for extensive and varied investigation.As previously mentioned, some often

innocuous appearing variations and differences can cause great fluctuations in values. In no

other specialty are these nuances more evident than with Colts; it is well worth understanding

and learning these subtle distinctions as they could make quite a difference in values.Generally

speaking “condition” is the key word in Colt collecting and Colt prices. Seemingly minor

differences in condition often cause considerable variance in price. The earlier the gun and the

rarer the model, the more this price difference becomes apparent with changes in condition.

The percentage of original finish remaining on the gun is extremely important. The condition of

that finish—that is, whether it is bright and untouched looking or has been dulled and worn—is

equally important. Like acquiring a taste for fine wine, a well-turned ankle or good horse flesh,

the talent for judging finish is an acquired one and likely mastered with considerable more ease!

This Colt section lists in chronological order of manufacture every Colt model made from the

first Paterson, New Jersey, product to the early double action revolvers and automatics at the



turn of the century. The cut-off point was arbitrarily chosen for the models generally considered

by the collecting field as the “antique” types. It can be accurately stated that all Colts have a

collectibility; most certainly those in which production has ceased. As quite a few such arms fall

in the area considered “modern,” they were not felt suitable for inclusion in this work. An

attempt has been made to include every so-called standard or major variation of each model

manufactured; however, the reader should take note that the mere fact that a variation he might

encounter does not appear within this listing does not necessarily mean that said item is great

or rare. It should, though, immediately indicate that further research on that piece is worthwhile

—the specimen may very well be worth considerably in excess of the standard type found

listed.Rare Colt variations do show up (most, but not all have been listed in the known

reference works) and they can be encountered on almost any model in a wide array of

features. Those most obvious are odd barrel lengths or calibers, unusual non-standard

markings and possibly even basic changes in contour, most especially in the grip area. At this

point a further caution must be stated—do not jump to conclusions! The fact that a piece differs

from standard does not necessarily mean that it is original! In the 75 to 160 years that the gun

might have been in existence, much could have happened after having left the factory; some

changes strictly to satisfy the whims of those who used it. Many interesting alterations were

made by competent gunsmiths during the period of use; these have acquired an air of

originality through the years. When such alterations prove to be non-factory in origin, they

generally do not enhance the value of the gun and might very well detract from it. The

possibility is ever present too that some latter-day mechanic with larceny in his soul has

“improved” the piece merely to catch the unsuspecting collector. When encountering unusual

variations, your own common sense and better judgment will have to take

precedence.Variations are quite difficult to evaluate, especially when they are one-of-a-kind.

Such features as unique or extra long or extra short original barrel lengths, or major contour

changes might be considered important variations and may very well alter the value anywhere

from double to five times normal value or possibly more. Such factors as general condition of

the gun, its model and period, must all be taken into account and analyzed in pricing these

variations. A very minor, uninteresting variation might only slightly (if at all) affect the price of a

very late 19th century cartridge Colt revolver, whereas the same variation encountered on an

early single action Colt or percussion revolver could very well double the price. Each must be

taken on its own merits and a little detective work must be performed to establish precedence

of other similar specimens or pieces of similar importance that have been sold in the past.

There is considerable room for enhancing values on such a piece, but it requires effort on the

part of the reader to find out just how much!The most basic check point to be made on an

antique Colt is the serial number. On all the percussion revolvers—and on a great many of the

later cartridge types—all the major component parts should bear matching serial numbers. On

most percussion specimens this check is very simply made by quickly scanning the piece to

verify if numbers are all matching. If they do not, this doesn’t make the gun any less of a

collector’s item, but that fact does make it less valuable. An antique Colt Model 1860 revolver

used in the Civil War and now with mismatching numbers on some parts (for instance, the

barrel number does not match that of the rest of the gun), is still a genuine Civil War military

used revolver that very likely was reassembled in the field during the heat of combat (for the

parts were interchangeable) with no thought given to the collector’s value 140 years hence!

The gun is just as romantic as one with matched numbers and may even have some known

history attached to it, but from the collector’s point of view and the dollars to be placed on it, it

just cannot bring what the matched number revolver does. Depending on the condition and



quality of it, price can fall anywhere from 10 percent to 50 percent of the matched number

specimen.A further word about numbers. On minor parts such as the barrel wedge, if

unnumbered or mismatched, the price is rarely affected. There are some purists who will not

want that gun with the mismatched wedge number in their collection and it might be slightly

more difficult to sell, but its value is the same whether the number matches or not. A

mismatched number on a loading lever will most definitely detract from the value, but if the

condition matches the gun, the mismatched number will probably affect it only 10 percent or

less. A mismatched number on any other major piece is serious as far as value is concerned. It

will be found that sometimes collectors blink their eyes at a mismatched number—almost as if

it did not exist. This is true only on a superlative specimen that might be mint or about mint

condition. If that mismatched number appears on a major part, yet the part matches in

condition, it will be found that the mint or near mint gun will still fetch just about (though not

quite as much) as the matched number specimen. This seems to occur only on pieces in

superlative condition, but again, there is a definite sales resistance to them on the part of many

collectors. The only other major numbering error that does seem to occasionally occur and

which has a valid background, is a transposed digit. Colts were all hand-numbered with

individual die stamps for each digit and human errors did occur. For instance a Colt Model

1851 Navy with all matching numbers 5432 has a serial number on the cylinder stamped 5423.

It may be taken for granted (especially if the condition of the cylinder matches that of the rest of

the gun) that this was merely a defect caused by a workman transposing the two last digits

when he hand-stamped the dies. It has been the author’s experience that such single

transposed numbers might embitter a few purists who would turn up their noses at such a

piece, but the majority of collectors would gladly accept the gun and pay exactly the same for it

as other matched number pieces. A further tip on inspecting numbers—and worth mention in

passing: occasionally renumbered guns will be encountered; that is, a piece with a mismatched

number which somewhere along the line has been “improved” by matching the number again.

The mismatched number had been ground off and then the piece was die stamped with new

numbers matching the existing numbers. In almost every example encountered, it is near

impossible to match dies perfectly to the existing numbers on the gun. If suspicious, examine

the numbers with a magnifying glass. In almost every instance the dies used to stamp the

suspicious numbers will not match identically with those of the Colt factory dies; chances are

the gun part was spuriously altered.Original blue finish, as previously mentioned, is a key

factor in determining the value of a Colt. To easily outline a simple formula on how to tell

original blue finish from reblued is somewhat like trying to describe the color red! For a starter

it would be best to compare a known fine original blued Colt with a reblued one. Your eyes

should immediately pick up just that right color tone which is Colt’s and no one else’s. It doesn’t

take long to acquire the knack of it; just a little care and patience. Original Colt finishes are

quite distinctive—especially on antique pieces—and rarely, if ever, have they been accurately

duplicated by present-day methods. There are, of course, other dead giveaways to tell if the

gun has been refinished. Such material has been covered in the introductory chapters to this

book and the reader is referred to them.A Colt that is sometimes observed and easy to spot as

refinished is the piece that has apparently much “original” finish including bluing on the

cylinder, yet no cylinder engraved scene remains. A classic excuse is “… It must have been

one that left the factory without engraving.” Well that just isn’t the case and it didn’t happen, so

watch out for those types. Another matter of interest and a point worth bearing in mind is the

feature of cylinder engraving on antique Colts. When these scenes do appear on many models,

the design was rolled into the steel of the cylinder under very heavy pressure, making an



indentation in the surface. Hence, it takes quite an amount of wear to obliterate these designs.

When a piece appears that apparently has considerable original finish on most of the gun and

yet the cylinder design is worn smooth and cannot be seen, it is also a good time to look it over

very closely; chances are there has been some type of alteration to the gun. It is just plain

common sense that the blue finish—which is merely a super thin surface-applied coloration—

would wear much more quickly than the deep die impressed designs on the metal itself. There

is, of course, considerably more to Colt collecting than these few pointers; they are, though, a

good start for the uninitiated gun trader!A little further discussion of finish; blue versus nickel.

On Colts, especially with the later cartridge revolvers and automatics, the choice condition

specimens (those mint or near mint), will fetch about equal prices for blue or nickel when that

finish is normally found and is standard to the piece. When finish shows wear and declines,

there then exists a decided value difference. A gun with 70 percent blue finish is considered

quite fine and is usually quite appealing to the eye; that very same gun with only 70 percent

nickel finish remaining very often has a blemished or spotted appearance and might very well

show considerable hard wear as well. From the point of view of original preservation, nickel

was by far the sturdier, harder wearing finish; from the point of view of esthetics to the collector,

nickel doesn’t quite stack up to the blued guns after it shows some wear. Thus, as a general

rule-of-thumb, for guns that are not mint or near mint, blued finish specimens are in somewhat

higher demand and more eagerly sought after as they generally have a better appearance.

Also, that same blued gun will normally fetch more in price than the same model with an

identical percentage of nickel remaining. This principle is certainly not hard and fast, many

exceptions exist depending on the individual specimen.Bore conditions on Colts are often

important in establishing or affecting values. This is especially true with later cartridge types of

large size and caliber and a number of the cartridge rifles and shotguns. Generally bores do

not play an important role in pricing the percussion revolvers, although a very poor or

deteriorated bore with a major defect very likely will detract from the price. On the big single

and double action cartridge revolvers and especially those in target grades as well as the lever

action and pump action rifles, bore is quite important to consider when arriving at value and it

should at least match in grade the exterior condition of that piece. In many other instances bore

will not affect the value one way or the other, but it most decidedly will influence the desirability

for that particular piece on the collector’s market. A number of collectors might immediately rule

a piece out unless the bore is fine; likewise there are others who just do not care.Fancy original

factory engraved specimens will be found in every model of Colt. All engraved Colts are

desirable and all are considerably more valuable than plain specimens. After that generality, it

becomes a new ball game for the collector or dealer trying to evaluate a piece in monetary

terms. Considerable care and study should be given before determining same. Fortunately the

subject is treated in a number of works and is covered at great depth in the classic The Book of

Colt Engraving by R. L. Wilson.From Colt’s beginnings at Paterson, New Jersey, and continuing

through to present day, the Colt factories have employed engravers to work full-time for them

decorating arms for special presentation or gift purposes or at the request and order of their

customers. Earliest pieces are usually decorated very sparsely with floral and scroll motifs. As

the years progressed, designs became more elaborate and lavish. Factory engravers are often

unknown; most master engravers are known by name and style. Engraved specimens are

usually priced by the model on which these designs and motifs appear. Some are very often

encountered like the Model 1849 Pocket revolver and the small 22 caliber “Open Top” spur

trigger revolver. Style of engraving and quality are factors influencing value; some patterns are

very commonly found while others are rare; extremely deep engraving in which the designs



appear to be in high relief is a very rare style as are panels on various parts of the gun in which

patriotic motifs or portraits or unusual scenes appear. Original gold or silver inlays are great

rarities, seen only on the most elaborate Colt arms. Condition plays a highly important role on

engraved guns also. Engraving on the very early pieces, that is, the Paterson series, the

Dragoons, Baby Dragoon and Wells Fargo models, are among the least encountered, and

hence, some of the more valuable. It is on these fancy engraved specimens of all types that

competition and bidding is the keenest. At the very least, and the lowest quality and condition,

the presence of engraving will at a minimum double the price. From that point on, it is up to the

reader to do some leg work. To be noted and well remembered: In the engraved Colt line some

of the most flagrant violations in the ethics of arms collecting are found. Demand has always

been so strong and the market so wide for engraved Colts that spurious specimens have been

circulating for quite some time, many of them almost beginning to acquire the patina of age!

Forewarned is forearmed.Grips are an important facet of Colt collecting. Usual factory installed

grips were walnut; specimens herein are priced for their standard factory installed types. The

factory on many occasions, especially on fancy engraved pieces, used more exotic materials

such as ivory, pearl or burled and circassian grained wood; a few very rare specimens were

even custom stocked with wood from the famed Connecticut Charter Oak tree (some are so

marked). Assuming that grips are in good condition, (that is, not broken, chipped, cracked or

badly worn) original factory plain, uncarved ivory or pearl grips on smaller specimens are worth

a minimum of $75 extra and at a minimum $100 to $175 extra on the large models. On rare

models or extremely early models, fancy grips would be worth considerably more. Seemingly

minor features such as original checkering on ivory grips—if established as factory work—

would bring an added premium. Factory grips bearing high relief carving (usually encountered

with patriotic, military or eagle motifs) would immediately place them in the scarce, often rare,

category and at least $400 should be added—providing they are in sound condition. Price

could be increased considerably depending on elaborateness and quality of carving. Again, a

word of caution is offered: Grips should be inspected very closely to determine originality. As

prices are high and demand great, these too have brought forth a whole host of spurious

specimens.Early ivory grips are usually one piece; later types appear as one piece but have a

wood block in center joining them. Almost all pearl grips are two piece. First use of the gilt

medallion with rampant horse trademark, deeply inset in grip, was 1911; after 1920 the

medallion was flush with surface.Cased outfits are often encountered in Colt collecting. It was a

common occurrence during the day of their manufacture to sell complete sets. Standard

casings normally consisted of: A walnut box with velvet lining over the compartmented type

interior; the revolver itself; a number of accessories including a two-cavity bullet mold, a powder

flask (often marked “Colt’s Patent,” but not always), a combination screwdriver-nipple wrench,

possibly a packet of cartridges and a small canister of percussion caps. Cased sets are most

often encountered in the percussion series and are quite scarce in later cartridge models. Most

often seen is the Model 1849 Pocket revolver, followed by the Model 1851 Navy. From that

point on the scarcity increases noticeably. The earliest revolvers of the Paterson series and

those in the Dragoon series are very rare. Generally, the commonest type case, that is, for the

1849 Pocket model, may be worth by itself $1,000 to $2,000, while in the 1851 Navy size, it

would be worth, in very fine condition, approximately $3,000 (empty) on the current collector’s

market. Occasionally a rare form of case is encountered such as a double size or even a triple

size, considered great rarities. Another highly desirable type is the so-called “French Style”,

usually made of an elaborately grained, exotic wood, often brass edged and having a lining of

plush materials which is recessed in contour shape specially fitted for the specific gun;



accessories are usually extra fancy also. Such cases are highly sought after and, depending on

their condition, can add considerably to the gun. The collector is cautioned to carefully inspect

any Colt case encountered. This has been an especially lucrative area for the unscrupulous for

the past 50 years. There are but few general rules-of-thumb for spotting a fake case and no

definitive guides. It takes a little experience and know-how; but a few of the most basic features

are mentioned here. For starters, turn the case over and see what the underside looks like. If

there is no wear on it at all (or only the slightest) or it has been heavily refinished, then be wary.

A genuine case always shows considerable wear on the underside and the wood itself is

unfinished and will have acquired a nice patina that only age can give it. Following that, take a

good look at the compartmenting and the overall fit. Genuine cases were well made by

competent workmen; this is where many fakers fall down. Another feature worth checking is the

condition of the material and the point where aging occurs. Normally a gun sitting in a case for

a century will have caused certain indentations, grease marks and stains and there will be a

certain amount of fading. None of these features will offer proof positive as to the originality of

the case, but they are good starting points. Printed paper labels, usually “DIRECTIONS FOR

LOADING” are often found intact, affixed to the inner lid of a Colt casing. They add interest and

desirability to the outfit and possibly a small premium to value. Such labels have been copied,

falsely aged and added to outfits to make them more attractive. They are most often

encountered on mediocre conditioned outfits or an antique box relined to resemble an

authentic Colt case. They should be closely examined.Quite a few antique copies and

infringements were made of Colt revolvers during the height of their popularity and fame. A few

were even made in Europe under license from Col. Colt— most notably the Model 1851 Navy.

A number of unauthorized copies of varying degrees of quality were made in Belgium, France,

Turkey, Austria, Spain and probably Mexico. Some copies were made as late as the turn of the

century or in the early 20th century. All are bona fide antique collector’s items and all are

certainly considered suitable for inclusion in a Colt collection. Prices vary considerably with

style, quality of workmanship, period of manufacture and, of course, condition. Most often

encountered are copies of the Model 1851 Navy. Fine conditioned specimens of good

workmanship bring comparable prices to the Hartford made Navies, possibly just slightly less.

Those of lesser qualities (and there are many) usually bring less than 50 percent of Hartford

made pieces. Dragoons were also copied, but not quite as faithfully as the Navies and usually

undersized; they are valued considerably less. A few specimens exist of Paterson copies and

are considered quite rare if a faithful facsimile. A number of less accurate copies were made

only generally following the Colt pattern are considered peripheral to a Colt collection. In the

later cartridge era, quite a few copies and spurious infringements were made. Generally

speaking they bring considerably less (often but a fraction) than the price of the Colt after

which they were fashioned. Quite a few interesting examples of single action infringements

exist and represent interesting curiosa in a collection. Price-wise and quality-wise, they are far

removed from the Colt made Single Action. Of course, the Confederate copies of Colts are a

field to themselves and have been treated as such in their own chapter in this work.In the last

decades, with the popularity of reenactments of Civil War battles and revival of black powder

muzzle loading shooting, a wide range of modern made, faithful, recreations of Colt revolvers

have been produced and are readily available on the market. A small number of spurious

repros, that is, those that have been fake-aged to resemble antiques, have filtered into the

antique arms market. There should be no cause for alarm. The collector duped by one has no

one to blame but himself. Although some repros have been quite cleverly aged, they rarely, if

ever, have been found expert enough to fool even the novice who is armed with but the



slightest degree of knowledge and common sense. It is hoped that this statement will not be

construed as a challenge to the prospective faker! In every instance encountered or

investigated it has been found that anyone selling these fakes knows exactly what they are and

that usually the buyer has failed to exercise good judgment. There are many points about these

reproductions that make them quite readily identifiable as such and as yet it has not been

found that they are any threat to antique gun collecting. The buyer would do well to steer a

wide path around anyone known handling this type of arm and passing them off as genuine

antiques. The most often encountered disclaimer by one peddling such weapons, when asked

as to its originality, is “…I don’t know, that’s the way I got it!”Except for a limited amount of

percussion revolvers made at Paterson, New Jersey (1836-42) and their short lived London,

England factory (1852-57), all Colt revolvers, regardless of markings on the barrel, were made

in the Hartford, Connecticut factories. Although the great bulk of Colt percussion revolvers bear

the barrel markings “Address Sam’l Colt - New York City,” Colt merely maintained a large sales

office there. The barrel markings were applied to take advantage of the name of that famed city

since Colt felt that address lent his products more prestige than a Hartford address. The early

Colts which bear Hartford markings, most notably those in the Model 1849 Pocket revolver

series, had that address applied in order to distinguish them from regular Hartford production;

such pieces were actually made from parts shipped back from the closed Colt London factory.

Of the London marked pieces, basically only the Model 1849 and Model 1851 Navy were made

there in quantity. Almost all others, even though bearing “London” markings of some type, were

most likely made in the Hartford plant. The “London” markings were applied in Hartford with the

pieces being specifically earmarked for sale abroad and to capture the English market. The

complete story of these “London” guns and markings can be found discussed at great length in

Colt reference works. Many interesting variations appear in them and some are extremely

rare.Low serial numbers are an enticing feature on all Colts. They in no way affect the

appearance nor the operation of the piece nor represent a variance of any type; merely an

eccentricity of Colt collecting. Anything with three digits or lower is most desirable in a Colt

serial number and a premium may be added for it. If a two-digit number is present, the

premium would be higher and if a single digit serial number, the premium may possibly double

the price. There is no fixed rule and in most instances it is a case of “what the market will bear.”

One will find that in some cases the number doesn’t impress everybody, and with a premium

too high, even a top-notch collector would pass it by.Colt collectors and researchers will be

pleased to learn that factory records of serial numbers for some earlier percussion revolvers

and the great majority of cartridge models remain in existence and have been maintained to

the present. For percussion models the following are available in the specific serial ranges

indicated: Model 1851 Navy Revolver: serials 98,000 to 132,000; Model 1861 Navy Revolver:

Serial No. 1 through 12,000; Model 1860 Army Revolver: Serial No. 1 through 140,000. Some

“Pocket Model 1849 Revolver” serials are available (best to inquire first by phone or letter);

numbers also available for the Model 1871-72 Open Top revolver and all of the Single Action

Armies through serial number range 343,000 (plus the single-action 44 rimfire. Also, most other

cartridge handguns. Limited records are available for the Colt Lightning Rifles and most of the

double-barrel 1878 and 1883 shotguns as well as other long arms. To acquire a detailed

schedule of the varied information available and research fees applicable write to: COLT

ARCHIVE PROPERTIES LLC., P.O. Box 1868, Hartford, Conn. 06144-1868 (telephone:

860-236-6311). Recently the archive offered a “premium telephone service” for the Colt Single-

Action Revolvers and an “expedited phone service” for all other models.New collectors will be

pleased to learn there is an organization (founded in 1980) that has devoted itself specifically



to Colt firearms. In addition to scheduled meetings, members receive a quarterly magazine

which includes informative articles about many facets of Colt collecting. For further details,

contact: COLT COLLECTORS ASSOCIATION, P.O. BOX 2241, LOS GATOS, CALIFORNIA

95031...or their website: .To acquire a general perspective and time sequence for all Colt

models that are listed in this section, a very brief history of the Colt company is useful. The

subject has been so widely and well covered in numerous works and at such great length and

depth that to attempt a history would do it injustice. A chronological review of Colt company

history appears in the appendix of The Book of Colt Firearms.Samuel Colt (1814-1862)

inventor of the revolver bearing his name, secured his first patent in February, 1836. A stock

company known as the “Patent Arms Manufacturing Company” was formed in 1836 to

manufacture these revolvers at Paterson, New Jersey. The company went into bankruptcy in

1842 with considerable litigation ensuing between Colt and the other investors in the

immediately following years. During the years 1843 to 1846, Samuel Colt produced no further

pistols. In 1847, with the assistance of a U. S. Government contract, he manufactured the

famed “Walker Colt” at the factory of Eli Whitney in Whitneyville, Connecticut, and in the

following year, 1848, he reestablished himself with his own factory at Hartford, Connecticut,

where Colt firearms have been made ever since.The reader is urged to review the introductory

material to this book, giving the exact definition of the NRA Standards which comprise the
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some specific data on English models and usage. Soft covers.Rywell, Martin “Trial of Samuel

Colt.” Harriman, Tenn: Pioneer Press, 1955. The landmark case Colt won over Mass. Arms Co.

for patent infringement. Actual court transcript. A major source of information on the

manufacture of revolving arms of the period.Serven, J. E. Colt Firearms From 1836. Santa Ana:

The Foundation Press; numerous updated editions since the original in 1954. One of the most

important, often referred to and widely respected Colt references. Reprinted 1992.Sheldon, D.

A Collector’s Guide to Colt .38 Auto-Model 1900. Willernie, Minnesota, 1987.Shumaker, P. L.

Colt’s Variations of the Old Model Pocket Pistol, 1848-1872. Beverly Hills: Fadco Publishing

Company, 1957 (revised edition 1966). Classic reference; highly detailed study of the Baby

Dragoon and Model 1849 Pocket revolvers in all their variations.*Silva, Lee A. The Wyatt Earp

—Colt “Buntline Special” Controversy. Newport Beach, Cal.: Graphic Publications,

1995.Sutherland, R. Q. and Wilson, R. L. The Book of Colt Firearms. Kansas City: Privately

published by R. Q. Sutherland, 1971; reprinted 1993 by Blue Book Publishing Co. One of the

most important reference works ever published on the subject. Massive in size and scope;

exquisitely illustrated.*Swayze, N. L. ’51 Colt Navies. Yazoo City: Privately published by the

author, 1967. Classic reference on the Colt Model 1851 and its many variations. Reprinted by

the Gun Room Press, Highland Park, New Jersey, 1991.Sweeney, Fred A Guide To The Proper

Accoutrements For Hartford Produced Percussion Colt Revolvers. Privately published by

author, 1993. Spiral bound.Tivey, T. Colt Rifle 1884-1902. New South Wales: Clouston & Hall,

1984. Covers the Colt Burgess and Lightning models.Ulrich, Arthur L. “A Century of

Achievement.” Hartford, Conn: Colt F.A. Co., 1936. Among first Colt histories. Paper

covers.Virgines, George E. The Saga of the Colt Six Shooter New York City: Frederick Fell, Inc.

1969.Wahl, P. & Toppel, D. “The Gatling Gun.” N.Y. City: ARCO Publishing, 1965. The most

important reference to the subject. Highly regarded.Whittington, Robert D., III. The Colt

Whitneyville-Walker Pistol. Hooks, Texas: Brownlee Books, 1984. A study of the pistol and the

men associated with its development, manufacture and use.*Whittington, Robert D. III. The

Walker's Walker Controversy Solved. Hooks, Tex. Privately published, 2003. Monograph and

follow-up to author's earlier work (q.v.) about uncertainty of serial numbers of famous Colt

Walker Model given by Colt to Capt. Walker.*Wilkerson, Don The Post-War Colt Single Action

Revolver 1955-1975. Dallas, Texas: Taylor Publishing Co. 1978; second edition 1980. Detailed

coverage of famed single action in its most recent series and variations since WWII.Wilkerson,

Don The Post-War Colt Single Action Revolver 1976-1986. Dallas, Texas: Privately published

by author, 1986.*Wilkerson, Don Colts Single Action Army Revolver; Pre-War/Post-War Model.

Minneapolis, Minnesota. Privately published by author 1991.Wilkerson, Don Colt Double-Action



Revolver Model of 1878. Marceline, Missouri: Walsworth Publishing Co., 1998. Exceptionally

detailed coverage of the many variations and illustrations of the well known Colt “Double Action

Frontier.”*Wilkerson, Don Colt Scouts Peacemakers In New Frontiers In .22 Caliber Kansas

City, Missouri: Cherokee Publications, 1993.Wilson, R. L. The Colt Heritage: The Official

History of Colt Firearms—1836 to the Present. New York: Simon and Schuster, 1979. The

“official” history as authorized by the Colt Firearms Division. The Colt story from its beginning

through 1978 with elaborate serial number tables as an appendix; exceptional

illustrations.*Wilson, R. L. Colt—An American Legend. New York: Abbeville Press, 1985.

Basically same as The Colt Heritage (see above) with added material on serial

numbers.Wilson, R. L. & Hable, R. E. Colt Pistols 1836 … 1976. Dallas, Texas: Jackson Arms

Company, 1976. A unique presentation of one of the finest Colt collections assembled;

exceptional color illustrations; authoritative text.Wilson, R. L. The Book of Colt Engraving. Los

Angeles: Beinfeld Publication Inc., 1974, revised and expanded edition 1982. A very detailed

and thorough study of Colt engraving from earliest period to modern times; exquisitely

illustrated.*Wilson, R. L. The Colt Engraving Book, c. 1832-1921, Volume I. Greatly enlarged

edition of Wilson's earlier Book of Colt Engraving (q.v.). Volume II “c. 1919-2000.” New York:

Bannerman's Publishers, 2001 (both volumes). Sumptuous editions; exceptional

illustrations.Wilson, R. L. Colt Commemorative Firearms. Wichita: Colt Engraving Vol. I Kidwell,

1969. Detailed guide and reference on modern made Colt commemorative firearms.*Wilson, R.

L. The Paterson Colt Book: The Early Evolution of Samuel Colt's Repeating Arms. Palo Alto,

California: Strutz-LeVett Publishing Co., 2001. Extensive coverage of all earliest Colts revolving

arms with detail and exceptional color illustrations.*Wilson, R. L. Colt’s Dates of Manufacture

1836-1978. Hamilton, Ohio: 1985. Serial numbers all models by year.Wilson, R. L. The Arms

Collection of Colonel Colt. Bullville, New York: H. Glass, 1964. Story of Samuel Colt’s personal

and unique arms collection.Wilson, R. L. The Rampant Colt. Spencer, Indiana: T. Haas, 1969.

Study of all Colt trade marks and their use including material on a variety of other Colt

memorabilia.Wilson, R. L. Samuel Colt Presents. Hartford: Wadsworth Atheneum, 1961. Finely

detailed and illustrated catalog of the famed exhibition of some of the most important and

historic Colts ever assembled. An important reference work.Wilson, R. L. Fine Colts: The Dr.

Joseph A. Murphy Collection. Doylestown, PA: Republic Publishing Co., 1999. Lavishly color

illustrated work about noted American Collection.Wooten, Ben H. A Study of Colt’s New Model

Army Pistol 1860. Privately published, circa 1950’s. Monograph.______Colt’s From The Wm. E.

Locke Collection. Lincoln, R.I.: Mowbray Publishing, 1996. Many important Colts from very

famous collection; often referred to.*______A Century of Achievement 1836-1936: Colt.

Boulder, Colorado: Paladin Press. 2006 reprint of famous 1937 edition of Colt's catalog issued

to commemorate their century in business. Review of their history and principal firearms made

over that period plus their 1937 catalog.______ The Russian Colts. Los Angeles, Cal.: Beinfeld

Publications 1976. Catalog of loan exhibition by Russia’s Hermitage Museum, St. Petersburg to

N.Y. Met. Museum of famous Colts presented by Sam’l Colt to Russian Czars.Patersons in

PerspectiveA significant research project culminating in the publication of Paterson Colt Pistol

Variations (see Bibliography) brought to light important data that has revised considerably

information about Patersons in previously published works. Models are now accurately placed

in their correct sequence with correct nomenclature (actually used by Samuel Colt) along with

updated and corrected information on calibers, quantities and variants; all of which are shown

in a clearer perspective.Colt Pocket Model Paterson Revolver No.1Pocket Model Paterson

Revolver (No. 1). Made c.1837-38; total of about 500 manufactured.28 caliber. 5-shot cylinders.

Barrel lengths from 1-3/4" to 4-3/4"; octagonal in shape, without attached loading levers.



Cylinder length 1-1/16".Grips of varnished walnut. Blued finish on all metal parts.The smallest

size of Paterson handgun, the “Baby Paterson” had its own serial number range, from 1

through about 500. Standard barrel marking was: - Patent Arms M’g Co. Paterson N·J.-Colt’s

Pt.-. Serial number stampings generally are not visible until taking the gun apart (on some a

number can be noted on the bevel at bottom of the grip). So-called Centaur scene with the

word COLT and the company’s four-horse-head trademark was roll engraved on the

cylinder.The Pocket Model was the first handgun made at the Colt Paterson factory. So

diminutive in size that short barreled specimens seem like miniatures, the Baby Paterson is the

smallest Colt percussion revolver made.Basic variations are:Standard Model, without attached

loading lever, rear of cylinder rounded or square back:5B-0015B-001Values—Good

$17,500Fine $50,000Ehlers Model (also known as Fourth Model Ehlers) named after John

Ehlers, a major stockholder and later officer of the Patent Arms Manufacturing Company who

took over after it went into bankruptcy. These revolvers were semi-finished at the time of the

litigation; when Ehlers assumed ownership of the firm, he completed manufacture, assembled

and merchandised them.This constitutes a distinct, separate model, with attached loading

lever; capping channel on recoil shield; cylinder 31/32" length with rounded rear; barrel marking

lacks the M’g Co. merely having a space where these marks had been removed from the roll

die. Total of about 500 made (including the “Fifth Model Ehlers” of the Belt Model No. 2). Made

c.1840-43. Rare:5B-0025B-002Values—Good $20,000Fine $55,000Colt Belt Model Paterson

Revolver No. 2Belt Model Paterson Revolver (No. 2). Made c.1837-40; totaling approximately

850 (including the No. 3 Belt Model).31 caliber. 5-shot cylinders. Barrel lengths from 2-1/2" to

5-1/2"; octagonal; without attached loading levers.Varnished walnut grips. Blued finish on all

metal parts.A straight gripped version of the Belt Paterson, the No. 2 Model shared its serial

range, from 1 through about 850 with the No. 3 Belt Model. Barrels were marked: Patent Arms

M’g Co Paterson N-J. Colt’s Pt. Usually it is necessary to disassemble the pistol before

discovering serial number stampings (on some the number is visible on the bevel at bottom of

the grip). Cylinder scene: the roll engraved Centaur motif, including COLT within the four-horse-

head trademark.A quick means of identifying the No. 2 Belt pistol from the Baby Paterson is by

comparison of weights. A 4" barrel Baby weighs only 11 ounces, while the No. 2 pistol of the

same barrel length weighs 20 ounces. All No. 2 Belt pistols have the straight type grip.Standard

Model, without attached loading lever; rear of cylinder either rounded or square

back:5B-0035B-003Values—Good $18,500Fine $47,500Ehlers Model (also known as Fifth

Model Ehlers), a distinct, separate model, with attached loading lever; capping channel on

recoil shield; cylinder 1-1/16" length with rounded rear; barrel markings lack the M’g Co having

a space where these had been removed from the roll die. Total about 500 made (including the

4th Model Ehlers of the Pocket Model No. 1). Made c.1840-43.Rare:5B-0045B-004Values—

Good $18,500Fine $50,000Colt Belt Model Paterson Revolver No. 3Belt Model Paterson

Revolver (No. 3). Manufactured from about 1837 to 1840; total run of approximately 850

(including the No. 2 Belt Model).31 caliber; 5-shot cylinders. Barrel lengths from 3-1/2" to

5-1/2"; octagonal in shape, with or without attached loading levers.Grips of varnished walnut.

Blued finish on all metal parts; a few pistols had casehardened hammers.This medium size

series of Paterson pistols shared the serial number range with the No. 2 Belt Model, beginning

with 1 and running to about 850. Barrels were marked: Patent Arms M’g Co. Paterson N-J

Colt’s Pt. Serial numbers generally not visible until taking the gun apart (though on some will

be observed on the butt area of the grip). The Centaur scene, with the word COLT and the four-

horse-head trademark was the roll engraved cylinder scene.The Belt Model series was the only

group of Paterson revolvers produced having two types of grips—the straight and the flared



styles. Attached loading levers are scarce in the Belt production, and the round shouldered

cylinders are more often seen than the straight or square back type.The major variations

are:Standard pistol, with flared grip; without attached loading lever:5B-0055B-005Values—

Good $30,000Fine $70,000Standard pistol; flared grip with attached loading lever and capping

cutout on the recoil shield. Very rare:5B-0065B-006Values—Good $32,500Fine $75,000Colt

Holster Model Paterson Revolver No. 5Holster Model Paterson Revolver (No. 5) (also known as

the “Texas Paterson”). Manufactured c. 1838-40; in a total of about 1,000.36 caliber. 5-shot

cylinders. Barrel lengths from 4" to 12"; standard at 7-1/2" and 9". All are octagonal in shape,

with or without attached loading levers.Grips of varnished walnut. Metal parts blued, with

casehardened hammer and frame.The largest size in the Paterson handgun production, the

“Texas” Model had its own serial range, numbered from 1 up through about 1000. Barrels were

marked: Patent Arms M’g. Co.Paterson N·J.-Colt’s Pt. Serial numbers generally cannot be

observed without taking the pistol apart; but at the least are often found on the bottom of the

grip. Cylinder roll scene was the stagecoach holdup, including the word COLT.The Texas

Paterson has had the greatest appeal to the collector, due to its large size, the relatively heavy

caliber, and the association of the type with the Texas Ranger Jack Hays and verified use by

military and civilians on the frontier. Many of the specimens of this model known today show

rather hard use, and thus a Texas Paterson in outstanding condition is one of the great prizes

of Colt collecting. A verified martially marked specimen is a great rarity and worth a

considerable premium.Major variations are:Standard model, without attached loading lever,

and with rounded or square shoulders to the cylinder:5B-0075B-007Values—Good

$50,000Fine $110,000Standard model, with attached loading lever, capping cutout on the

recoil shield, and rounded shoulders to the cylinder:5B-0085B-008Values—Good $55,000Fine

$120,000Colt First Model Ring Lever RifleFirst Model Ring Lever Rifle. Manufactured c.

1837-38; total production about 200. Pulling the ring lever cocked the hammer and turned the

cylinder for each shot.34, 36, 38, 40, and 44 calibers. 8-shot cylinders standard (10-shot rare

and worth premium). Barrel lengths standard at 32"; octagonal in shape, with or without

attached loading levers.Varnished walnut stocks, having cheek piece usually inlaid with the

Colt four-horse-head trademark. Metal parts blued, with browned barrel.First of Colt’s longarm

production, the No. 1 or First Model rifle was marked in its own serial range, from 1 on up

through about 200. Barrels were marked on the top: Colt’s Patent Patent Arms Man’g. Co.,

Paterson, N. Jersey. Serial numbers appear on various parts, most of them visible only when

the rifle has been disassembled. The cylinder roll scene depicts horsemen and a centaur

coursing a deer; the word COLT is also present.Ironically Colt’s initial factory production of

firearms was in rifles—the No. 1 Ring Lever—and not in handguns, which came a few months

later. Thus, the First Model Rifle is of extreme importance to the advanced Colt collector.

Limited in production to but 200, these arms are rare. The First Model is quickly differentiated

from the Second Model by the presence of the topstrap extended over the cylinder of the

former.The two basic variations are:Standard model, without attached loading lever, without

capping channel in the recoil shield, and with square-backed cylinder

configuration:5B-0095B-009Values—Good $18,500Fine $50,000Improved model. Factory fitted

loading lever attached and the addition of a spring held detent underneath trigger guard to

permit the cylinder to be revolved while loading (instead of removing cylinder for loading),

locking the ring lever to permit this. The addition of a capping groove on the recoil shield and

the rounding of the back of the cylinder were also factory improvements and came before the

permanent loading lever. Thus these improvements were performed while the rifles were still in

inventory and serial numbers are not an accurate guide as these improvements are found as



low as serial number 16:5B-010Values—Good $19,000Fine $55,000Colt Second Model Ring

Lever RifleSecond Model Ring Lever Rifle. Manufactured c. 1838-41; the total produced

approximately 500. The ring device served to cock the hammer and revolve the cylinder for

each shot.44 caliber. 8-shot cylinder standard (10-shot rare and worth premium). Standard

barrel lengths of 28" and 32"; octagonal in shape, with or without attached loading

levers.Varnished walnut stocks, with cheekpiece (but not inlaid with the Colt trademark as

standard in the First Model Rifle). Metal parts blued, with browned barrel.Second Model Rifles

were serial numbered in their own range, from 1 on up through about 500. Barrels were

marked: Patent Arms M’g. Co. Paterson, N·J.-Colt’s Pt. Serial numbers on various parts,

usually visible only when the rifle has been disassembled. The cylinder roll scene is of

horsemen and a centaur coursing a deer; the word COLT is present, as is a small house (the

latter not present on the First Model cylinder roll).Though not as rare as the First Model Ring

Lever Rifle, the Second Model is still a difficult arm to locate, and as with its predecessor, is

seldom found in good condition. The quick means of telling one model from the other is the

lack of a topstrap extension over the cylinder on the Second Model.There are two basic

variations:Standard model, without attached loading lever, with capping channel in the recoil

shield, and having the squareback or rounded type cylinder:5B-0115B-011Values—Good

$12,500Fine $35,000Improved model with attached loading lever, capping channel in recoil

shield, rounded shoulders of cylinder and other features as mentioned in the “Improved Model”

of 1st Model Ring Lever rifle:5B-012Values—Good $14,000Fine $37,500Colt Model 1839

CarbineModel 1839 Carbine. Made c. 1838-41; total quantity approximately 950. Features an

exposed hammer, and does not have a ring lever cocking device.525 smoothbore caliber. 6-

shot cylinder. Standard barrel length of 24", but other lengths (notably 28" and 32") also known;

round shape excepting bevels present at the breech; with or without attached loading

levers.Varnished walnut stocks. Metal parts blued, the barrel browned.Manufactured in its own

serial number range, beginning with 1 and continuing through about 950. Barrels were marked:

Patent Arms M’g. Co.Paterson, N·J.-Colt’s Pt. Serial numbers on various parts, generally visible

only when the gun has been disassembled. The cylinder roll scene is one of the most elaborate

in the Paterson production, featuring scrolls, Colt markings, and panels of a naval battle, land

battle, and a hunter and trophy lion.The Model 1839 Carbine proved to be the most practical

and popular of all Colt arms from the Paterson period. It was so highly regarded by Samuel

Colt that he seriously considered reintroduction of the model when developing his revived

business in Hartford. A quick identification of the model is the cylinder length of 2-1/2" and the

exposed hammer.Basic variations are:Standard model, with attached loading lever on the

barrel lug and round backed cylinder:5B-0135B-013Values—Good $12,500Fine

$27,500Earliest production (rare) without attached loading lever, square-backed cylinder, and a

capping groove cut near the top of the right recoil shield:5B-014Values—Good $15,000Fine

$40,000Standard First/early type without attached loading lever and round backed cylinder.

Every indication is that this is the model purchased by the “Republic Texas,

1839”:5B-014.55B-014.5Values—Good $14,000Fine $32,500Government purchase Carbines

with WAT inspector mark on the left side of the stocks; fitted with attached loading levers. 360

pieces purchased by U.S. Government (in four orders). Extreme care should be exercised in

the acquisition of this piece:5B-015Values—Good $25,000Fine $90,000Long cylinder variant.

3-1/4" cylinder with proportionately longer frame to accommodate. Estimated quantity made 25

to accept the larger musket size charge. Approximately half of these burst on firing. Extremely

rare:5B-016Values—Good $15,000Fine $40,000Colt Model 1839 ShotgunModel 1839

Shotgun. Manufactured c. 1839-41; in a total run of about 225. The mechanism is the same as



on the Model 1839 Carbine, with an exposed hammer.16 gauge. 6-shot cylinder. Standard

barrel lengths of 24" and 32"; round shape (without bevels at the breech) and made without

attached loading levers.Varnished walnut stocks. Metal parts blued; the barrel browned in a

Damascus decor.Produced in an individual serial range, numbered from 1 on up through about

225. On right side of the barrel lug: Patent Arms M’g. Co. Paterson, N·J.-Colt’s Pt. Serial

markings on various parts, but most of these visible when gun has been taken apart. Dramatic

and sizable cylinder roll scene, of scrolls, Colt markings, and three panels depicting the

American eagle, a deer-hunting sequence, and an Indian with bird hunters.The quite limited

total production proves the Model 1839 Shotgun to have been of little popularity in its day. The

type did have some potential as a repeating military musket, but the failure of the Paterson

enterprise early in the 1840s cut short such possibilities for success. The Model 1839 Shotgun

is one of the greater rarities in Colt’s longarm production, and specimens seldom appear on

the market. For quick identification measure the cylinder length—3-1/2" (as compared to the

2-1/2" of the Model 1839 Carbine):5B-0175B-017Values—Good $8,500Fine $27,500Colt

Walker Model RevolverWalker Model Revolver. Manufactured in 1847, with a total production of

approximately 1,100.44 caliber. 6-shot cylinder. 9" part round, part octagonal barrel. A massive

4 lbs. 9 oz. in weight.One piece walnut grips. Casehardened frame, hammer, and lever;

balance blued; excepting plain brass trigger guard, and the cylinder “in the white”.Serial

numbering in five companies, A, B, C, D, and E, beginning with the number 1 in each grouping.

The five company series combined totaled 1,000 revolvers.Barrel marked: ADDRESS SAML

COLT NEW-YORK CITY. On the right side of the lug: US/1847. Cylinder roll engraved with a

Texas Ranger and Indian fight scene; but this is frequently missing on surviving specimens due

to years of service and neglect. Government inspector markings were applied to the grips and

various metal parts, but these too are often worn or rusted off.The Walker is the greatest prize

of any Colt collection. Slightly more than 10 percent of the original total manufactured have

survived to appear in modern day collections and museums. A great many reproductions and

fakes have been made, and a number of badly mutilated specimens have been heavily

restored.The buyer should exercise extreme caution in acquiring a Walker.Standard Walker, A,

B, C, D, E Company serial ranges:5B-0185B-018Values—Fair $42,500Very Good (no finish)

$125,000The special group of an additional 100 Walkers in the so-called “Civilian Range”;

these had no U.S. inspector markings, bore numbers from 1001 through about 1100, and were

otherwise like the military Walker pistols. Valuewise this is a “gray” area. This model is scarcer

and will bring a premium to advanced Colt collectors, while others prefer martially marked

specimens and pay more for them. This group of 100 tends to be found in better average

condition:5B-019Values—Fair $37,500Very Good (no finish) $110,000Colt Whitneyville

Hartford Dragoon RevolverWhitneyville Hartford Dragoon Revolver (also known as the

“Transition Walker”). Made late in 1847, in a total quantity of about 240.44 caliber. 6-shot

cylinder. 7-1/2" part round, part octagonal barrel.One piece walnut grips. Casehardened frame,

hammer, and lever; the balance blued. Gripstraps have been noted in varying finishes; trigger

guards of brass and backstraps either steel or brass.Serial numbered from about 1100 through

1340, picking up from where the Civilian Series Walker pistols left off.Barrel marked: -

ADDRESS SAML COLT NEW YORK-CITY -; some variation noted, including a few barrels

unmarked. Variations also appear in the COLTS/PATENT mark on left side (and sometimes

right) of the frame. Cylinder bearing the roll engraved scene of a Texas Ranger and Indian fight.

However, as the cylinder is slightly shorter/narrower than that used on the Walker revolver a

very narrow section of that cylinder scene is lacking.Actually of greater rarity than the Walker

Model, the Whitneyville Hartford Dragoons are sometimes called the “Transition Walker,” since



some of the production parts were left over from the predecessor model. The two major frame

variations in the Whitneyville Hartford are: 1. Cutout at the rear of the frame, into which fits a

curved portion of the grips, and 2. Straight-back frame. The trigger guard on both variants

slants back into the grips, rather than being in a vertical juncture as would be standard on later

Dragoon pistols. Among other distinctive details to note are the very slender, or “Slim Jim,”

appearance of the grips, and the short trigger and cylinder stop screws of early frames (thus

not passing completely through).One of the great Colt rarities, the Whitneyville Hartford

Dragoon has been an attractive challenge to fakers; caveat emptor! Cut-out Frame

Type:5B-020Cut-out Frame Type5B-020Values—Fair $20,000Very Good (without finish)

$65,000Straight Back Frame Type:5B-021Straightback Frame Type5B-021Values—Good

$11,000Fine $37,500Colt First Model Dragoon RevolverFirst Model Dragoon Revolver.

Manufactured 1848 - c. 1850; total of about 7,000.44 caliber. 6-shot cylinder. 7-1/2" part round,

part octagonal barrel.Grips of one piece walnut. Casehardened frame, hammer, and lever; the

balance blued. Gripstraps standard of brass, silver plated for civilian sales, and left unfinished

for the military.Serial numbered from about 1341 through about 8000, continuing the sequence

from the Whitneyville Hartford Dragoon.Barrel marked: ADDRESS SAML COLT, NEW-YORK

CITY -. COLT’S/PATENT on the left side of the frame; often accompanied by U.S. (on

government purchased and issued specimens) centered beneath. Texas Ranger and Indian

fight scene roll engraved on the cylinders. Cylinders also bear roll-engraved panel marking in

large letters COLT’S PATENT accompanied by second panel MODEL U.S.M.R. (“U.S. Mounted

Rifles”). A scarcer variant is marked U.S. DRAGOONS in place of the U.S.M.R. marks, and will

add premium to value.Identifying features of the First Model are: Continuation of the square

backed trigger guard, the cylinder stop slots oval, and the juncture of grips, gripstraps, and

frame forming a straight vertical line. Early series pistols have some notable carryovers from

the Whitneyville-Hartford Dragoon, while later specimens show improvements of evolution

leading into the Second Model pistols. A few late First Models were cut to accept detachable

shoulder stocks (all three types; see 5B-030/031/032/033); work and adaptation performed

after guns were mfd.; very rare.Military issue First Model with government inspector markings

on the grips and various metal parts:5B-0225B-022Values—Good $5,000Fine $35,000Civilian

First Model; varnished walnut grips and standard finish (U.S. often present on

frame):5B-023Values—Good $5,000Fine $30,000U.S. Walker Replacement DragoonU.S.

Walker Replacement Dragoon. Also known as the “pre-1st Model Dragoon” and the “Fluck”

Dragoon (after the late John J. Fluck whose detailed research in 1956 first identified the gun as

a distinct model). Manufactured in 1848.44 caliber. 6-shot cylinder; 7-1/2" part round/part

octagon Colt Walker barrels that were re-worked by Colt factory to this shorter length.
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Tollgate618, “Best Guide to Antique Firearms. The definitive guide for all antique firearms . An

essential 'must have' while perusing auctions, and the last edition ( 9th) incorporates the best

of all prior editions while correcting a lot of prior misconceptions. The used copy I acquired

from an Amazon reseller was in better condition than described , better priced than other

online available resources. and shipping was lightening fast.”

HillBilly Greg, “Flayderman's Guide got me started..... Flayderman's Guide was recommended

to me as a means to identify and establish a starting current value for a pair of Allen and

Thurber Pepperbox Pistols, and it contained the variations as well as the caution needed in

determining values in the wide variety of combinations these firearms seem to have been

manufactured in. I found it very accurate when presenting them into a regional market auction

environment. It has also been very helpful in some of our other arcane long guns.”

B. Centre, “Stll the Best. Been collecting antique firearms for 45 years. Norm Flayderman's

book is THE bible of antique gun collecting, and I wouldn't be without it.The new 2007 9th

edition has great color plates, newly identified and expanded info on many guns.[MAKE SURE

YOURE BUYING THE 9TH / LATEST EDITION]. The updated values are invaluable. I just wish

he wouldn't wait so long between editions (this edition is like 4 years over due.).If you collect,

sell/trade, or just have an interest in American antique guns, this is THE book to

have.Excellent.”

Book Buyer, “A gem. Yes, it's out of date so the prices are wrong.However, his coverage of

other topics is still timely and outstanding.”

Gmac, “Great book. Very detailed book covering many guns”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A Must Buy. Superior book. When is the next edition comng out? If you

are interested in antique American guns, buy this reference. Information is excellent. The

prices may have changed a bit since the last publication and I wish they would update it,

however, this is still the best book around. Remember however, American gun antiques only.

No foreign or new gun prices are listed in here.”

Joyce D, “Delivered early. It was delivered early In new condition!It is the last Flayderman’s 9th

edition as sadly, Mr. Flayderman has passed away.”

Ralph DeMattia, “A GREAT Book - Too bad gun collector's don't read it!. 2 Years late, but for

this book, well worth the wait. The Flayderman crew has outdone themselves yet again (and I



have all 8 previous additions); it's just a shame that the THIEVES that go to gun shows don't

read it, because from the looks of the prices at gun shows the past 5 years, They're NOT! And

it's always the SAME guns with higher and higher prices, so obviously no one is buying these

overpriced guns, but the sellers just don't get it! The book itself is perfect: informative and well

laid out and VERY readable; Norm's done his job, now it's up to us (collectors) to use the

information and stop trying to gouge each other to death.”

Doctor Hugo C Breitmeyer, “Indispensable book for serious collectors. This book is

indispensable for any serious collector of American antique firearms.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Excellent. Just what my husband wanted, great reference book”

pauline, “Five Stars. been looking for one for ages”

Charles Mcwilliam, “Five Stars. Good book. I do enjoy reading it”

hodgy, “Bought as a Present. This book has proved a great hit with the person I bought it for as

a gift.  This book replaced an old copy from 1988.”

The book by Norm Flayderman has a rating of 5 out of 4.8. 222 people have provided

feedback.
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